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Abstract. We prove that any modular eigenform f of level Γ1(Np), finite slope α
and weight k0 can be placed into a p-adic family of modular eigenforms fk of the same
level and slope and weight k varying over all natural numbers which are sufficiently close
to k0 in the p-adic sense. Here, the term p-adic family means that a p-adic congruence
between two weights k and k′ entails a certain p-adic congruence between the correspond-
ing eigenforms fk and fk′ . We also prove that the dimension of the slope α subspace
of the space of modular forms of weight k does not depend on the weight as long as we
consider weights k which are sufficiently close to each other in the p-adic sense. Both
these statements are predicted by the Mazur-Gouvea conjecture, which has been proven
by Coleman (cf. [C]) using methods from rigid analytic geometry. In contrast, our proof
of these statements is based on a comparison of trace formulas.
Introduction
0.1. We fix a prime p ∈ N and an integer N ∈ N such that (N, p) = 1. We
select a Dirichlet character χ : (Z/(Np))∗ → C∗ and we denote byMk(Γ1(Np), χ) resp.
Sk(Γ1(Np), χ) the space of holomorphic modular forms of level Γ1(Np) and nebentype
χ resp. the subspace of Mk(Γ1(Np), χ) consisting of cusp forms. For any prime ℓ ∈ N
we denote by Tℓ the Hecke operator of level Γ1(Np). Tℓ acts on Mk(Γ1(Np), χ) and we
say that f is a normalized eigenform if f has leading Fourier coefficient equal to 1 and is
an eigenvector for all Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ prime. We note that Tp is the Atkin-Lehner
operator sending f =
∑
n anq
n to
∑
n apnq
n.
The Mazur-Gouvea conjecture is a statement about certain subspaces of the space
of cusp forms and the eigenforms contained therein. To explain this, denote by Cp
the completion of an algebraic closure of Qp with valuation w : Cp → Q normalized
by w(p) = 1. We fix an isomorphism i : C ∼= Cp; thus, for any λ ∈ C its ”p-adic
value” vp(λ) = w ◦ i(λ) is defined. The slope α subspace Sk(Γ1(Np), χ)
α, α ∈ Q,of
Sk(Γ1(Np), χ) is the image p(Tp)Sk(Γ1(Np), χ), where p ∈ Q¯[X] is the factor of the
characteristic polynomial p˜ of Tp acting on Sk(Γ1(Np), χ), which contains all roots of p˜,
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whose p-adic value is different from α (cf. section 1.1). Let ω : (Z/(p))∗ → µp−1, µp−1
the group of (p− 1)-st roots of unity, denote the Teichmuller character.
The Mazur-Gouvea conjecture then reads
1.) The dimension of Sk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α is locally constant in the p-adic sense, i.e.
dimSk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α = dimSk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′)α
if k ≡ k′ (mod p[α]+1) and k, k′ ≥ 2α+ 2 (”[ ]” denotes the Gaussian bracket).
2.) Assume dimSk0(Γ1(Np), χω
−k0)α = 1. Then, any eigenform f ∈
Sk0(Γ1(Np), χω
−k0), can be placed into a p-adic family of eigenforms, i.e. for any weight
k contained in the arithmetic progression K = {k0 + mp
[α]+1, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} there
is an eigenform fk =
∑
n ak,nq
n ∈ Sk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α such that fk0 = f and fk ≡ fk′
(mod pm) if k ≡ k′ (mod pm). Here, the congruence fk ≡ fk′ (mod p
m) means that
ak,n ≡ ak′,n (mod p
m) for all n.
3.) In general, i.e. if dimSk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α is arbitrary, f can be placed into an
R-family of modular forms fk ∈ Sk(Γ1(Np), χ), i.e. there is a finite and free Zp[[T ]]-
algebra R, a power series F =
∑
n rnq
n ∈ R[[q]] with r1 = 1 and a family of continuous
morphisms ηk : R→ Q¯p, k running through the arithmetic progression K, such that fk =∑
n ηk(rn)q
n. Furthermore the Zp[[T ]]-rank of R is less than or equal to the dimension
of the spaces Sk(Γ1(Np))
α for all k ∈ K. (cf. [G-M], Conjectures 1,2,3.)
In case α = 0 (i.e. the ”ordinary” case) the conjecture has been settled by Hida using
his theory of ordinary forms. In general, the conjecture has been proven by Coleman (cf.
[C]) except for the determination of the range of weights over which the family exists.
Wan has shown that the family exists over a domain whose size depends quadratically
on the slope α (cf. [W]). Finally there is a counterexample to the conjecture in its strong
form (cf. [B-C]). Coleman’s proof uses methods from rigid analytic geometry but he also
mentions work on p-adic properties of modular forms using the Selberg trace formula
and says that this line of research seems to have stopped in the mid seventies.
0.2. In this article we describe an approach to the construction of p-adic fami-
lies of modular forms using a comparison of trace formulas. To this end we reinter-
pret the Mazur-Gouvea conjecture as follows. We denote by Λαk,χ the set of all se-
quences (λℓ)ℓ, where ℓ runs over all primes ℓ ∈ N, such that there is an eigenform form
f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α with Tℓ-eigenvalue equal to λℓ. Hence, Λ
α
k,χ is the set of sys-
tems of Hecke eigenvalues occuring in Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α and the elements λ ∈ Λαk,χ
correspond to eigenforms f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α. The statement that any modular
form f ∈ Mk0(Γ1(Np), χω
−k0)α can be placed into a family of modular forms (fk)k,
fk ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α, then (nearly) is equivalent to the existence of a family of
transfer maps
Ψ˜k : Λ
α
k0,χ → Λ
α
k,χ
such that
• Ψ˜k exists for all k, which are sufficiently close to k0 in the p-adic sense
• k ≡ k0 (mod p
m) implies that Ψ˜k(λ)ℓ is congruent to λℓ for all primes ℓ modulo a
certain power of p (which depends on m).
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Thus, to prove the Mazur-Gouvea conjecture we have to establish the existence of
the maps Ψ˜k and in doing so we shall use a comparison of Trace formulas. To this end
we assume in addition that
• Ψ˜k is a bijection
• Denote by Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) the generalized simultaneous eigenspace attached to λ ∈
Λαk,χ. Then dimM
α
k0,χω−k0
(λ) = dimMα
k,χω−k
(Ψ˜k(λ)).
We prove a Basic trace identity of the following type: let T be an element of our Hecke
algebra and denote by πNpMp the projection operator from level Γ1(Np) to level Γ1(Mp);
then the trace of the operator πNpMp ◦T onMk0(Γ1(Np), χω
−k0)α is congruent to its trace
onMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α modulo a certain power of p. The presence of the operator πNpMp
enables us to detect in addition to the Hecke eigenvalues the level of a modular form.
Clearly, this identity has been proven with the above two assumptions in mind. On
the other hand, using the Basic trace identity we shall establish as an essential step the
existence of the unramified transfer: in analogy with Λαk,χ we denote by Λ
α
k,χ,Np the set of
all sequences (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np such that there is a modular form f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α with
Tℓ-eigenvalue equal to λℓ, ℓ 6 |Np; then, there is a family of transfer maps
Ψk : Λ
α
k0,χ,Np → Λ
α
k,χ,Np
such that
• Ψk exists for all k, which are sufficiently close to k0 in the p-adic sense
• k ≡ k0 (mod p
m) implies that for all ℓ 6 |Np, the element Ψk(λ)ℓ is congruent to λℓ
modulo a certain power of p (cf. the Transfer Theorem in 0.4 for a precise statement of
this)
• the level of Ψk(λ) divides the level of λ.
The divisibility Level(Ψk(λ)) |Level(λ) implies that the dimension of the generalized
eigenspace Mα
k,χω−k
(Ψ(λ)) attached to Ψk(λ) is greater than or equal to the dimension
of the generalized eigenspace Mα
k0,χω−k0
(λ) attached to λ and together with the equal-
ity of dimensions dimMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α = dimMk0(Γ1(Np), χω
−k0)α (note that this
equality is the first part of the Mazur-Gouvea conjecture) we obtain that Ψk is a bi-
jection and even that dimMα
k0,χω−k0
(λ) = dimMα
k,χω−k
(Ψk(λ)). Thus, in the course of
establishing the existence of the map Ψk we find that the above two assumptions hold,
at first for the unramified transfer, but it is not difficult to derive from this the existence
of the transfer maps Ψ˜k. We note that we do not need the expansion of the geoemtric
side of the (topological) Trace formula as a sum of orbital integrals.
0.3. We describe our results in more detail. We use the following convention: since
we assume that N and p are fixed throughout, if we say that a constant C depends (only)
on the slope α this shall always mean that C depends on α and on N and p. Also, we
set Γ = Γ1(Np). Our first main result then reads
Theorem B (cf. section 4.1). There are constants Bα and Cα only depending on α
such that the following holds. Let α ∈ Q≥0; for all pairs of integers k, k
′ ∈ N satisfying
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 and
3
• k ≡ k′ (mod pBα)
it holds that
dimMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α = dimMk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′)α.
Theorem B confirms the independence of weight of the dimension of the slope sub-
space, which is the first part of the Mazur-Gouvea conjecture. However, we have no
control over the constants Cα and Bα; they tend to be very large and in this respect
we fall short of proving the conjecture. Of course, an analogous remark applies to the
constant L(α, k) appearing in Theorems D1, D2 below.
To state our second main result we introduce some notation. For any sequence
λ = (λℓ)ℓ resp. λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np of complex numbers, where ℓ runs over all rational primes
resp. all rational primes not dividing Np, we set
Mαk,χω−k(λ) = {f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α : ∀ℓ ∃n ∈ N : (Tℓ − λℓ)
nf = 0},
resp.
Mαk,χω−k(λ) = {f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α : ∀ℓ 6 |Np ∃n ∈ N : (Tℓ − λℓ)
nf = 0}.
Thus,Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) is the generalized simultaneous eigenspace for all Hecke operators Tℓ,
resp. all Hecke operators Tℓ with ℓ 6 |Np. Note that for all primes ℓ, which do not divide
Np, the Hecke operator Tℓ is diagonalizable on Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k), whereas Tℓ, ℓ|Np,
need not be semisimple. We also set
Λαk,χ = {λ = (λℓ)ℓ : M
α
k,χω−k(λ) 6= 0}
and
Λαk,χ,Np = {λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np : M
α
k,χω−k(λ) 6= 0}.
We note that λ ∈ Λαk,χ is equivalent to the existence of an eigenform f in
Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k) with Tℓ eigenvalue equal to λℓ. Since dimMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k) is
finite for any weight k, there is an integer Ak such that elements λ, λ
′ ∈ Λαk,χ which are
different, already are different modulo pAk , i.e. there is a prime ℓ = ℓ(λ, λ′) such that
λℓ 6≡ λ
′
ℓ (mod p
Ak) (cf. equation (18) in section 4.2). Our second main result then reads
Theorem D1 (cf. section 4.3). For any α ∈ Q≥0 and any k > 2 there are constants
a = a(α) and b(α), which only depend on α, and L(α, k) such that the following holds:
Let α ∈ Q≥0 and let k0 ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2. Then, for any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np there is a
family (λ(k))k, where k runs over all integers satisfying k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 and k ≡ k0
(mod pL(α,k0)), which satisfies the following properties
• λ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ,Np
• λ(k0) = λ
• if k ≡ k′ (mod pm) then λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ).
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Moreover, a = a(α) satisfies
a ≤
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
for all k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 and
a = min {
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
, k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2}
if α = 0.
Finally, if (µ(k))k, µ(k) ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np is another family satisfying the above three condi-
tions, then µ(k) = λ(k) for all k.
We note that Theorem B implies that the set { 1
dimMk(Γ,χω−k)α
, k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2}
is finite, in particular, a(α) is strictly positive.
In the special case that dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α = 1 we obtain the following stronger
result.
Theorem D2. Let α ∈ Q≥0, let k0 ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 and assume in addition that
dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α = 1. Then, for any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np there is a family (λ(k))k, where
λ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ,Np and k runs over all integers satisfying k ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 as well as
k ≡ k0 (mod p
Bα) which satisfies the properties
• λ(k0) = λ
• if k ≡ k′ (mod pm) then λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b).
Here, a = a(α) and b = b(α) are the integers appearing in Theorem D1, hence, a ≤ 1
and a = 1 if α = 0.
It remains to look at the primes ℓ dividing Np. To this end, let λ ∈ Λαk0,χ, where
k0 > (Cαα+ 1)
2 +2 and let (λk)k be the family of elements λk ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np as in Theorem
D1. We denote by Ψαk,χ,ℓ the characteristic polynomial of Tℓ acting on M
α
k,χω−k
(λ(k)).
Our last result then reads
Theorem F (cf. section 4.5). Let k0 > (Cαα+1)
2+2 and let k′, k ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2
be weights which both are congruent to k0 (mod p
L(α,k)). Then, with the above notations,
for any ℓ|N we have
vp(Ψ
α
k,χ,ℓ −Ψ
α
k′,χ,ℓ) ≥ am+ b− (d
α
k0,χ + 1)Ak0 − vp(d
α
k0,χ!)).
where dαk0,χ = dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α.
In conjunction with the proposition in section 4.5, Theorem F shows that for any
prime ℓ dividing N and any k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)) we can select a root λ(k)ℓ of Ψ
α
k,χ,ℓ,
i.e. an eigenvalue of Tℓ acting onM
α
k,χω−k
(λ(k)), such that the resulting family (λ(k)ℓ)k
satisfies the congruence
vp(λ(k)ℓ − λ(k
′)ℓ) ≥
am+ b− (dαk0,χ + 1)Ak0 − vp(d
α
k0,χ
!)
dαk0,χ
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if k ≡ k′ (mod pm). Thus, the congruences, which we obtain at the ramified places
are somewhat weaker than those at the unramified places. Although we formulated
Theorems D1, D2 only for systems of eigenvalues (λ)ℓ with ℓ 6 |Np, an inspection of
the proof shows that these Theorems also hold if we include the prime p, i.e. if we
consider systems of eigenvalues (λℓ) with ℓ 6 |N . Thus, altogether we obtain that any
λ ∈ Λαk0,χ can be placed into a p-adic family (λk)k of elements λk ∈ Λ
α
k,χ, where k runs
over all integers greater than (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 and congruent to k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)); see
our final Theorem G in section 4.5. Since any λ ∈ Λαk,χ corresponds to an eigenform
f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k) with Tℓ eigenvalue equal to λℓ, Theorms D1 and D2 and F
essentially confirm the existence of p-adic families of modular forms as predicted by the
second part of the Mazur-Gouvea conjecture.
0.4. We explain the proof of the above results in some detail. We denote by Lk
the finite dimensional irreducible GL2 representation of highest weight k and for any
Z-algebra R we set Lk,R = R ⊗Z Lk. The space Mk(Γ1(Np)) of modular forms of
weight k and level Γ1(Np) is isomorphic as Hecke module to the group cohomology
H1(Γ1(Np), Lk,C) and we will replace the study of the Hecke module Mk(Γ1(Np)) by
the study of the Hecke module H1(Γ1(Np), Lk,C). In particular, we replace the Selberg
trace formula by the Topological trace formula, which computes the Lefschetz number
of a Hecke correspondence (cf. [B], [G-MacPh]).
In section 1.1 and 1.2, we discuss the slope decomposition of a finitely generated O-
module V , where O/Zp is a finite extension, with respect to an endomorphism T of V .
We look to the particular case of the space of modular forms with T the Atkin-Lehner
operator (cf. section 1.4) and we prove the following
Theorem A (cf. section 1.5). There is a constant M(α), which only depends on α,
such that ∑
0≤β≤α
dimH1(Γ1(Np
[α]+1), Lk,C)
β ≤M(α)
for all weights k ≥ 2.
To prove Theorem A we introduce a certain submodule of Lk,O. We set r = [α] + 1,
Γ = Γ1(Np
r) and we choose a finite, integral extension O/Zp, which splits Tp. We then
define the O-submodule
Uk,O,r =
⊕
v∈Lk,O
weight(v)>r
Ov.
Here, the weight of an element v ∈ Lk,O is defined with respect to the split torus of
diagonal matrices in GL2. Uk,O,r satisfies the following properties
- O/(pr) ⊗ Uk,O,r still is a Γ1(Np
r)-module (cf. Lemma 1.) in section 1.4) and the
long exact cohomology sequence will yield
H1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ Lk,O)/H
1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ Uk,O,r) ∼= H
1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ (Lk,O/Uk,O,r)).
- The isomorphism class of the quotient module O/(pr) ⊗ (Lk,O/Uk,O,r) only de-
pends on k (mod p2r) (cf. the Proposition in section 1.4), hence, the O/(pr)-module
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H1(Γ,O/(pr) ⊗ (Lk,O/Uk,O,r)) also depends only on k (mod p
2r) and its O/(pr)-rank
therefore can be bounded independently of k.
- The Atkin Lehner operator Tp annihilates H
1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ Uk,O,r) (cf. the Lemma
in section 1.5).
The first two properties imply that the O/(pr)-rank of H1(Γ,O/(pr) ⊗
Lk,O)/H
1(Γ,O/(pr) ⊗ Uk,O,r) is bounded independently of k. We denote by kerTp the
kernel of Tp acting on H
1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ Lk,O)
β . The third property implies that the quo-
tient H1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗Lk,O)
β/ker Tp is a factor of H
1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗Lk,O)
β/H1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗
Uk,O,r)
β. On the other hand, the key Lemma in section 1.2 allows us to bound the
O-rank of H1(Γ, Lk,O)
β for all 0 ≤ β ≤ α in terms of the cardinality of the quo-
tient H1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ Lk,O)
β/ker Tp (note that H
1(Γ,O/(pr)⊗ Lk,O)
β is a finite group).
Thus, altogether we arrive at the claim of Theorem A. Clearly, Theorem A implies
the boundedness of
∑
0≤β≤α dimH
1(Γ1(Np), Lk,C)
β for all k ≥ 2. We note that in
the ordinary case, i.e. α = 0, the quotient Lk,O/Uk,O,r ∼= O. Thus, we may replace
H1(Γ,O/(pr) ⊗ (Lk,O/Uk,O,r)) by H
1(Γ,O/(pr)) and if we do this, we essentially find
Hida’s proof of the boundedness of H1(Γ1(Np), Lk,C)
0. Since it is easily available using
the methods introduced so far we also prove in section 1 that the Hecke operator Tp acts
nilpotently on the torsion part of the cohomology of Γ1(Np) with p-adic coefficients (cf.
the Proposition in section 1.5).
Note. After completion of the manuscript we have learned that a proof of the
boundedness of the dimension of the slope spaces using a very similar idea has already
appeared in [Bu] !
In section 2 we review the Topological trace formula. For the final formula see the
Theorems in section 2.4 and 2.5. Since we only deal with the rank 1 case our main
reference will be [B]. A trace formula valid for groups of arbitrary rank can be found in
[G-MacPh].
In section 3 we prove the basic trace identity from which we will deduce (in section 4)
Theorems B, D1, D2 and F. We work with a certain subalgebra of the full Hecke algebra,
which we define in sections 4.1 and 4.2 as follows. We denote by HZ = 〈Tℓ, ℓ prime〉Z
the classical Hecke algebra generated by all Hecke operators Tℓ of level Γ1(Np), ℓ prime,
and all diamond operators 〈ǫ〉, (ǫ,Np) = 1, of level Np; we then enlarge H by adjoining
certain non-classical Hecke operators Su,δ, u ∈ N, (δ,Np) = 1, which correspond to
primes ℓ dividing Np (cf. section 3.2). The idea is that the enlarged Hecke algebra
contains the projection operator πNpMp : Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)→Mk(Γ1(Mp), χω
−k) from
level Np to level Mp (M |N ; cf. the Corollary in section 3.2). Thus, in addition to the
eigenvalues of the Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ prime, the enlarged Hecke algebra also is able to
detect the level of a modular form f ∈ Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k). On the other hand, we do
not know whether the Hecke operators Tℓ,ℓ|N commute with the operators Su,δ, hence,
the enlarged Hecke algebra need not be commutative. This is the reason why at first
we only consider Hecke eigenvalues for primes ℓ not dividing Np (cf. Theorem D1, D2;
Tℓ, ℓ 6 |N and Su,δ commute). In section 3.3 we review the slope decomposition of the
space of modular forms and in section 3.4 we construct ”approximative” idempotents
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attached to the slope decomposition ofMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k): for any pair of weights k, k′
we inductively construct elements eα = ek,k′,α ∈ E[Tp], where E is a splitting field for
Tp on Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k) as well as on Mk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′) and α runs over the slopes
α1 < α2 < . . . < αr appearing in Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k) or in Mk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′) such
that
tr ek,k′,α|Mk(Γ1(Np),χω−k)β ≡
{
1 (mod p) if β = α
0 (mod p) if β 6= α
and also
tr ek,k′,α|Mk′ (Γ1(Np),χω−k
′)β ≡
{
1 (mod p) if β = α
0 (mod p) if β 6= α
(cf. the Proposition in section 3.4). In section 3.5 we then prove the
Basic trace identity. There is a constant Cα, which only depends on α, such that
the following holds. Let α ∈ Q≥0. Assume that k, k′ ∈ N satisfy
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m ≥ Cαα+ 1.
Let ℓ1, . . . , ℓs ∈ N be prime numbers and let M ∈ N be any divisor of N ; then
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ trπ
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
[ m
Cαα
]−vp(ϕ(N))).
In case α = 0 we even obtain
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . ·T rsℓs |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ trπ
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . ·T rsℓs |Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N))).
Of course, the proof of this is an application of the trace formula. We note that the
element e0 has no denominators, which is the reason for the stronger statement in case
α = 0.
In section 4 we deduce Theorems B, D1, D2 and F from the basic trace identity.
We note that in order to deduce these Theorems we need to know in advance that the
dimension of Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α is bounded independently of k (cf. Theorem A). We
first explain the proof of Theorem B. We denote by Ψ =
∑d
j=0(−1)
jajX
d−j resp. Ψ′ =∑d′
j=0(−1)
ja′jX
d′−j the characteristic polynomial of Tp acting on Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α
resp. on Mk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′)α. This defines the coefficients aj resp. a
′
j for 0 ≤ j ≤ d
resp. 0 ≤ j ≤ d′ and for j > d resp. j > d′ we define aj resp. a
′
j to be equal to 0.
Clearly, d = dimMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α and d′ = dimMk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′)α and we have
to show that d = d′ if k and k′ are sufficiently close in the p-adic sense. Assume d > d′;
we lead this assumption to a contradiction by computing the p-adic value of the constant
coefficient ad of Ψ in two different ways:
- since all eigenvalues of Tp acting on Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α have p-adic value equal
to α we find vp(ad) = αd.
- By a classical formula (cf. equation (1) in section 4) aj is a linear expression in the
terms trT hp |Mk(Γ1(Np),χω−k)αaj−h, where h = 1, . . . , j and, quite analogous, a
′
j is a linear
expression in the terms tr T hp |Mk′ (Γ1(Np),χω−k
′ )αa
′
j−h, where h = 1, . . . , j. This holds for
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all j ∈ N ∪ {0}, in particular it holds for j = d. The basic trace identity therefore will
imply that ad ≡ a
′
d (mod p
vp(αd)+1) if k and k′ are sufficiently close. Since d′ < d we
have a′d = 0, hence, vp(ad) > αd. Contradiction !
In section 4.2 and 4.3 we show the existence of p-adic families of modular forms as
in Theorems D1 and D2. To this end, in section 4.2 relying on the basic trace identity
we prove the following
Theorem (Transfer from weight k to weight k′). There are constants Bα, a = a(α)
and b = b(α) such that the following holds. Let α ∈ Q≥0 and assume that k, k
′ ∈ N
satisfy
- k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
- k ≡ k′ (mod pm) where m ≥ Bα.
Let λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np and denote by F the prime-to-p part of the conductor of
λ. Then, there is a λ′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k′,χ,Np such that
• Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ′)Γ1(Fp) 6= (0), i.e. the conductor of λ′ is a divisor of Fp
• λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak) for all ℓ 6 |Np.
Moreover, a = a(α) satisfies
a(α, k) ≤
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
for all k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1 and even
a(α, k) = min {
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
, k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}
if α = 0. If in addition dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1 holds we even obtain the congruence
λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
am+b).
for all ℓ 6 |Np.
Here, the conductor of λ is defined as the smallest (in the sense of divisibility) integer
M such that Mα
k,χω−k
(λ)Γ1(M) 6= 0; clearly the conductor of λ divides Np and coincides
with the conductor of the automorphic representation corresponding to λ. Thus, the
transfer theorem not only yields a modular form satisfying the requested congruences, it
shows in addition that the conductor of the transferred element λ′ divides the conductor
of λ; this will be essential in the construction of p-adic families of modular forms (see be-
low). We note that a(α) and b(α) are the constants appearing in Theorem D1. To prove
the transfer theorem we assume there is no λ′ satisfying the two conditions of the theo-
rem. The slope α subspace decomposes Mk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α =
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
Mα
k,χω−k
(λ)
and there is a completely analogous decomposition for weight k′. We construct an ele-
ment e ∈ H such that
(∗) eMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α =Mαk,χω−k(λ) and eMk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′)α = 0.
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To lead our assumption to a contradiction, again, we compare the trace of the operator
πNpFp ◦e◦e
L
α , where L is a certain p-power (depending on m) onMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α and
on Mk′(Γ1(Np), χω
−k′)α in two different ways:
- Using the basic trace identity we will find that the two traces are congruent to each
other modulo a certain power of p
- Using equation (*) we will find that the two traces are not congruent to each other
modulo the same power of p. Contradiction !
In section 4.3 we will derive from the transfer theorem the existence of p-adic families
of modular forms as in Theorems D1, D2. We proceed as follows. Let k0, k > (Cαα +
1)2 + 2 with k ≡ k0 (mod p
m), m > Bα. For every λ ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,Np
there is a λ′ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np
satisfying the two conditions in the transfer theorem, hence, we obtain a map
Ψk : Λ
α
k0,χ,Np
→ Λαk,χ,Np
λ 7→ λ′
such that λ′ ≡ λ (mod pam+b−Ak0 ). Let λ, µ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np, λ 6= µ. Then, λ 6≡ µ (mod p
Ak0 )
by the definition of Ak0 . Hence, if k is close enough to k0 such that am+ b−Ak0 > Ak0 ,
we see that λ′ 6≡ µ′ (mod pAk0 ). In particular, the λ′, λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np are all distinct.
On the other hand, since the conductor of λ′ divides the conductor of λ, we will find
that dimMα
k0,χω−k0
(λ) ≤ dimMα
k,χω−k
(λ′) (cf. Corollary C1). Taking into account that
dimMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α = dimMk0(Γ1(Np), χω
−k0)α if k is sufficiently close to k0 by
Theorem B we deduce thatMk(Γ1(Np), χω
−k)α =
⊕
λ∈Λαk0,χ,Np
Mα
k,χω−k
(λ′) and, hence,
Λαk,χ,Np = {λ
′, λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np}. Thus, altogether we obtain
Corollary C2. For any α ≥ 0 and k > 2 there is a constant L(α, k) such that
the following holds. Assume that k ≡ k0 (mod p
m) with m ≥ L(α, k0); then for every
λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np there is precisely one λ
′ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np such that λ
′ ≡ λ (mod pam+b−Ak0 ) and
the transfer map Ψk : Λ
α
k0,χ,Np
→ Λαk,χ,Np is a bijection
Using the above Corollary we are now able to construct the p-adic family of mod-
ular forms as follows. Let λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np, k0 > (Cαα + 1)
2 + 1. For any weight k ≡ k0
(mod pL(α,k0)) there is a (unique) element λk = Ψk(λ) ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np such that λk ≡ λ
(mod pam+b−Ak0 ), where k ≡ k0 (mod p
m). To verify that this is a p-adic family,
it remains to show that for any k, k′ ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0) the congruence λk ≡ λk′
(mod pam+b−Ak0 ) holds, where now m is given by k ≡ k′ (mod pm). The transfer theo-
rem yields an element λ′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np such that λ
′ ≡ λk (mod p
am+b−Ak). Since we may
choose Ak = Ak0 by Corollary C3 (note that k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0))) we obtain λ′ ≡ λk
(mod pam+b−Ak0 ). Since m ≥ L(α, k0) this yields λ
′ ≡ λk (mod p
aL(α,k0)+b−Ak0 ). To-
gether with λk ≡ λ (mod p
aL(α,k0)+b−Ak0 ) we obtain λ′ ≡ λ (mod paL(α,k0)+b−ak0 ). Since
also λk′ ≡ λ (mod p
aL(α,k0)+b−ak0 ) we deduce from Corollary C2 applied to weights k′
and k0 and m = L(α, k0) that λ
′ = λk′ . Clearly, this implies that λk, λk′ satisfy the
requested congruence.
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1 Group Cohomology and the slope decomposition
1.1. The slope decomposition. We fix a prime p ∈ N and we denote by Cp the
p-adic complex numbers with p-adic valuation w normalized by w(p) = 1. In addition
we fix an isomorphism i : C ∼= Cp; this immediately induces a ”p-adic valuation” vp on C
by defining vp(z) = w(i(z)), z ∈ C and, hence, a compatible system of p-adic valuations
vp = vp,E on subfields E of C via restriction. Here, compatible means that if E/F is
an extension of subfields of Cp, the p-adic valuation vp,E obtained on E restricts to the
p-adic valuation vp,F obtained on F ; in particular we may omit the index E designating
the field from vp. We shall use the valuation vp only as a convenient way to express
congruences between elements which lie in arbitrary extension fields of Q. To be more
explicit, if a, b are algebraic over Q and c ∈ Q we write
a ≡ b (mod pc)
to denote that vp(a− b) ≥ c. Let E/Q be a finite extension, which contains a and b and
denote by p = pE = {x ∈ OE : vp(x) > 0} the prime ideal in OE corresponding to vp
and by e the ramification degree of p|p. The congruence a ≡ b (mod pc) then further is
equivalent to
a ≡ b (mod pec).
The notation a ≡ b (mod pc) is weaker than the above congruence, because it leaves
open in which field the congruence takes place.
Let E/Q be an arbitrary extension with ring of integers OE and let T be an operator
on the finite dimensional E-vector space V . We define the slope α subspace V α ≤ V as
the image pα(T )V , where pα is the factor of the characteristic polynomial p of T , whose
roots λ (in a splitting field of T ) have p-adic valuation vp(λ) different from α. We note
that V α depends on the operator T as well as on the choice of vp. V then decomposes
as a direct sum of E-vector spaces
(1) V =
⊕
α∈Q
V α ⊕ V (0),
where V (0) is the generalized eigenspace attached to 0.
Remark. If we agree that vp(0) = ∞ then V (0) is the subspace of V of slope ∞:
V (0) = V∞. Hence, V (0) is the subspace of V of highest possible slope.
1.2. Slope spaces over local fields. We now assume that E is a local field.
More precisely, let E/Qp be a finite extension, hence, the ring of integers O = OE in
E is a principal ideal domain. We denote by p ≤ O the maximal ideal and we select a
generator ̟ of p, i.e. p = (̟), hence, vp(̟) = 1/e, where e is the ramification degree
of p|p. Furthermore, by vp we denote the valuation on E normalized by vp(̟) = 1. We
set q = |O/p|. Also, we assume that T is split over E. This in particular implies that
V α = (0) unless α is contained in 1eZ and
V α =
⊕
γ∈E
vp(γ)=α
Vγ
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Here, Vγ = {v ∈ V : (T − γ)
kv = 0 for some k ∈ N} is the generalized eigenspace
attached to γ ∈ E.
Working over a local field E/Q on the one hand has the advantage thatO is a principal
ideal domain and on the other hand enables us to construct topological idempotents
attached to the slope decomposition (cf. section 3.4). As an example we want to look
at the slope decomposition in case that T stabilizes a lattice in V . To be more precise,
let VO ≤ V be a O-lattice in V , i.e. VO is a free O-submodule, which over E generates
V . For the remainder of this section we assume that T leaves VO stable, i.e. T is an
endomorphism of VO. This immediately implies that the eigenvalues of T are integral
over O, hence, contained in O and we deduce that V α 6= 0 only if α ∈ 1eN ∪ {0}.
We put
V αO = VO ∩ V
α.
Obviously, V αO is T -stable. Since V
α
O ≤ VO and O is a principal ideal domain, V
α
O is a
finitely generated, free O-module.
Remark. V αO is a T -stable lattice in V
α. In particular,
rankOV
α
O = dimE V
α.
Proof. Let x ∈ V α. Since VO is a lattice in V there is n ∈ O such that nx ∈ VO,
hence nx ∈ VO ∩ V
α = V αO . Thus, V
α/V αO is a torsion module, which implies that
E ⊗O V
α
O = V
α. Since V αO is a free O-module the claim follows.
We call a submodule U ≤ VO pure in VO if rv ∈ U for some r ∈ O, v ∈ VO implies
that v ∈ U . This is equivalent to U being complemented in VO (note that VO is free). If
U ≤ VO is any submodule we define the ”purification of U” as
Upure = {v ∈ VO : rv ∈ U for some r ∈ O} = (E ⊗O U) ∩ VO.
Upure is pure in VO and has the same O-rank as U . We call v ∈ VO pure if 〈v〉 ≤ VO is
pure. Obviously, V αO ≤ VO is a pure submodule. In particular, we obtain
V αO = (
⊕
vp(γ)=α
VO(γ))pure,
where VO(γ) = {v ∈ VO : (T − γ)
kv = 0 for some k ∈ N} = Vγ ∩ VO (γ ∈ O) (we note
that VO(γ) ≤ VO is a pure submodule). In particular, after reducing coefficients modulo
pr we see that
V αO ⊗O/p
r ≤ O/pr ⊗ VO
is complemented. Moreover, T induces an endomorphism of V αO ⊗ O/p
r and we define
the submodule
V αO [0] = {v ∈ V
α
O ⊗O/p
r : T (v) = 0} ≤ O/pr ⊗ V αO .
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We set d = rkOV
α
O = dimE V
α. In view of the following Lemma we note that the
cardinality of any O/pr-module is a power of q and also that eα ∈ N ∪ {0}.
Lemma. Let r be any integer satisfying r > eα. Then
qd(r−eα)
∣∣|(O/pr ⊗ V αO )/V αO [0]|.
Proof. Since T is split there is a basis (v1, . . . , vd) of V
α such that the representing
matrix of T is upper triangular, i.e. T (vi) = µivi +m for some m ∈ 〈v1, . . . , vi−1〉E for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. The characteristic polynomial of T on V α then reads χT |V α =
∏
i(T −µi);
since χT |V α =
∏
vp(γ)=α
Vγ 6=0
(T − γ)nγ we deduce that µi = γ for some eigenvalue γ of T ,
hence,
(2) vp(µi) = α
for all i. Multiplying the basis vectors vi by a suitable scalar we may assume that
v1, . . . , vd ∈ V
α
O . We set
V iO = 〈v1, . . . , vi〉E ∩ V
α
O = 〈v1, . . . , vi〉O,pure.
Obviously, V iO is T -stable. Taking into account that µi ∈ O and that T stabilizes V
α
O we
obtain
(3) T (vi) = µivi +m,
where now m ∈ V i−1O .
We inductively construct a sequence of elements v01 , . . . , v
0
d ∈ V
α
O as follows. We
define v01 by demanding that 〈v
0
1〉 = V
1
O = 〈v1〉pure. Assuming that v
0
1 , . . . , v
0
i have been
chosen we select any v0i+1 ∈ V
i+1
O such that
(4) V i+1O = V
i
O ⊕Ov
0
i+1.
Notice here that V iO is pure in V
α
O and thus in V
i+1
O , hence, V
i
O is complemented in V
i+1
O .
Obviously, {v0i } is a basis of V
α
O .
By using the definition of V i+1O we may write
(5) v0i+1 =
1
̟n
(w + ǫvi+1)
for some w ∈ V iO, n ∈ N ∪ {0} and ǫ ∈ O.
Using (5) and (3) we find
T (v0i+1) =
1
̟n
(ǫµi+1vi+1 + µi+1w − µi+1w + T (w) + ǫm)
= µi+1v
0
i+1 +
1
̟n
(T (w)− µi+1w + ǫm)
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Since v0i+1 is contained in V
α
O and T leaves V
α
O invariant the last equation implies
that 1̟n (T (w) − µi+1w + ǫm) ∈ VO, hence,
1
̟n (T (w) − µi+1w + ǫm) ∈ V
i
O. Thus, with
respect to the basis {v0i } T has representaing matrix
A =


µ1 ∗ · · · ∗
µ2
. . .
...
. . . ∗
µd


where all the ∗’s are contained in O. The theorem on elementary divisors then shows
that there are basis {ci} and {di} of V
α
O with respect to which T has representing matrix
in diagonal form
(6) B =


λ1
λ2
. . .
λd

 , λi ∈ O.
Moreover, B is similar to A, hence, they share the same determinant
(7)
d∏
i=1
λi =
d∏
i=1
µi.
Let v =
∑
i βici ∈ V
α
O be arbitrary. (6) implies that T (v) ∈ p
rV αO precisely if βi ∈
pr−vp(λi) in case vp(λi) ≤ r and βi ∈ O is arbitrary in case vp(λi) > r. Since T (v) = 0 in
O/pr ⊗ V αO precisely if T (v) ∈ p
r we obtain
|V αO [0]| =
d∏
i=1
qmin{r,vp(λi)} = q
Pd
i=1min{r,vp(λi)}.
Consequently, |V αO [0]| divides q
P
i vp(λi). Using (7) and taking into account that vp(µi) =
eα (cf. (2)) we thus obtain
|V αO [0]|
∣∣ qdeα.
Since |O/pr ⊗ V αO | = q
dr this proves the Lemma.
1.3. Spaces of modular forms. We denote by Lk,Z ≤ Z[X,Y ] the Z-submodule
consisting of all homogeneous polynomials in variables X,Y of degree k. Lk,Z becomes
a GL2(Z)-module under the action
γP (X,Y ) = P (t(γι
(
X
Y
)
)), γ ∈ GL2(Z),
where γι = (det γ)γ−1. For any Z-algebra R we put Lk,R = Lk,Z⊗R. Lk,Q is isomorphic
to the unique irreducible finite dimensional representation of GL2(Q) of highest weight
(k, 0) with respect to the torus T2 of diagonal matrices in GL2.
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We denote by Γ0(N) resp. Γ1(N), N ∈ N, the set of all matrices
γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z)
satisfying c ≡ 0 (mod N) resp. c ≡ 0, d ≡ 1 (mod N). Γ0(N),Γ1(N) are arithmetic
subgroups of SL2(Z) and for any arithmetic subgroup Γ ≤ SL2(Z) we set
S(Γ) = Γ\SL2(R)/SO2(R).
We further denote by Mk(Γ) the space of holomorphic modular forms of level Γ and
weight k and by Sk(Γ) the subspace of cuspidal forms. Moreover, by Mk(Γ0(N), χ)
resp. Sk(Γ0(N), χ) we denote the subspaces of forms with nebentype χ.
Similarly, we denote by K0(N) resp. K1(N) ≤
∏
ℓGL2(Zℓ) the subgroups consisting
of all elements
k =
((
aℓ bℓ
cℓ dℓ
))
ℓ
satisfying cℓ ≡ 0 (mod N) resp. cℓ ≡ 0, d ≡ 1 (mod N). K0(N),K1(N) ≤
∏
ℓGL2(Zℓ)
are compact open subgroups satisfying detK0(N) = detK1(N) =
∏
ℓ Z
∗
ℓ . For any com-
pact open subgroup K ≤
∏
ℓGL2(Zℓ) we set
S(K) = GL2(Q)\GL2(Af )/SO2(R)R
∗
+.
Assuming that detK = Zˆ∗ we obtain as analytic manifolds
S(K) ∼= S(Γ),
where Γ = ΓK = GL2(Q) ∩K ×GL
+
2 (R) (in particular, S(K) is connected).
For the remainder of section 1.3 we set Γ = Γ1(N) and K = K1(N), where N ∈ N
is arbitrary. Following [H], Theorem 2, p. 77, the space of modular forms of weight k
with respect to this congruence subgroup decomposes as module under the Hecke algebra
H = GL2(Af )//K as follows. We define the unitarily induced representation
Ik = Ind
GL2(R)
B2(R)
(sgnk ⊗ | · |1/2∞ , | · |
3/2−k
∞ ), k ≥ 2.
Ik is reducible and contains a unique proper subrepresentation Dk, which has lowest
SO2(R)-type k and central character
(
a
a
)
7→ sgnk(a)a2−k, a ∈ R∗.
The space of holomorphic modular forms with respect to Γ = Γ1(N) then decomposes
Mk+2(Γ) ∼= H
1(S(K), Lk,C) = H
1
Eis(S(K), Lk,C)⊕H
1
cusp(S(K), Lk,C).
Here,
(8) H1cusp(S(K), Lk−2,C) =
⊕
π∈A0(K,k)
πKf
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with A0(K, k) denoting the space of all cuspidal automorphic representation with infinity
component isomorphic to Dk and π
K
f 6= 0,
(9) H1Eis(S(K), Lk−2,C) =
⊕
χ∈T (k)
(Indχf )
K
if k > 2 and
(10) H1Eis(S(K), Lk−2,C) =
⊕
χ∈T (k)
χ1χ
−1
2
6=|·|2
A
(Indχf )
K ⊕
⊕
χ∈T (k)
χ1χ
−1
2
=|·|2
A
( ˜Indχf )
K
⊕
χ1| · |
−1/2
A ◦ det
if k = 2, where T (k) is the set of all characters χ = (χ1, χ2) : T2(A) → C
∗ satisfying
χ1,∞|R∗+ = x
1/2, χ2,∞|R∗+ = x
3/2−k, χ1,∞χ2,∞(−1) = (−1)
k and (Indχf )
K 6= 0. Moreover,
˜Indχf is the subspace of Indχf = ⊗v 6=∞Indχv generated by those tensors ⊗vϕv , for
which at least one finite component is contained in the unique proper submodule of the
reducible representation ˜Indχv.
We deduce that any irreducible subrepresentation ρ appearing in H1(S(K), Lk,C)
either coincides with the isotypical component H1cusp(S(K), Lk,C)(πf ) for some
cuspidal π (notice multiplicity-1) or is contained in the isotypical component
H1Eis(S(K), Lk,C)(Indχf ) for some χ ∈ T (k). Hence, ρ is isomorphic to π
K
f or to
(Indχf )
K . We denote by Q(π) the field of definition of the representation πf , π ∈
A0(K, k). The corresponding representation π
K
f of the Hecke algebra H also is de-
fined over Q(π). On the other hand, Gal(Q¯/Q) acts on the set X (k) of all characters
χ : Q\A → C∗ satisfying χ|R∗+ = | · |
k
∞ by (
σχ)(x) = σ(χ(x)). To see that this action is
well defined note that σχ = σ(χ| · |−k)| · |k. As a consequence, GL2(Q) acts on T (k) by
σ(χ1, χ2) = (
σχ1,
σχ2) and we deduce that Indχf as well as the representation (Indχf )
K
of the Hecke algebra H are defined over Q(χ) = Q(χ1, χ2). We denote by E = EΓ,k the
composite of the fields Q(π), π ∈ A0(K, k) and the fields Q(χ1, χ2), χ ∈ T (K, k). In
particular, Mk(Γ) and the decomposition (8) and (8) are defined over E. Note that the
decomposition (8) is finite, hence, E is a finite extension of Q.
Using group cohomology we define an integrality structure on H1(S(Γ), Lk,E). To
this end we denote by O the ring of integers of E. We fix a prime p ∈ N and we select
a prime ideal p ≤ O lying above p. Ep resp. Op is the completion of E resp. O with
respect to p. The inclusion
i : Lk,Op →֒ Lk,Ep
induces a map
i∗ : H1(Γ, Lk,Op )→ H
1(Γ, Lk,Ep ).
We define
H1(Γ, Lk,Op )int = i
∗(H1(Γ, Lk,Op).
Lemma. H1(Γ, Lk,Op )int is an Op-lattice in H
1(Γ, Lk,Ep ). Moreover, i : Lk,Op →
Lk,Ep induces an isomorphism
H1(Γ, Lk,Op)/H
1(Γ, Lk,Op)tor
i∗
∼= H1(Γ, Lk,Op)int,
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where Vtor denotes the torsion submodule of the module V . In particular,
dimEp H
1(Γ, Lk,Ep) = rankOpH
1(Γ, Lk,Op )int.
Proof. The short exact sequence
0→ Lk,Op
i
→ Lk,Ep
π
→ Lk,Ep/Lk,Op → 0
yields an exact sequence
H1(Γ, Lk,Op )
i∗
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Ep )
π∗
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Ep/Lk,Op)
δ
→ H2(Γ, Lk,Op ).
Taking into account that H2(Γ, Lk,Op ) = 0 we deduce that
H1(Γ, Lk,Ep )/H
1(Γ, Lk,Op )int
π∗
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Ep/Lk,Op )
is an isomorphism. Since Lk,Ep/Lk,Op
∼= (Ep/Op)
k+1 is a torsion Op-module we deduce
that H1(Γ, Lk,Ep/Lk,Op) and, hence,
(11) H1(Γ, Lk,Ep )/H
1(Γ, Lk,Op)int
is a torsion Op-module. On the other hand, H
1(Γ, Lk,Op )int is a torsion free, finitely gen-
erated Op-module and sinceOp is a principal ideal domain we deduce thatH
1(Γ, Lk,Op )int
is a free module. Since (11) is torsion we deduce that H1(Γ, Lk,Op)int is a lattice in
H1(S(K), Lk,Ep ).
To prove the second statement, we note that the short exact sequence above yields
another piece of the long exact cohomology sequence
H0(Γ, Lk,Ep/Lk,Op )
δ
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Op )
i∗
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Ep ).
H0(Γ, Lk,Ep/Lk,Op ) is a torsion module, which implies that ker i
∗ = im δ is torsion,
hence, ker i∗ = H1(Γ, Lk,Op )tor, because H
1(Γ, Lk,Ep ) is torsion free. Thus, we obtain an
isomorphism
(12) H1(S(K), Lk,Op )/H
1(S(K), Lk,Op )tor
i∗
→ H1(S(K), Lk,Op )int,
which proves the Lemma.
1.4. Mod pr reduction of irreducible GL2-modules. In this section E/Q is
a finite extension with ring of integers O and p ≤ O is a prime ideal lying above p. We
denote by Ep and Op the completions with respect to p.
Recall that Lk,Op is Op-free with basis X
k−iY i, i = 0, . . . , k. For any r ∈ N we define
a submodule
Uk,Op ,r = 〈X
k−r−1Y r+1, . . . , Y k〉 ≤ Lk,Op .
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We note that Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op
∼= Lk,Op/p
rLk,Op and SL2(Z) acts on Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op
via γ(P (X,Y ) + prLk,Op) = (γP (X,Y )) + p
rLk,Op .
Lemma. 1.) The submodule Op/(p
r)⊗ Uk,Op ,r ≤ Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op is Γ1(p
r)-stable.
2.) Any γι, γ ∈ Γ1(p
r)
(
1
p
)
Γ1(p
r) annihilates Op/(p
r)⊗ Uk,Op ,r.
Proof. 1.) Let γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ1(p
r) and let Xk−iY i ∈ Uk,Op ,r, i.e. i > r. Then,
γι =
(
d −b
−c a
)
∈ Γ1(p
r) and we find
γXk−iY i = (dX − bY )k−i(−cX + aY )i
≡ (dX − bY )k−i(Y )i︸ ︷︷ ︸
∈Uk,Op ,r
(mod prLk,Op).
Since i > r, the term (dX − bY )k−i(Y )i only contains powers of Y with exponent
strictly larger than r, hence, it is contained in Uk,Op ,r. Thus, the coset γX
k−iY i+prLk,Op
again is contained in Op/(p
r)⊗ Uk,Op ,r(≤ Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op).
2.) Since Γ1(p
r)ι = Γ1(p
r) and Op/(p
r)⊗Uk,Op ,r is Γ1(p
r)-stable, it suffices to prove
that
(
1
p
)ι
annihilates Op/(p
r) ⊗ Uk,Op ,r. But this is obvious, since for any i > r we
find (
1
p
)ι
Xk−iY i = piXk−iY i ∈ prUk,Op ,r.
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
We note that Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r
∼= Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op/Op/(p
r)⊗ Uk,Op ,r; in par-
ticular, the above Lemma shows that this quotient is a Γ1(p
r)-module.
Proposition. Fix r ∈ N. If k, k′ ∈ N satisfy k, k′ ≥ r and k ≡ k′ (mod p2r), then
Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r
∼= Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk′,Op/Uk′,Op ,r
as Γ1(p
r)-modules
Proof. We assume that k′ ≥ k. We then may define a map
(13)
i : Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r → Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk′,Op/Uk′,Op ,r
Xk−iY i + prLk,Op/Uk,Op ,r 7→ X
k′−iY i + prLk′,Op/Uk′,Op ,r,
where i = 0, . . . , r. Since Lk,Op =
⊕k
i=0OpX
k−iY i and recalling the definition of Uk,Op ,r
we find that
Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r =
r⊕
i=0
Op/(p
r)Xk−iY i.
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(Here we need the asumption k ≥ r.) The same holds true with k replaced by k′ and we
immediately deduce that (13) is an isomorphism of Op/(p
r)-modules.
We want to show that (13) is Γ1(p
r)-equivariant. To this end let γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ1(p
r)
be arbitrary. Since γι =
(
d −b
−c a
)
and a ≡ d ≡ 1 (mod pr), c ≡ 0 (mod pr) we obtain
for any 0 ≤ i ≤ r
γXk
′−iY i
= (dX − bY )k
′−i(−cX + aY )i
≡ (X − bY )k
′−i(Y )i (mod prLk′,Op/Uk′,Op ,r)
=
k′−i∑
j=0
(
k′ − i
j
)
(−b)k
′−i−j XjY k
′−j
≡
k′−i∑
j=k′−r
(
k′ − i
j
)
(−b)k
′−i−j XjY k
′−j (mod prLk′,Op/Uk′,Op ,r)
= (−b)0
(
k′ − i
k′ − i
)
Xk
′−iY i + (−b)1
(
k′ − i
k′ − i− 1
)
Xk
′−i−1Y i+1 + · · ·+ (−b)r−i
(
k′ − i
k′ − r
)
Xk
′−rY r
= (−b)0
(
k′ − i
0
)
Xk
′−iY i + (−b)1
(
k′ − i
1
)
Xk
′−i−1Y i+1 + · · ·+ (−b)r−i
(
k′ − i
r − i
)
Xk
′−rY r.
In the same way we find for any 0 ≤ i ≤ r
γXk−iY i = (−b)0
(
k − i
0
)
Xk−iY i + (−b)1
(
k − i
1
)
Xk−i−1Y i+1 + · · ·
· · ·+ (−b)r−i
(
k − i
r − i
)
Xk−rY r (mod prLk,Op/Uk,Op ,r).
We claim that for all 0 ≤ j ≤ r − i the following congruence holds
(14)
(
k′ − i
j
)
≡
(
k
j
)
(mod pr).
The above equations together with (14) immediately imply that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ r,
iγ(Xk−iY i + prLk,Op/Uk,Op ,r) = γX
k′−iY i + prLk′,Op/Uk′,Op ,r
= γi(Xk−iY i + prLk,Op/Uk,Op ,r),
hence, i is Γ1(p
r)-equivariant.
It remains to prove (14). Since j ≤ r − i ≤ r we obtain
vp(j!) ≤ vp(r!).
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Let
∑
h ahp
h be the p-adic expansion of r; the p-adic valuation of r! is then given as
vp(r!) =
1
p− 1
∑
h
ah(p
h − 1)
(cf. [N] (5.6) Lemma, p. 143). Hence,
vp(j!) ≤ vp(r!) ≤
∑
h
ahp
h = r.
Taking into account that(
k′ − i
j
)
=
(k′ − i) · · · (k′ − i− j′ + 1)
j′!
we see that k ≡ k′ (mod p2r) and vp(j!) ≤ r imply(
k′ − i
j
)
≡
(
k − i
j
)
(mod pr).
This finishes the proof of equation (14) and, hence, the proposition is proven.
Remark. The statements of the preceeding Lemma and Proposition in particular
hold if we replace Γ1(p
r) by the (smaller) group Γ1(Np
r).
1.5. The slope α subspace of Mk(Γ1(Np)). We fix a prime p ∈ N, p > 2 and a
”tame level” N ∈ N, i.e. (N, p) = 1. We set Γ = Γ1(Np) and we denote by Tp the Hecke
Operator
Tp = Γ1(Np)
(
1 0
0 p
)
Γ1(Np).
We choose a finite extension E/Q such that Tp is split on H
1(Γ, Lk,E) and we denote
by O the integers of E. Furthermore, we select a prime ideal p ≤ O dividing p and we
denote by Ep and Op the completions.
We recall the definition of the action of the Hecke operators on group cohomology.
Let
T = ΓαΓ =
⋃˙
i=1,...,m
Γαi
be the decomposition into Γ left cosets. For any γ ∈ Γ the element αiγ is contained
in ΓαΓ and we therefore can write αiγ = ρi(γ)απ(i) for some 1 ≤ π(i) ≤ m and some
ρi(γ) ∈ Γ. Let ω : Γ
d+1 → M be a homogeneous cocycle representing a class in
Hd(Γ,M); then
(15) (Tω)(γ0, . . . , γd) =
m∑
i=1
αιiω(ρi(γ0), . . . , ρi(γd)).
Note, that with this definition of the action of Hecke operators on group cohomology the
Eichler-Shimura isomorphism becomes Hecke equivariant (cf. [Hi], p. 176, 177)
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Since Tp acts on cohomology we obtain a corresponding slope decomposition
H1(Γ, Lk,E) =
⊕
α
H1(Γ, Lk,E)
α.
Moreover, Tp acts on cohomology with integer coefficients, hence, Tp leaves the lattice
H1(Γ, Lk,Op )int stable. We deduce that
• the slope α subspace is non-trivial only if α ∈ 1eN∪{0}, where e is the ramification
index of p|p and
•
H1(Γ, Lk,Op)
α
int = H
1(Γ, Lk,Op)int ∩H
1(Γ, Lk,E)
α
is an Op-lattice in H
1(Γ, Lk,E)
α (cf. Remark in section 1.2).
In particular
(16) rankOpH
1(Γ, Lk,Op )
α
int = dimEH
1(Γ, Lk,E)
α.
We denote by Tp,r = Γ1(Np
r)
(
1
p
)
Γ1(Np
r) the Hecke operator of level Npr, i.e.
Tp = Tp,1.
Lemma. Tp,r annihilates H
•(Γ1(Np
r), Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r)).
Proof. We write
Tp,r =
⋃˙
i
Γ1(Np
r)βi
The Lemma then is an immediate consequence of section 1.4. Lemma 2.) and (15) taking
into account that βi ∈ Γ1(p
r)
(
1
p
)
Γ1(p
r), i = 1, . . . ,m.
Although we will not need the following result we record it because it is of indepene-
dent interest.
Proposition. Tp acts nilpotently on the Torsion submodule H
1(Γ1(Np), Lk,Op )tor of
H1(Γ1(Np), Lk,Op ).
Proof. We continue to set Γ = Γ1(Np) and we denote by
H i(Γ1(Np), Lk,Op )[p
a]
the submodule of H i(Γ1(Np), Lk,Op ) consisting of all elements which are annihilated by
pa. The short exact sequence
0→ Lk,Op
·̟a
→ Lk,Op → Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op → 0
yields the exact sequnce
(Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op)
Γ = H0(Γ, Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op )
δ
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Op )
·̟a
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Op ).
Thus,
H1(Γ, Lk,Op )[p
a] = δ((Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op)
Γ)
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and since δ commutes with the action of Hecke Operators it is sufficient to prove that
Tp acts nilpotently on (Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op)
Γ. An easy computation yields
Γ1(Np)
(
1
p
)
Γ1(Np) =
p−1⋃
u=0
Γ1(Np)
(
1 u
p
)
,
hence, for any v ∈ (Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op)
Γ = H0(Γ, Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op) we obtain
(17) Tv =
p−1∑
u=0
(
1 u
p
)ι
v.
Equation (17) defines an Operator on all of Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op , which we also denote by Tp.
We then will show that Tp acts nilpotently on Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op , which implies that it does
so on Γ-invariants. Recall that Lk,Op =
⊕k
i=0OpX
k−iY i. For any j = k, . . . , 0 we denote
by Lj the image of
j⊕
i=0
OpX
iY k−i ≤ Lk,Op
in Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op . (17) implies that Lj is invariant under Tp and we show that for all
j = k, . . . , 1 the operator T ap annihilates Lj/Lj−1; this in particular implies that Tp acts
nilpotently on Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op . We first assume j = k; then Lk/Lk−1 = 〈X
k〉 and TpX
k =∑p−1
u=0(X + uY )
k =
∑
uX
k = pXk (mod Lk−1), hence, T
a
pX
k = paXk = 0 (mod Lk−1).
If j < k then Lj/Lj−1 = 〈X
jY k−j〉 and TpX
jY k−j =
∑p−1
u=0(X + uY )
j(pY )k−j =∑
u p
k−jXjY k−j (mod Lj−1), hence, T
a
pX
jY k−j = pa(k−j)XjY k−j = 0 (mod Lj−1).
Thus, T ap acts nilpotently on Lk,Op/p
aLk,Op and therefore also on H
1(Γ, Lk,Op )[p
a], which
proves the Proposition.
Theorem A. Fix any α ∈ Q≥0. Then, there is M(α) ∈ N such that
dim
⊕
0≤β≤α
H1(Γ1(Np
[α]+1), Lk,C)
β ≤M(α)
for all k ≥ 2. In different words,
∑
0≤β≤α dimH
1(Γ1(Np
[α]+1), Lk,C)
β is bounded inde-
pendently of k.
In the above theorem, the slope α subspaceH1(Γ1(Np
[α]+1), Lk,C)
α is defined with re-
spect to the Hecke operator Tp,[α]+1 = Γ1(Np
[α]+1)
(
1
p
)
Γ1(Np
[α]+1) of level Np[α]+1.
Proof. We set r = [α]+ 1, hence, r > α, and only in this proof we put Γ = Γ1(Np
r).
We choose a finite extension E/Q such that Tp,r splits on H
1(Γ, Lk,E) (notice that E
depends on k). We denote by O the ring of integers of E and we select a prime ideal
p ≤ O above p. As before, Op resp. Ep is the completion of O resp. E with respect to
p, e is the degree of ramification of p|p, hence, α ∈ 1eN ∪ {0} and q = p
f = |Op/p| is the
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cardinality of the residue field. Finally, if L is any coefficient system, we shall sometimes
use H1(L) as a short hand notation for H1(Γ, L).
Since the slope decomposition of H1(Γ, Lk,C) is defined over Q we have
H1(Γ, Lk,C)
β = H1(Γ, Lk,E)
β ⊗C, thus, after tensoring with Ep we are reduced to show-
ing that ∑
0≤β≤α
dimEp H
1(Γ, Lk,Ep )
β
is bounded independently of k. By using (15) this in turn is equivalent to proving the
boundedness of
∑
0≤β≤α d
β
k for varying k, where
dβk := rankOpH
1(Γ, Lk,Op)
β
int.
We set T OR = H1(Γ, Lk,Op)tor. The isomorphism
i∗ : H1(Γ, Lk,Op )/T OR
∼
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Op )int,
(cf. (12)) induces an isomorphism
i∗ : (H1(Γ, Lk,Op )/T OR)⊗Op/(p
r)
∼
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Op )int ⊗Op/(p
r).
Moreover, the short exact sequence
0→ Lk,Op
·pr
→ Lk,Op
π
→ Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op → 0
induces an exact sequence (via the long exact cohomology sequence)
H1(Γ, Lk,Op)
·pr
→ H1(Γ, Lk,Op )
π∗
→ H1(Γ,Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op)→ 0.
Note that H2(Γ,M) = 0 for all Γ-modules M and (·pr)∗ again just is multiplication by
pr. We obtain a Tp,r-equivariant isomorphism
(18) H1(Γ, Lk,Op )/p
rH1(Γ, Lk,Op )
π∗
∼= H1(Γ,Op/(p
r)⊗ Lk,Op)
induced by reduction mod pr of the values of cohomology classes.
The short exact sequence
0→ Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r)
j
→ Lk,Op ⊗Op/(p
r)
p
→ Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r)→ 0,
where j is the inclusion map and p : v ⊗ α 7→ (v + Uk,Op ,r)⊗ α the canonical projection
(note that Uk,Op ,r is complemented in Lk,Op , which yields the exactness of the above
sequence), yields via the long exact cohomology sequence an exact sequence
(19)
H1(Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r))
j∗
→ H1(Lk,Op ⊗Op/(p
r))
p∗
→ H1(Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r))
‖ π∗
H1(Lk,Op)⊗Op/(p
r)).
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We denote by T OR ⊗Op/(p
r) = {t⊗ 1, t ∈ T OR} the image of T OR in H1(Lk,Op)⊗
Op/(p
r); the assignment
ϕ : H1(Lk,Op )⊗Op/(p
r)
/
T OR⊗Op/(p
r) ∼= (H1(Lk,Op)/T OR)⊗Op/(p
r)
x⊗ 1 + T OR⊗Op/(p
r) 7→ (x+ T OR)⊗ 1
then defines an isomorphism and after dividing by T = T OR⊗Op/(p
r) we obtain from
(19) the following diagramm with exact rows
(H1(Lk,Op )⊗Op/p
r)/T
j∗
ր ∼= ↓ i∗ ◦ ϕ
p∗
ց
H1(Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/p
r)/j−1(T )
(j∗)′
→ H1(Lk,Op)int ⊗Op/(p
r)
(p∗)′
→ H1
( Lk,Op
Uk,Op ,r
⊗Op/p
r
)/
p∗(T )
∪⊕
0≤β≤αH
1(Lk,Op )
β
int ⊗Op/(p
r).
Here, (j∗)′ = i∗◦ϕ◦j∗ and (p∗)′ = p∗◦(i∗◦ϕ)−1. By the above Lemma, Tp,r = Γ
(
1
p
)
Γ
annihilates H1(Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/p
r), hence, Tp,r also annihilates
X = H1(Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r))/j−1(T OR⊗Op/p
r)
as well as the image of X under (j∗)′. For any β ∈ Q satisfying 0 ≤ β ≤ α we set
Xβ := (j∗)′(X) ∩H1(Lk,Op )
β
int ⊗Op/(p
r)
and we deduce that Xβ ⊂ H1(Lk,Op)
β
int[0] for all 0 ≤ β ≤ α (for the definition of
H1(Lk,Op )
β
int[0] see section 1.2; recall that Tp,r annihilates X
β). Taking into account
that (pr) = per and er > eα ≥ eβ, the Lemma in section 1.2 yields
qed
β
k (r−β)
∣∣ |H1(Lk,Op)βint ⊗Op/(pr)/Xβ |.
Since r − β ≥ r − α(≥ 0) this immediately yields
(20) qed
β
k(r−α)
∣∣ |H1(Lk,Op)βint ⊗Op/(pr)/Xβ |.
On the other hand, (p∗)′ induces an injection
(21)
⊕
0≤β≤α
(H1(Lk,Op )
β
int ⊗Op/p
r)/Xβ
(p∗)′
→֒ H1(Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(p
r))
/
p∗(T ).
To see that this holds let
∑
0≤β≤α h
β ∈
⊕
0≤β≤αH
1(Lk,Op )
β
int⊗Op/p
r be contained in the
kernel of (p∗)′. Then (p∗)′(hβ) is contained in the slope-β subspace of the target space of
(p∗)′ and since the slope decomposition is a direct sum decomposition, (p∗)′(
∑
β h
β) = 0
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implies that (p∗)′(hβ) = 0 for all β. Thus, hβ ∈ ker (p∗)′ ∩H1(Lk,Op )
β
int ⊗Op/p
r, which
by the exactness of the rows of the above diagram equals Xβ . Therefore, ker (p∗)′ =⊕
0≤β≤αX
β.
As an immediate consequence of (21) we find
(22)
∏
0≤β≤α
|(H1(Lk,Op )
β
int ⊗Op/(p
r))/Xβ |
∣∣ |H1(Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(pr))|.
Since r = [α] + 1 equations (20) and (22) together yield
(23) qe
P
0≤β≤α d
β
k ([α]+1−α)
∣∣ |H1(Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op/(pr))|.
We want to replace Op/(p
r)-modules appearing in (23) by Z/(pr)-modules. Taking
into account that Op is a flat Zp-module we find
(flat : 24) H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r))⊗Zp Op = H
1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r)⊗Zp Op)
= H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Op/(p
r))
= H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp O ⊗Op Op/(p
r))
= H1(Lk,Op/Uk,Op ,r ⊗Op Op/(p
r))
Since H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r)) is a torsion Zp-module we have
H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r)) ∼=
n⊕
i=1
Zp/(p
ni).
Using (24) we deduce that
H1(Lk,Zp/Lk,Op ,r ⊗Zp Op/(p
r)) ∼=
n⊕
i=1
Op/(p
ni).
Furthermore, using that |Op/(p
n)| = pfen = |Zp/(p
n)|[Ep :Qp] we obtain
|H1(Lk,Op/Lk,Op ,r ⊗Zp Op/(p
r))| = |H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r))|[Ep :Qp]
Together with (Div) and taking into acount that qe = pef = p[Ep :Qp] we thus obtain
(25) p
P
0≤β≤α d
β
k [Ep :Qp]([α]+1−α) | |H1(Lk,Zp/Uk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r))|[Ep :Qp],
which immediately yields that
∑
0≤β≤α
dβk ≤ s(r, k) :=
1
[α] + 1− α
logp |H
1(Lk,Zp/Lk,Zp,r ⊗Zp Zp/(p
r))|.
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The Proposition in section 1.4 implies that s(r, k) for k > r = [α] + 1 only depends
on the residue class of k modulo p2rZ, hence, we obtain∑
0≤β≤α
dβk ≤M(α) := max{s(r, 2), . . . , s(r, r), s(r, k), k = r + 1, . . . , p
2r}.
Since r = [α] + 1 we see that M(α) only depends on α, i.e. it does not depend on k.
Thus,
∑
0≤β≤α d
β
k is bounded by a constant, which only depends on α and the proof of
the theorem therefore is complete.
We fix an arbitrary α ∈ Q. The embedding
Mk(Γ1(Np)) →֒ Mk(Γ1(Np
[α]+1))
commutes with the action of the Hecke Operator Tp on Mk(Γ1(Np)) and Tp,r on
Mk(Γ1(Np
[α]+1)), because the level of both spaces is divisible by p (cf. [M], Theorem
4.5.10, p. 143). Hence, we deduce an embedding
Mk(Γ1(Np))
α →֒ Mk(Γ1(Np
[α]+1))α
which immediately yields that∑
0≤β≤α
dimCMk(Γ1(Np))
β ≤
∑
0≤β≤α
dimCMk(Γ1(Np
[α]+1))β
≤
∑
0≤β≤α
dimCH
1(Γ1(Np
[α]+1), Lk,C)
β
≤ M(α).
for all k ≥ 2. Thus, we have proven
Corollary. Let α ∈ Q be arbitrary; for all k ≥ 2 the following inequality is true:∑
0≤β≤α
dimCMk(Γ1(Np))
β ≤M(α).
In particular for any Dirichlet character χ : (Z/NpZ)∗ → C∗ we obtain
dimMk(Γ1(Np), χ)
α ≤M(α),
where Mk(Γ1(Np), χ) is the space of modular forms of weight k, level Γ1(Np) and
nebentype χ. We set
d(α) := max
k≥2,χ
dimCMk(Γ1(Np), χ)
α,
where χ runs over all Dirichlet characters of level Np. The Corollary may then be
reformulated by saying that d(α) <∞.
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2 The topological trace formula
2.1. The Borel-Serre compactification. We set G = GL2 and we denote by Z∞
resp. Z0∞ the center of G(R) resp. the connected component of the center of G(R),
which contains the identity. We set K∞ = SO2(R) and denote by Θ = ΘK∞ the Cartan
involution attached to K∞. We set P0 = {
(
∗ ∗
∗
)
} ≤ G(R) and U0 = {
(
1 ∗
1
)
}. We let
P ≤ G(R) be any minimal parabolic subgroup, which is defined over Q. P (R) contains
a unique real torus SP , which is stable under Θ and satisfies P (R) =
0P (R) × AP ,
where AP = SP (R)
0 is the connected component of 1 ∈ SP (R). In case P = P0 we
find AP = {
(
a
d
)
, a, d ∈ R∗+} and
0P (R) = {
(
±1 u
±1
)
, u ∈ R}. We denote by
ρP ∈ Hom(SP (R),R
∗) the weight of the action of SP (R) on UP (R). Clearly,
ρP0
((
a
d
))
= a/d.
Moreover, if Q = kP , k ∈ K∞, then SQ =
kSP and, hence,
(1) ρQ(t) = ρP (k
−1tk)
for all t ∈ SQ(R). ρP induces an isomorphism of groups
(2) ρP : AP /Z
0
∞ → (0,∞).
We define the distance function attached to P as
ℓP : G(R)/Z
0
∞ → (0,∞)
g 7→ |ρP (a)|∞,
where g = uakZ0∞ ∈
0P (R)APK∞/Z
0
∞. Clearly, ℓP factorizes over K∞, i.e. ℓP descends
to a function on G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞. (1) immediately implies that for k ∈ K∞ and p ∈ P (R)
(3) ℓkP (kpk
−1) = ℓP (p).
If g ∈ G(Q) is arbitrary with Iwasawa decomposition g = kb ∈ K∞P (R) we obtain
(3′) ℓgP (
gp) = ℓkP (
kbp) = ℓP (
bp) = ℓP (p),
i.e. (3) even holds for arbitrary g ∈ G(R) instead of k ∈ K∞.
The face associated to P is defined as
e(P ) = 0P (R)/KP = P (R)/APKP ,
where KP = K∞ ∩ P (R). For any t ∈ (0,∞) we set UP,t = e(P ) × (t,∞). The map
(4)
ϕ : e(P )×AP /Z0∞ = P (R)/KPZ
0
∞
∼
→ G(R)/K∞Z0∞
(pKPAP , aZ
0
∞) = paKPZ
0
∞ 7→ paK∞Z
0
∞,
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where p ∈ 0P (R) = P (R)/AP , defines a homeomorphism and we obtain the following
diagram
UP,t = e(P ) × (t,∞)
” ⊂ ”ւ ց ϕ
e(P ) × (0,∞] G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞.
We identify the face e(P ) with e(P )×{∞} and we define a topological space by gluing
e(P )× (0,∞] to G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞ along UP,t, where t ∈ R+ is chosen sufficiently large. The
resulting space is the disjoint union G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞ ∪ e(P ). Repeating this gluing process
for all P ∈ P, where P is the set of all proper, parabolic subgroups P ≤ G, which are
defined over Q, we finally obtain the Borel-Serre compactification
G(R)/K∞Z0∞ = G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞∪˙
⋃˙
P∈P
e(P ).
We set
X = G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞.
The action of G(Q) on X extends continuously to the boundary ∂X = X −X, i.e. for
an arbitrary element x ∈ ∂X¯ we set γx = limn→∞ γxn, where xn ∈ X is any sequence
such that limn→∞ = x. To make this more explicit, let
x = pKPAP ∈ e(P ) ⊂ ∂X,
i.e. p ∈ 0P (R), and let γ ∈ G(Q). For simplicity, in the remainder of this section we
assume P = P0. Then, x = limn xn, where xn = (pKPAP , anZ
0
∞) = panK∞Z
0
∞ ∈ X
with an ∈ AP (cf. (4)) such that anZ
0
∞ → ∞ in AP /Z
0
∞ for n → ∞ (cf. (2)). Also,
write γ = uak with u ∈ γ0P (R), a ∈ AγP and k ∈ K∞; we obtain
(5) γxn = γpanK∞Z
0
∞ = (uakpk
−1a−1) (akank
−1)K∞Z
0
∞
ϕ
↔ (uakpk−1a−1KγPAγP , akank
−1Z0∞)
∈ γ0P (R)/KγPAγP ×AγP /Z
0
∞.
Since γP = kP we find uakp(ak)−1 ∈ γ0P (R) and since Θ(kAP k
−1) = kAP k
−1 and
kAP k
−1 ⊂ γP we deduce that kAP k
−1 = AγP , i.e. akank
−1 ∈ AγP . In different words,
the diagram
(5′)
G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞
x 7→γx
→ G(R)/K∞Z
0
∞
ϕ ↑ ↑ ϕ
0P (R)×AP
(p,a′)7→(uakpk−1a−1,aka′k−1)
→ 0γP (R)×AγP
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commutes. In particular, using (3) and taking into account that γP = kP , we see that
ℓγP (γxn)
(5)
= ℓγP (akank
−1K∞Z
0
∞)
= ℓγP (a)ℓγP (kank
−1)
= ℓγP (a)ℓkP (kank
−1)
= ℓγP (a)ℓP (an)
= ℓγP (γ)ℓP (xn).
Hence, we obtain
(6) ℓγP (γxn) = ℓγP (γ)ℓP (xn).
(6) immediately shows that ℓγP (γxn) → ∞ for n → ∞, because ℓP (xn) → ∞. Hence,
γx = limn γxn ∈ e(
γP ), i.e. the action of γ ∈ G(Q) leaves the boundary invariant: it
maps the face e(P ) to the face e(γP ). More precisely, passing to the limit for n→∞ in
(5) we obtain
(7) γx = lim
n
γxn = lim
n
(uakpk−1a−1KγPAγP , akank
−1Z0∞)
= (uakpk−1a−1KγPAγP ,∞)
= uakpk−1a−1KγPAγP ∈ e(
γP ).
Thus, we obtain the following: let γ = uak ∈ γ0P (R)AγPK∞; the map
fγ : X → X
x 7→ γx
extends continuously to a map
fγ : X¯ → X¯,
whose restriction to a single face is given as
(8)
γ : e(P ) → e(γP )
x = pKPAP 7→ uakpk
−1a−1KγPAγP (p ∈
0P (R)).
We note that in order to extend fγ to the face e(P ) it would have been sufficient to
consider the map fγ on a neighbourhood [t,∞]× e(P ) of e(P ), i.e. to consider the map
fγ : [t,∞]× e(P )→ [s,∞]× e(P ) where t is sufficiently large as compared to s.
We look closer at the case γ ∈ P (Q). Since P equals its own normalizer we see that
γe(P ) ⊂ e(P ) if and only if γ ∈ P (Q). There is a homeomorphism
{±1} × R ∼= e(P )
(ǫ, u) 7→
(
ǫ
1
)(
1 u
1
)
APKP .
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Notice that e(P )ǫ = {
(
ǫ
1
)(
1 u
1
)
KPAP , u ∈ R}, ǫ = ±1, are the connected com-
ponents of e(P ). Let
x = (ǫ, u, a) =
(
ǫ
1
)(
1 u
1
)
∈ e(P )
and let
γ =
(
σ1
σ2
)(
1 β
1
)(
α
δ
)
=
(
1 σ1σ2
1
)(
σ1α
σ2δ
)
∈ P (Q)
with σ1, σ2 ∈ {±1}, β ∈ Q and α, δ ∈ Q
∗
+. We then obtain from (8)
γx =
(
σ1ǫ
σ2
)(
1 αuδ +
β
ǫ
1
)
(∈ 0P (R)),
i.e.
γ : e(P ) → e(P )(
ǫ
1
)(
1 u
1
)
KPAP 7→
(
σ1ǫ
σ2
)(
1 αuδ +
β
ǫ
1
)
KPAP .
We deduce the following:
(9) Let x ∈ e(P ); then, γx = x holds precisely if either
• α = δ in which case β = 0, i.e. γ ∈ Z(Q)
or
• α 6= δ in which case σ1 = σ2 (to ensure that γ respects the connected components
of e(P )) and u = αuδ +
β
ǫ .
In the first case the whole face e(P ) is fixed by γ, whereas in the second case there
is only one fixed point p = (ǫ, β
ǫ(1−αδ−1)
) in each of the two connected components e(P )
corresponding to ǫ = ±1. Moreover, in the first case γ is central and in the second case
γ is hyperbolic, thus, γ never is unipotent. Note that we call an element γ hyperbolic if
its characteristic polynomial decomposes χγ = (T − α1)(T − α2) with α1 6= α2.
We recall that equation (6) holds for elements xn = (pKPAp, anZ
0
∞)↔ panK∞Z
0
∞ ∈
X with arbitrary an ∈ AP /Z
0
∞ and p ∈
0P (R), i.e. equation (6) holds for arbitrary
x = paK∞Z
0
∞ ∈ X. Since we assume that
γP = P this yields
(10) ℓP (γx) = ℓP (γ)ℓP (x).
We look at the quotient space. For the remainder of section 2 Γ ≤ G(Q) denotes an
arbitrary arithmetic subgroup, although later on we shall only need the case Γ = Γ1(Np),
(N, p) = 1. Since Γ acts on X and on X¯ we can form the quotient spaces Γ \ X and
Γ \ X¯. We set ΓP = Γ ∩ P (Q); the map ϕ then induces a map
ϕ : ΓP \
(
e(P ) × [t,∞)
)
→ Γ \X.
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Here, ΓP acts on e(P ) =
0P (R)/KP by left multiplication. It is a consequence of
reduction theory that for t sufficiently large this map is an injection, i.e. ϕ extends to
an injective map
ϕ : ΓP \ e(P )× [t,∞] →֒ Γ \ X¯.
In particular, we obtain an injection
ϕ : ΓP \ e(P )→ Γ \ ∂X¯
We shall identify the space ΓP \ e(P ) with its image under ϕ. Clearly, the boundary is
invariant under the action of Γ and we obtain
∂(Γ\X) = Γ\∂X =
⋃
P∈P/∼Γ
ΓP \e(P ).
Here and in the following, ”a ∼G b” denotes that a and b are conjugate by an element
γ ∈ G, i.e. P ∼Γ Q means that Q = γP = γPγ−1 for some γ ∈ Γ.
The map fα, α ∈ G(Q), also extends continuously to the boundary: we set Γ
′ =
Γ ∩ α−1Γα. fα induces a map
fα : Γ
′ \ X¯ → Γ \ X¯
x 7→ αx.
For any parabolic subgroup P ≤ G(Q) we set ΓP = Γ ∩ P (Q) and Γ
′
P = Γ
′ ∩ P (Q)(=
ΓP ∩ α
−1Γα). The restriction of fα to a face then reads
(11) fα : Γ
′
P \ e(P )→ ΓαP \ e(
αP )
and it is the unique continuous extension of the map
(12) fα : Γ
′
P \ e(P )× [t,∞)→ ΓαP \ e(
αP )
(note that αΓ′Pα
−1 ⊂ ΓP ). As a consequence, the map (11) is uniquley determined by
the map (12), which has domain of definition resp. target inside the interior of Γ′ \ X¯
resp. Γ \ X¯.
2.2. The Hecke Correspondence. We fix an arithmetic subgroup Γ ≤ G(Q).
Let α ∈ G(Q) and set Γ′ = Γ ∩ α−1Γα. The pair of maps
(13)
Γ\X
fα
ր
Γ′\X
f1
ց
Γ\X,
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where fα : Γ
′x 7→ Γαx and f1 : Γ
′x 7→ Γx, induces a correspondence on Γ\X via
Γx 7→
∑
y∈fαf
−1
1 (Γx)
y ∈ C0(Γ\X).
Since the maps fα and f1 extend to the boundary, the correspondence (13) too
extends continuously to a correspondence on the boundary of Γ\X:
(14)
Γ\∂X
fα
ր
Γ′\∂X
f1
ց
Γ\∂X.
Clearly, this correspondence is uniquely determined by the correspondence (13) and an
explicit formula for the restriction of the correspondence (14) to the boundary follows
from equation (8).
We denote by Lk the locally constant sheaf on Γ\X, which is attached to the repre-
sentation Lk of G(Q). Lk extends to a sheaf on the Borel-Serre compactification Γ\X ,
which we again denote by Lk. The Hecke correspondence (f1, fα) : Γ
′\X
→
→ Γ\X induces
an endomorphism of the cohomology H•(Γ\X,Lk) as follows. Denote by L
′
k the locally
constant sheaf on Γ′\X attached to Lk. The topological morphism fα : Γ
′\X → Γ\X
induces a morphism of sheafs
f∗α : Lk → L
′
k.
Explicitely, if U ⊂ Γ\X is an open subset, then
f∗α : Lk(U) → L
′
k(f
−1
α (U))
s 7→ s ◦ fα.
Fix a decomposition ΓαΓ =
⋃˙s
i=1Γαγi, γi ∈ Γ. We define a morphism of sheafs
f1∗ : L
′
k → Lk
as follows: let U ⊂ Γ\X be arbitrary, then
f1∗ : L
′
k(f
−1
1 (U)) → Lk(U)
s 7→ {Γx 7→
∑s
i=1 γ
−1
i s(γix)} (x ∈ X).
f1∗ and f
∗
α induce morphisms in cohomology and we define the Hecke operator T (α)
on cohomology as the composition
T (α) : H•(Γ\X,Lk)
f∗α→ H•(Γ′\X,L′k)
f1∗
→ H•(Γ\X,Lk).
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2.3. Restriction of the Hecke correspondence to a single face. We say
that a correspondence (c1, c2) : ∂Γ
′\X
→
→ ∂Γ\X restricts to the face ΓP \e(P ) ⊂ ∂Γ\X
if there is a face Γ′Q\e(Q) ⊂ Γ
′\∂X such that
(15) Γ′Q\e(Q) ⊂ c
−1
1 (ΓP \e(P ))
and
(16) c2(Γ
′
Q\e(Q)) ⊂ ΓP\e(P ).
We recall that Γ′Q = Γ
′ ∩ Q(Q). We define the restriction of (c1, c2) to ΓP\e(P ) as the
union of the correspondences
ΓP \e(P )
c2
ր
Γ′Q\e(Q)
c1
ց
ΓP\e(P ),
where Γ′Q\e(Q) runs over all faces in Γ
′\∂X satisfying (15,16).
We specialize to the case of a Hecke correspondence
(17) (f1, fα) : Γ
′\X
→
→ Γ\X,
for a fixed α ∈ G(Q). Of course, in this case Γ′ = Γ ∩ α−1Γα. We have seen that (AE)
extends continuously to a correspondence on the boundary
(18) (f1, fα) : ∂Γ
′\X
→
→ ∂Γ\X.
We want to determine the restriction of (18) to the face ΓP\e(P ) and proceed as follows.
First, we note that there are bijections between the following sets of objects:
(i) faces Γ′Q\e(Q) in Γ
′\∂X satisfying (15,16),
(ii) Γ′-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups Q ≤ G satisfying
(15′) Q ∼Γ P
(16′) αQα−1 ∼Γ P,
(iii) double cosets ΓPβΓP ⊂ ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) (note that necessarily β ∈ P (Q)).
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The bijection (ii)→ (i) is given by
Q 7→ Γ′Q\e(Q).
Furthermore, let ΓPβΓP ⊂ ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) (cf. (iii)). β then may be written as β = γ2αγ1
and the bijection (iii)→ (ii) is given by
ΓPβΓP 7→ γ1Pγ
−1
1
(cf. [G-MacPh], 7.4 Lemma). We write
(19) ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) =
m⋃
i=1
ΓPαiΓP
with αi ∈ P (Q) (note that ΓαΓ∩P (Q) is ΓP -invarinat from the left and from the right,
hence, (19) is the ΓP × ΓP -orbit decomposition of ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) and that ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) is
contained in P (Q), hence, αi ∈ P (Q)). Moreover, αi may be written as αi = γi,2αγi,1,
where γi,1, γi,2 ∈ Γ, and we set
Qi = γi,1Pγ
−1
i,1 .
The above bijections then show that Q1, . . . , Qm are precisely a set of representatives of
the Γ′-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups satisfying (15’) and (16’). The restriction
of (UE) to the face ΓP\e(P ) therefore is the (disjoint) union of the correspondences
(20)
ΓP\e(P )
fα
ր
Γ′Qi\e(Qi)
f1
ց
ΓP\e(P ),
where i = 1, . . . ,m.
We want to analyze more closely the correspondence (20). Quite generally we say
that two correspondences (fα1 , fα2) : Γ
′ \X
→
→ Γ \X and (fβ1 , fβ2) : Γ
′′ \X
→
→ Γ \X
are isomorphic if there is γ ∈ G(Q) such that the diagram
(21)
(fα1 , fα2) : Γ
′\X
→
→ Γ\X
f ↑ ‖
(fβ1 , fβ2) : Γ
′′\X
→
→ Γ\X
commutes, i.e. fβi ◦ f = fα1 , i = 1, 2. Here, Γ
′ = Γ ∩ α−1Γα and Γ′′ = Γ ∩ β−1Γβ and
f denotes the map which sends x 7→ γx. We obtained the correspondence (20) on the
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boundary ∂Γ \ X¯ as the continuous extension of a Hecke correspondence on X. There is
a second type of correspondences
(22)
ΓP \e(P )
fα
ր
Γ′P\e(P )
f1
ց
ΓP\e(P ),
defined on the boundary: for any α ∈ P (Q) these are obtained as the continuous exten-
sion of the correspondence defined by the pair of maps
(23)
ΓP \([s,∞) × e(P ))
fα
ր
Γ′P \([t,∞) × e(P ))
f1
ց
ΓP\([s,∞) × e(P )),
where fα : Γ
′
Px 7→ ΓPαx and f1 : Γ
′
Px 7→ ΓPx (note that
αP = P ). The correspondence
(20) then is isomorphic to the correspondence
(24)
ΓP \e(P )
fαi
ր
Γ′P,i\e(P )
f1
ց
ΓP \e(P ),
where Γ′P,i = ΓP ∩ α
−1
i Pαi (cf. [G-MacPh], section 7.6).
2.4. The trace formula. We will apply the result from the previous section
to determine the contribution of the boundary to the Lefschetz number of the Hecke
correspondence. We fix an arithmetic subgroup Γ ≤ G(Q) and an element α ∈ G(Q).
As in section 2.3 we write ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) =
⋃˙
i=1,...,mΓPαiΓP with αi ∈ P (Q) and we also
write αi = γi,2αγi,1, γi,1, γi,2 ∈ Γ and set Qi = γi,1Pγ
−1
i,1 .
We denote by
F∂ = {x ∈ ∂Γ
′\X : f1(x) = fα(x)}
the set of fixed points of (f1, fα) on the boundary. Furthermore, for any P ∈ P/ ∼Γ we
set
F∂,P = {x ∈ F∂ : f1(x) = fα(x) ∈ ΓP\e(P )},
i.e. F∂ is the disjoint union
F∂ =
⋃
P∈P/∼Γ
F∂,P .
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The above description of the restriction of the Hecke correspondence to the face e(P )
implies that
F∂,P =
⋃˙
i=1,...,m
FQi ,
where
FQi = {x ∈ Γ
′
Qi\e(Qi) : fα(x) = f1(x)}
is the set of fixed points of the correspondence (20).
We denote by
FP,i = {x ∈ Γ
′
P,i\e(P ) : f1(x) = fαi(x)},
i = 1, . . . ,m, the set of fixed points of the correspondence (24). Since the correspondences
(24) and (20) are isomorphic the definition of isomorphism of correspondences shows that
the fixed point sets of (20) and (24) are isomorphic (under the map f : x 7→ γx defining
the isomorphism of (20) and (24); cf. equation (21)). Hence, for our purposes we may
replace FQi by FP,i. We look closer at FP,i and set
XP,i = {x ∈ e(P ) : ηx = x for some η ∈ ΓPαi}.
Moreover, for any η ∈ ΓPαi we put
(25) XP,η = {x ∈ e(P ) : ηx = x}
and we define FP,η = π
′(XP,η). Here, π
′ : e(P )→ Γ′P,i\e(P ) is the canonical projection.
Γ′P,ix ∈ FP,i is equivalent to the existence of a γ ∈ ΓP such that γαix = x, hence x ∈ XP,η
with η = γαi ∈ ΓPαi. Thus, Γ
′
P,ix ∈ FP,η and we deduce that FP,i is the union of the
FP,η, η ∈ ΓPαi. Moreover, if FP,η ∩ FP,µ 6= ∅, η, µ ∈ ΓPαi, then there are x ∈ XP,η and
y ∈ XP,µ such that γx = y for some γ ∈ Γ
′
P,i. By using the definition of XP,µ we obtain
µγx = γx, i.e. γ−1µγx = x. Since ηx = x and Γ is assumed to be torsion free we deduce
that η = γ−1µγ. If, on the other hand, η = γ−1µγ, γ ∈ Γ′P,i then, for any x ∈ XP,η we
find µγx = γγ−1µγx = γηx = γx, hence, γx ∈ XP,µ. This implies that γXP,η ⊂ XP,µ
and, by symmetry, γXP,η = XP,µ. Thus FP,η ∩ FP,µ 6= ∅ ⇔ η and µ are Γ
′
P,i-conjugate
and in this case we even have FP,η = FP,µ. Hence, altogether we have seen that
FP,i =
⋃˙
η∈ΓPαi/∼Γ′
P,i
FP,η.
Taking into account that γαiΓ
′
P,i 7→ γαiΓP defines a bijection ΓPαi/ ∼Γ′P,i
1−1
↔
ΓPαiΓP/ ∼ΓP (cf. [B], Lemma 3.3 (iii), p. 46), we finally obtain
(26) F∂ =
⋃
P∈P/∼Γ
m⋃
i=1
⋃
η∈ΓPαiΓP /∼ΓP
FP,η
=
⋃
P∈P/∼Γ
⋃
η∈(ΓαΓ∩P (Q))/∼ΓP
FP,η.
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Here, the second equality is a consequence of (19). We note that (19) implies that
η ∈ ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) is contained in a uniquely determine double coset η ∈ ΓPαiΓP / ∼ΓP=
ΓPαi/ ∼Γ′P,i for a some i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Thus, η uniquely determines the index i ∈
{1, . . . ,m} and, hence, the set FP,η, which is the set of fixed points of the correspondence
(24).
We say that the face ΓP \e(P ) is attracting resp. equidistant resp. repelling
if the correspondence (23) is attracting resp. equidistant resp. repelling, i.e. if
ℓP (fαi(x)) > ℓP (f1(x)) resp. ℓP (fαi(x)) = ℓP (f1(x)) resp. ℓP (fαi(x)) < ℓP (f1(x))
for some x ∈ Γ′P,i\UP,t. Since αi ∈ P (Q), equation (F1) shows that ΓP\e(P ) is at-
tracting resp. equidistant resp. repelling precisely if ℓP (αi) > 1 resp. ℓP (αi) = 1 resp.
ℓP (αi) < 1.
Remark. 1.) In particular, we see that if ℓP (fαi(x))?ℓP (f1(x)), ? = ” >,=, < ”,
holds for one x ∈ Γ′P,i\UP,t then it holds for all x ∈ Γ
′
P,i\UP,t (because then ℓP (αi)?1).
2.) The attracting property of the face Γ′P,i\e(P ) is well defined, i.e. it only depends
on the Γ′-conjugacy class of P . To see this, let γ ∈ Γ′; then, conjugating with γ and taking
into account that Γ′ ⊂ Γ we find that ΓpαiΓp ⊂ ΓαΓ∩P (Q) is equivalent to ΓγP
γαiΓγP ⊂
ΓαΓ ∩ γP (Q). Thus, the assignment ΓPαiΓP 7→ ΓγP
γαiΓγP defines a bijection between
ΓP -double cosets appearing in ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) and ΓγP -double cosets appearing in ΓαΓ ∩
γP (Q). Let x = pKPZ
0
∞ ∈ Γ
′
P,i\UP,t be arbitrary; using the commutativity of the
diagram
(27)
Γ′γP,i\UγP,t
fγαiγ−1→ ΓγαiP \UγαiP,s
↑ γ ↑ γ
Γ′P,i\UP,t
fαi→ ΓP \UP,s
we may then compute (note that γαiP = γP , because αi ∈ P (Q))
ℓγP (fγαiγ−1(γx)) = ℓγP (γαip)
(6)
= ℓγP (γ)ℓP (αip).
Similarly, upon setting αi = 1 in (27), we find ℓγP (f1(x)) = ℓγP (γx)
(6)
= ℓγP (γ)ℓP (x).
Thus,
(28)
ℓγP (fγαiγ−1(γx))
ℓγP (f1(γx))
=
ℓP (fαix)
ℓP (f1(x))
.
Since x ∈ Γ′P,i\UP,t and γx ∈ Γ
′
γP,i\UγP,t, equation (28) implies that Γ
′
P,i\UP,t is attract-
ing (repelling, equidistant) precisely if Γ′γP ,i\UγP,t is attracting (repelling, equidistant).
We note that only if Γ′P,i\e(P ) is attracting or equidistant, the correspondence (23)
(or, more precisely, the correspondence (24)) will contribute to the trace formula. In
particular, a fixed point component FP,η ⊂ Γ
′
P,i\e(P ), η ∈ ΓPαi, only contributes if
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e(P ) is attracting or equidistant. Since fαi(Γ
′
P,ix) = ΓP ηx for x ∈ FP,η and ℓP (ηx) =
ℓP (η)ℓP (x) because η ∈ P (Q) (cf. equation (10)), this is equivalent to ℓP (η) > 1 resp.
ℓP (η) = 1. We say that the pair (P, η) is attracting, resp. repelling resp. equidistant if
αP (η) > 1 resp. αP (η) < 1 resp. αP (η) = 1, where αP is the weight of the action of
SP on UP (R). We define (ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q))
+ as the set of those η ∈ ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q) such that
(P, η) is attracting or equidistant. Using (26) and following the arguments in the proof
of [B], Lemma 2.5, p. 39 ff, we find that the contribution of the boundary ∂Γ\X¯ to the
Lefschetz number of the Hecke corspondence on H•(Γ\X,Lk,C) is given as
L((f1, fα),H
•(∂Γ\X¯,Lk,C)) =
∑
P∈P/∼Γ
∑
η∈(ΓαΓ∩P (Q))+/∼ΓP
tr(ηι|Lk)χ(FP,η).
Together with the contribuition from the inner terms, which is given in [B], Satz 5.3, p.
65 (the index ”ell” is missing in [B], 5.3 Satz) we therefore obtain the
Trace formula.
(29) L(T (α)|H•(Γ\X,Lk,C))
=
∑
ξ∈(ΓαΓ)ell./∼Γ
tr(ξι|Lk)χ(Fξ) +
∑
P∈P/∼Γ
∑
η∈(ΓαΓ∩P (Q))+/∼ΓP
tr(ηι|Lk)χ(FP,η).
Here, Fξ is the fixed point component corresponding to ξ ∈ (ΓαΓ)ell., i.e. Fξ = π(Xξ),
where Xξ = {x ∈ X : ξx = x} and π : X → Γ\X is the canonical projection.
2.5. The boundary term. We want to rewrite the boundary term of the trace
formula. We proceed in two steps.
1.) First we note that for η ∈ ΓPαi
XP,η =


a point if η is hyperbolic
∅ if η is unipotent
e(P ) if η is central.
(cf. (9) and the definition of XP,η in (25)). In particular χ(FP,η) = 1 if η is hyperbolic
and χ(FP,η) = 0 if η is unipotent or central. We say that a fixed point component FP,η
is hyperbolic if η is hyperbolic. Since FP,η = FP,η′ is equivalent to η and η
′ being Γ′P,i-
conjugate, this notion is well defined. The above together with (26) then shows that
only
F∂,hyp. =
⋃
P∈P/∼Γ
⋃
η∈(ΓαΓ∩P (Q))hyp./∼ΓP
FP,η
contributes to the boundary term of the trace formula.
2.) To proceed further, let η ∈ G(Q) be a Q-hyperbolic element. We denote by
Q[η] ⊂ M2(Q) the Q-subalgebra of the algebra of 2 × 2 matrices generated by η and
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we set Cη = Q[η]
∗ ⊂ G(Q). Since η is hyperbolic, which in particular implies that η
is regular (i.e. non-central), Cη is a maximal Q-split torus in G(Q). We denote by
Wη = NG(Q)(Cη)/Cη the Weyl group of Cη and we select any w ∈ NG(Q)(Cη) such
that w 6= 1 in ∈ Wη. There are precisely two different parabolic subgroups P,P
′ ≤ G
containing η and they are conjugate to each other by wη: P
′ = wηP . Moreover, for any
x ∈ X we have
(30) ℓP ′(x) = ℓP (x)
−1.
This can easily be seen by writing τCη = C0, where τ ∈ G(Q) and C0 is the torus of
diagonal matrices in G(Q). Hence τP = P0,
τP ′ = P opp0 and the claim follows taking
into account that ℓτP (
τx) = ℓP (x) (cf. equation (3’)) and ℓP opp(x) = ℓP (x)
−1. Moreover
we fix any system of representatives P1, . . . , Pk for P/ ∼Γ and P ∈ P/ ∼Γ will mean
that P ∈ {P1, . . . , Pk}. We set
M = {(P, [η]ΓP ) : P ∈ P/ ∼Γ, [η]ΓP ∈ (ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q))hyp./ ∼ΓP }.
Lemma. The map
ψ : M → (ΓαΓ)hyp./Γ
(P, [η]ΓP ) 7→ [η]Γ
is surjective. Moreover, the following holds: if P 6∼Γ P
′ then the fibre ψ−1([η]Γ) =
{(P, [η]ΓP ), (Q, [µ]ΓQ)} consists of two elements such that (P, η) is repelling if (Q,µ) is
attracting and (P, η) is attracting if (Q,µ) is repelling. If P ∼Γ P
′ then ψ−1([η]Γ) =
{(P, [η]ΓP )} consists of a single element.
Proof. Obviously, ψ is well defined. We prove surjectivity. If [η]Γ ∈ (ΓαΓ)hyp./Γ
then η is contained in a parabolic subgroup P (Q) ≤ G(Q), hence, after conjugating η
by some γ ∈ Γ we may assume that η ∈ P (Q) for some P ∈ P/ ∼Γ. In particular,
η ∈ (ΓαΓ ∩ P (Q))hyp. and (P, [η]ΓP ) obviously maps to [η]Γ, i.e. ψ is surjective.
It remains to examine the fibres of ψ. To this end we fix (P, [η]ΓP ) ∈ ψ
−1([η]Γ) and
we let (Q, [µ]ΓQ) ∈ M (Q ∈ P/ ∼Γ, µ ∈ (ΓαΓ ∩ Q(Q))hyp.) be any element, which is
contained in the same fibre ψ−1([η]Γ) as (P, [η]ΓP ). Hence, [µ]Γ = [η]Γ and there is γ ∈ Γ
such that γη = µ.
We set Cη = Q[η]
∗ and Cµ = Q[µ]
∗. Cη ≤ P (Q) and Cµ ≤ Q(Q) are Q-split tori,
which satisfy γCηγ
−1 = Cµ. We denote by P and P
′ resp. Q and Q′ the two parabolic
subgroups containing Cη resp. Cµ. Since
γP contains Cµ we deduce that
γP = Q or
γP = Q′. We now distinguish cases.
Case A: P ′ 6∼Γ P . We distinguish further:
If γP = Q we obtain P = Q, because P,Q are contained in P/ ∼Γ. Hence, P =
γP
is invariant under conjugation by γ. Since P (Q) equals its own normalizer we obtain
γ ∈ Γ ∩ P (Q) = ΓP . Thus, [µ]ΓP = [η]ΓP , i.e. (P, [η]ΓP ) = (Q, [µ]ΓQ). We conclude that
ψ−1([η]Γ) = {(P, [η]ΓP )}.
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If γP = Q′ we immediately deduce Q = γP ′. Moreover, we have γη = µ ∈ Q(Q) =
γP ′(Q). Thus, γη ∈ γP ′(Q) ∩ ΓαΓ and (γP ′, [γη]γP ′) therefore is a well defined ele-
ment of M (note that γP ′ = Q ∈ P/ ∼Γ) and it clearly holds that (Q,µ) = (
γP ′, γη).
(Note that the condition γP ′ = Q uniquely determines the coset γΓP ′ , hence, the el-
ement (γP ′, [γη]γP ′) is uniquely determined, i.e. it does not depend on the choice of
a representative in γΓP ′ .) Thus, we have seen that necessarily (Q,µ) = (
γP ′, γη) and
ψ−1([η]Γ) therefore consists of at most two elements. We will show that the fibre consists
of 2 elements. To this end we select τ ∈ Γ such that τP ′ = Pi for some Pi ∈ P/ ∼Γ.
Since η ∈ P ′(Q) we obtain τη ∈ τP ′(Q), hence, τη ∈ τP ′(Q) ∩ ΓαΓ. Thus, (P, [η]ΓP )
and (τP ′, [τη]τΓP ′ ) are elements of M, which are both contained in the fibre of [η]Γ and
which are different, because, by assumption, P ′ 6∼Γ P . Hence,
ψ−1([η]Γ) = {(P, [η]ΓP ), (
τP ′, [τη]τΓP ′ )}.
Finally, we calculate
ℓτP ′(
τη)
(3′)
= ℓP ′(η)
(30)
= ℓP (η)
−1.
In particular, if (P, η) is attracting then (τP ′, [τη]τΓP ′ ) is repelling and if (P, η) is repelling
then (τP ′, [τη]τΓP ′ ) is attracting. This completes the proof of the Lemma in case A.
Case B: P ∼Γ P
′. If γP = Q we deduce as above that P = Q and hence (P, [η]ΓP ) =
(Q, [µ]ΓP ]). If
γP = Q′ then γP ′ = Q and we find that P ∼Γ P
′ ∼Γ Q, i.e. again
we have P = Q and therefore (P, [η]ΓP ) = (Q, [µ]ΓP ]). Thus, ψ
−1([η]Γ) = (P, [η]ΓP ).
This completes the proof of the lemma in case B and, hence, the proof of the lemma is
complete.
The Lemma immediately implies that⋃
P∈P/∼Γ
⋃
η∈(ΓαΓ∩P (Q))hyp/∼ΓP
FP,η
=
⋃
[η]Γ∈(ΓαΓhyp)/∼Γ
⋃
(P,[µ]ΓP )∈ψ
−1([η]Γ)
FP,η
=
⋃
[η]Γ∈(ΓαΓhyp)/∼Γ
ψ−1([η]Γ)={(P,[η]ΓP
)}
FP,η ∪
⋃
[η]Γ∈(ΓαΓhyp)/∼Γ
ψ−1([η]Γ)={(P,[η]ΓP
),(P ′,[η′]Γ
P ′
)}
FP,η ∪ FP ′,η′ .
Here, according to the above Lemma, (P, η) is attracting if (P ′, η′) is repelling and vice
versa.
We define (ΓαΓhyp)
+ as the set of those η ∈ ΓαΓhyp for which there is a parabolic
subgroup P ∈ P such that η ∈ P (Q) and (P, η) is attracting. Notice that, if (P, η)
is equidistant, η is either central or unipotent, hence the fixed point component FP,η
does not contribute to the Lefschetz number of the Hecke correspondence. Hence, only
attracting fixed point sets contribute to the Lefschetz number and we finally see that
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the contribution of the boundary to the trace formula is given by∑
[η]Γ∈(ΓαΓ)
+
hyp/∼Γ
tr(ηι|Lk).
Since the inner fixed point components Fξ are connected and the action of G(Q) on
X only has isolated fixed points we obtain χ(Fξ) = 1 for all ξ ∈ (ΓαΓ)ell. Thus, the
trace formula finally becomes
Theorem.
L(T (α)|H•(Γ\X,Lk,C)) =
∑
ξ∈(ΓαΓ)ell./∼Γ
tr(ξι|Lk) +
∑
η∈(ΓαΓ)+hyp./∼Γ
tr(ηι|Lk).
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3 Hecke algebra and the basic trace identity.
3.1. The Hecke algebra. Throughout section 3, we fix a tame level N and a prime
p ∈ N satisfying p > 2 and (p,N) = 1 and we write Γ = Γ1(Np) and Γ0 = Γ0(Np). We
set
∆0 = {α =
(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(Z) : c ≡ 0 (mod Np), (a,Np) = 1, detα > 0}
and
∆1 = {α =
(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(Z) : c ≡ 0 (mod Np), a ≡ 1 (mod Np), detα > 0}.
We define the Hecke algebras H˜ = Γ\∆0/Γ, H1 = Γ\∆1/Γ and H0 = Γ0\∆0/Γ0. We
look closer at these Hecke algebras and their interrelation. We define elements in H˜ as
follows
• T (l,m) = Γ
(
l
m
)
Γ, where l,m ∈ Z such that l|m, (l,Np) = 1
• 〈ǫ〉 = ΓσǫΓ = Γσǫ = σǫΓ, where ǫ ∈ Z is such that (ǫ,Np) = 1 and
σǫ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ0(Np)
is any matrix satisfying a ≡ ǫ, c ≡ 0, d ≡ ǫ−1 (mod Np) (note that σǫ normalizes Γ0 and
Γ).
• For any Dirichlet character χ : (Z/(Np))∗ → C∗ we set
eχ =
1
ϕ(Np)
∑
ǫ∈(Z/NpZ)∗
χ(ǫ)〈ǫ〉 ∈ H˜Z[Np].
Here, for an arbitrary Z-algebra E we have set H˜E = H˜ ⊗ E. Note that T (l,m) is
not contained in H1. Moreover, we define the Hecke operators
T (l,m)0 = Γ0
(
l
m
)
Γ0, l,m ∈ Z, l|m, (l,Np) = 1,
which are contained in H0.
We note the following facts.
• H0 = {T (l,m) : l|m, (l,Np) = 1} (cf. [M], Lemma 4.5.2, p. 132) and H0 is
generated by the operators T (1, ℓ)0, ℓ any prime, and T (ℓ, ℓ)0 with (ℓ,Np) = 1.
• There is a canonical isomorphism of Z-algebras
H1 ∼= H0
ΓαΓ 7→ Γ0αΓ0
Γσ−1a αΓ ← Γ0αΓ0.
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Here, a denotes the upper left entry of α ∈ ∆0 (cf. [M], Theorem 4.5.18, p. 151).
• We deduce that H˜ = {σaT (l,m) : (a,Np) = 1, l|m, (l,Np) = 1} and H˜ is
generated by the Hecke operators 〈ǫ〉 with (ǫ,Np) = 1, T (1, ℓ) with ℓ any prime and
T (ℓ, ℓ) with (ℓ,Np) = 1.
• Since the operators T (ℓ, ℓ) commute with any Hecke operator and since 〈ǫ〉 com-
mutes with T (1, ℓ) (cf. [D-S], p. 169), we see that H˜ is commutative. In particular,
{eχ}χ is a complete set of pairwise orthogonal (central) idempotents in H˜ and we obtain
a decomposition of the Hecke algebra
H˜Z[Np] =
⊕
χ
eχH˜Z[Np].
We note that e1H˜Z[Np] = H0Z[Np].
From now on we set H = H1 and we shall identify H1 with H0, i.e. a Hecke operator
Γ0αΓ0 ∈ H0 with α ∈ ∆0 also stands for the operator Γσ
−1
a αΓ in H (a denotes the upper
left entry of α). In particular, Γ0
(
1
ℓ
)
Γ0 resp. Γ0
(
ℓ
ℓ
)
Γ0 also denotes the Hecke
operator T (1, ℓ) resp. σ−1ℓ T (ℓ, ℓ). We set
Tn = T (1, n),
n ∈ N. Note that Tℓ = T (1, ℓ) = T (ℓ), while in general Tn differs from the Hecke operator
T (n) =
∑
ab=n
a|b
T (a, b).
Remark. The following relation is an immediate consequence of [M], Lemma 4.5.7
(1):
(1) Tmℓ = T (1, ℓ
m) + fm−2(T (ℓ, ℓ))T (1, ℓ
m−2) + fm−4(T (ℓ, ℓ))T (1, ℓ
m−4) + · · · ,
where fi ∈ Z[X] (the last summand appearing on the right hand side either is
f1(T (ℓ, ℓ))T (1, ℓ) or f0(T (ℓ, ℓ))) and all fi = 0 in case ℓ|Np. Since T (1,m)T (1, n) =
T (1,mn) if (m,n) = 1, using (x) we find that
(2) T r1ℓ1 · . . . · T
rs
ℓs
=
∑
h=(h1,...,hs)
ghTℓh11 ·...·ℓ
hs
s
,
where the sum runs over all h such that hi ≡ ri (mod 2) and 0 ≤ hi ≤ ri and gh ∈
Z[T (ℓ1, ℓ1), . . . , T (ℓs, ℓs)]. Since T (a, a)T (b, b) = T (ab, ab) we deduce that gh is a Z-
linear combination of operators T (n′, n′), where n′|ℓ∞1 · . . . · ℓ
∞
s and (n
′, Np) = 1. In
different words, T r1ℓ1 · . . . ·T
rs
ℓs
is a Z-linear combination, which obviously does not depend
on k, of the operators T (n′, n′)Tn, where n runs over (certain) divisors of ℓ
r1
1 · . . . · ℓ
rs
s
and n′ runs over (certain) divisors of ℓ∞1 · . . . · ℓ
∞
s satisfying (n
′, Np) = 1.
This reduces the computation of trT r1ℓ1 · . . . · T
rs
ℓs
|Mk(Γ,χ)α to the computation of
trT (n′, n′)Tn|Mk(Γ,χ)α , where n runs over divisors of ℓ
r1
1 · . . . ·ℓ
rs
s and n
′ runs over divisors
of ℓ∞1 · . . . ·ℓ
∞
s satisfying (n
′, Np) = 1(note that T1 = id, i.e. the Hecke Operator T (n
′, n′)
is included).
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3.2. An extension of the Hecke algebra.
Lemma. Let N ∈ N be any integer with prime decomposition N = pn11 · . . . · n
ps
s and
let M be any divisor of N with prime decomposition m = pm11 · . . . · p
ms
s . Then Γ1(M) is
the (not necessarily disjoint) union of double cosets
(3) Γ1(M) =
⋃
0≤m≤N
M|m
⋃
a¯∈(Z/(N))∗
a≡1 (mod M)
Γ1(N)
(
1
m 1
)
σaΓ1(N).
Here, σa is defined in 3.1, i.e. σa ∈ Γ0(N) is any matrix whose upper left entry is
congruent to a modulo N .
Proof. We denote by Γ(N) = {
(
a b
c d
)
: a ≡ b ≡ c ≡ d ≡ 1 (mod N)} the principal
congruence subgroup of level N . Since Γ(N) is contained in both sides of (3) equation
(3) is equivalent to
(4) Γ1(M)/Γ(N) =
⋃
0≤m≤N
M|m
⋃
a¯∈(Z/(N))∗
a≡1 (mod M)
Γ1(N)
(
1
m 1
)
σaΓ1(N)/Γ(N).
We apply the isomorphism
i : SL2(Z)/Γ(N) ∼= SL2(Z/(N))(
a b
c d
)
7→
(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
(x¯ = x+ (N))
to both sides of (4), i.e. we reduce the entries of all matrices appearing in (4) modulo
(N): since Γ1(N)/Γ(N)
i
∼= N2(Z/(N)), where N2 ≤ GL2 is the subgroup of unipotent
upper triangular matrices and Γ1(M)/Γ(N)
i
∼= Γ1(M ;Z/(N)), where
Γ1(M ;Z/(N)) = {
(
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
∈ SL2(Z/(N)), a ≡ d ≡ 1, c ≡ 0 (mod M)},
equation (4) becomes equivalent to
(5) Γ1(M ;Z/(N)) =
⋃
m¯∈Z/(N)
M|m
⋃
a¯∈(Z/(N))∗
a≡1 (mod M)
N2(Z/(N))
(
1
m¯ 1
)
σa¯N2(Z/(N)).
where σa¯ = i(σa).
The Chinese remainder theorem yields an isomorphism j : Z/(N) ∼=
∏
i Z/(p
ni
i ), x 7→
(x (mod pnii ))i under which
• the ideal (M) = {m¯ ∈ Z/(N) : M |m} maps to
∏
i(p
mi
i ); here (p
mi
i ) = {x¯ ∈
Z/(pnii ) : p
mi
i |x}
• Γ1(M ;Z/(N)) maps to
∏
i Γ1(p
mi
i ;Z/(p
ni
i )).
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Hence, (5) is equivalent to showing that
(6) Γ1(p
mi
i ;Z/(p
ni
i )) =
⋃
x¯∈Z/(p
ni
i
)
p
mi
i
|x
⋃
a¯∈(Z/(p
ni
i
))∗
a≡1 (mod p
mi
i
)
N2(Z/(p
ni
i ))
(
1
x¯ 1
)
σa¯N2(Z/(p
ni
i ))
for all all primes p1, . . . , ps. Straightforward computation shows that the right hand side
of (6) is contained in the left hand side. To prove the reverse inclusion let
(
a b
c d
)
∈
SL2(Z) represent an arbitrary element of Γ1(p
mi
i ;Z/(p
ni
i )). Hence, vpi(c) ≥ mi and a ≡ 1
(mod pmii ). We distinguish cases
Case 1. p 6 |a, i.e. a¯ ∈ Z/(pnii )
∗. The decomposition
(7)
(
a b
c d
)
=
(
1
c/a 1
)
σa
(
σa−1
(
a b
− bca + d
))
then shows that (
a¯ b¯
c¯ d¯
)
∈
(
1
c/a 1
)
σa¯N2(Z/(p
ni
i )).
Here, the bar denotes reduction modulo pnii , i.e. x¯ = x + (p
ni
i ) Since vp(c) ≥ mi, i.e.
c/a ∈ (pmii ), and a ≡ 1 (mod p
mi
i ) this is contained in the right hand side of (6).
Case 2: p|a, i.e. a¯ 6∈ Z/(pnii )
∗. Since a ≡ 1 (mod pmii ) this case can only occur if
mi = 0. We obtain p 6 |c, i.e. c¯ ∈ (Z/(p
ni
i ))
∗ and a + c ∈ (Z/(pnii ))
∗. We look at the
decomposition
(8)
(
a b
c d
)
=
(
1 −1
1
)(
1
c
a+c 1
)
σa+c
(
σ(a+c)−1
(
a+ c b+ d
− (b+d)ca+c + d
))
.
Since mi = 0 and vp(c/(a + c)) = 0, the above decomposition again shows that
(
a b
c d
)
(mod pmii ) is contained in the right hand side of (6) (note that the condition ”a ≡ 1
(mod pmii )” is empty because mi = 0). Thus, the proof of the Lemma is complete.
We return to the case of relevance to us. We let N ∈ N and p ∈ N be any prime such
that (N, p) = 1 and we let M ∈ N be any divisor of Np. We continue to set Γ = Γ1(Np)
and we let the group Γ× Γ act on Γ1(M) by
(α, β)x = αxβ−1.
The sets Γ
(
1
m 1
)
σaΓ are orbits under this action, hence, any two of these sets either
are equal or disjoint. In particular, there are subsets
M ⊂ {m ∈ N ∪ {0} : 0 ≤ m ≤ Np, M |m}
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and
A ⊂ {a ∈ (Z/(Np))∗, a ≡ 1 (mod M)}
such that
(9) Γ1(M) =
⋃˙
m∈M
⋃˙
a∈A
Γ
(
1
m 1
)
σaΓ (disjoint union).
We look closer at the special case p|M . Let γ =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ1(M); since p|M we deduce
that p|c and a ≡ 1 (mod p). In particular, p 6 |a and equation (7) yields
γ ∈ Γ
(
1
u 1
)
σxΓ
with x ≡ 1 (mod p) and p|u. Thus, if p|M we obtain
(10) Γ1(M) =
⋃˙
m∈M
⋃˙
a∈A
Γ
(
1
m 1
)
σaΓ (disjoint union)
with any u ∈M divisible by p and A ⊂ 1 + pZ.
For any integer u ∈ N and any δ ∈ (Z/(Np))∗ we define Hecke operators
Su,δ = Γ
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ.
The operators Su,δ are contained in the larger Hecke algebra Γ\M2(Z)
+/Γ, where
M+2 (Z) is the (multiplicative) semigroup of integral matrices with positive determinant.
We define a projection operator to level M as follows. Let V be any right M2(Z)
+-
module and let M,N ∈ Z such that M |Np; we then define
πNpM : V
Γ1(Np) → V Γ1(M)
v 7→
∑
γ∈Γ1(Np)\Γ1(M)
vγ.
Corollary. As operators on Mk(Γ) the following identity holds
πNpM =
∑
u∈M, δ∈A
Su,δ.
Furthermore, if p|M then any u ∈M is divisible by p and any a ∈ A is congruent to 1
modulo p.
Proof. We write
Su,δ =
⋃
j
Γxu,δ,j
with xu,δ,j ∈M2(Z)
+. Su,δ then acts on elements f ∈ Mk(Γ) as
Su,δ(f) =
∑
j
f |xu,δ,j .
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In particular, we obtain
(11)
∑
u∈M,δ∈A
Su,δ(f) =
∑
u∈M, δ∈A
∑
j
f |xu,δ,j .
On the other hand, the previous Lemma shows that
Γ\Γ1(M) =
⋃
u∈M, δ∈A
Γ\Γ
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ
=
⋃
u∈M, δ∈A
Γ\Su,δ
=
⋃
u∈M, δ∈A
⋃
j
Γxu,δ,j.
and we deduce that
(12) πNpM (f) =
∑
u∈M, δ∈A
∑
j
f |xu,δ,j .
Comparing (11) and (12) yields the first claim of the Corollary. The second claim is
immediate by equation (10). This completes the proof of the Corollary.
Convention. Since the full Hecke algebra Γ\M2(Z)
+/Γ is not commutative
Γ\M2(Z)
+/Γ does no longer act from the left, it only acts fom the right on spaces
of modular forms. Nevertheless we will write the action of Γ\M2(Z)
+/Γ from the left,
noting that this now is an anti action. In doing so we use the following convention: if
X1, . . . ,Xn ∈ Γ\M2(Z)
+/Γ then Xn · · ·X1f means ((((fX1)X2) · · · )Xn−1)Xn i.e. we
first apply X1 then X2 and so on. It does not mean to apply the whole product form the
right to f , i.e. it does not mean f(Xn · · ·X1). The term f(Xn · · ·X1) would be denoted
by (Xn · · ·X1)f , but this will not appear.
Remark. Using the above Corollary and Remark in section 3.1 we see that the prod-
uct of operators πNMT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs is a Z-linear combination of the operators Su,δT (n
′, n′)Tn,
where n runs over certain divisors of ℓr11 ·. . .·ℓ
rs
s , n
′ runs over certain divisors of ℓ∞1 ·. . .·ℓ
∞
s ,
which are prime to Np and u ∈M, δ ∈ A. Since this is an identity in the abstract Hecke
algebra and not in End(Mk(Γ)), this linear combination clearly does not depend on k.
Example. We compute the product of Hecke operators Su,δTnT
h
p 〈ǫ〉. We first note
that TnT
h
p = TnTph = Tphn (notice that p divides the level Np and write n = n1n2 with
(n1, p) = 1 and n2 a power of p). We choose a left coset decomposition
Γ
(
1
phn
)
Γ =
⋃
α∈V
Γ
(
1
phn
)
α (disjoint union),
i.e. α runs over a system of representatives V of
(
1
phn
)−1
Γ
(
1
phn
)
∩Γ\Γ We then
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find
ΓσǫΓ
(
1
phn
)
Γ
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ = σǫΓ
(
1
phn
)
Γ
(
1
u 1
)
Γσδ
=
⋃
α∈V
σǫΓ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
Γσδ.
Replacing V by a certain subset V ′ ⊂ V we obtain a disjoint union
ΓσǫΓ
(
1
phn
)
Γ
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ =
⋃˙
α∈V ′
Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ.
We then caculate using the definition of the product of Hecke operators
Su,δTphn〈ǫ〉
def
=
∑
x∈Γ\ΓσǫΓ
0
@1
phn
1
AΓ
0
@1
u 1
1
AσδΓ/Γ
mx x
=
∑
x∈Γ\
S˙
α∈V′Γσǫ
0
@1
phn
1
Aα
0
@1
u 1
1
AσδΓ/Γ
mx x,
where the multiplicity mx ∈ N ∪ {0} is a certain integer. Obviously, the last equation
may be rewritten as follows
(13) Su,δTphn〈ǫ〉 =
∑
α∈V ′
mα Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ,
where we have set mα = mx with x = Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ. Thus, altogether we
have found:
Su,δTnT
h
p 〈ǫ〉 is a Z-linear combination of the Hecke operators
Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ,
where ǫ, δ ∈ (Z/(Np))∗, α ∈ V ′.
3.3. The slope decomposition of the space of modular forms. We denote
by Mk(Γ, χ) resp. Sk(Γ, χ) the space of complex modular forms resp. of complex cusp
forms of level Γ and nebentype χ. For any subring A ⊂ C we define Mk(Γ;A) resp.
Mk(Γ, χ;A) as the subspace ofMk(Γ) resp. Mk(Γ, χ) consisting of forms, whose Fourier
coefficients are contained in A; in a completely analogous manner we define Sk(Γ;A)
and Sk(Γ, χ;A). H˜ and, hence, its subalgebra H act on Mk(Γ, χ) and the submodules
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Mk(Γ;A) and Mk(Γ, χ;A) then are invariant under the action of H˜. Moreover, we
denote Z[Np] resp. Q(Np) the ring resp. the field obtained from Z resp. Q by adjoining
all ϕ(Np)-th roots of unity. We note thatMk(Γ) =Mk(Γ;Z)⊗ZC as well asMk(Γ, χ) =
Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np]) ⊗Z[Np] C are defined over Z[Np] as Hecke modules. For later purpose
we note that
(14) Mk(Γ,Q(Np)) =
⊕
χ
eχMk(Γ,Q(Np))
and eχMk(Γ;Q(Np)) =Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)).
Since H acts on Mk(Γ, χ) and using the canonical isomorphism H ∼= H0 the Hecke
algebra H0 also acts on Mk(Γ, χ). In particular, the Hecke operator T (n
′, n′) ∈ H0,
(n′, Np) = 1 acts via Γσ−1n′
(
n′
n′
)
Γ on Mk(Γ, χ) and for f in Mk(Γ, χ) we obtain
(15) T (n′, n′)f = χ(n′)n′
k−2
f.
Since the operators 〈ǫ〉, (ǫ,Np) = 1 commute with the Hecke operators Tℓ, the
space of modular forms Mk(Γ, χ) is a H-module and we obtain a slope decomposition
with respect to Tp. More precisely, as in section 1, we write Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np))
α resp.
Sk(Γ, χ;Q(Np))
α to denote the slope α subspace, i.e. Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np))
α is the image of
Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)) under pα(Tp), where pα is the factor of the characteristic polynomial
of Tp on Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)), whose roots λ (in a splittig field of Tp) have p-adic valuation
vp(λ) different from α. We note that Mk(Γ, χ)
α is an H-module.
Since the slope decomposition is defined over Q, we obtain
(16) Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)) =
⊕
α∈Q≥0
Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np))
α.
Lemma. The characteristic polynomial Ψαk,χ,ℓ of Tℓ ∈ H acting on Mk(Γ, χ)
α is
contained in Z[Np][X], i.e. its coefficients are integers in Q(Np).
Proof. Since Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np]) is a lattice in Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)), the Z[Np]-
submodule Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np]) contains a Q(Np)-basis {bi} of Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)). Thus,
{pα(Tp)bi} ⊂ pα(Tp)Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np]) is a system of generators for the Q(Np)-vector
space Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np))
α and we see that the Z[Np]-submodule pα(Tp)Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np])
contains a Q(Np)-basis ofMk(Γ, χ;Q(Np))
α. Since furthermore pα(Tp)Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np])
as submodule of a vector space necessarily is a free Z[Np]-module we deduce that
pα(Tp)Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np]) is a lattice in Mk(Γ, χ;Q(Np)). Moreover, pα(Tp) ∈ H, hence,
pα(Tp) commutes with Tℓ for all primes ℓ and pα(Tp)Mk(Γ, χ;Z[Np]) therefore is H-
stable, hence, Tℓ-stable for all ℓ. This immediately implies that Ψ
α
k,χ,ℓ is contained in
Z[Np][X].
Let E/Q(Np) be a finite extension, which splits Tp on Mk(Γ, χ). We denote by e
the ramification index of the prime ideal p ≤ OE corresponding to vp = w ◦ i on E (cf.
section 1.1). As a consequence of the above Lemma, all eigenvalues of Tp are integers,
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hence their p-adic value is contained in 1eN∪ {0}. In different words, Mk(Γ, χ,Q(Np))
α
vanishes unless
α ∈
1
e
N ∪ {0}.
3.4. Quasi idempotents attached to the slope decomposition. We introduce
one more piece of notation: if α ∈ Q we set
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α =
⊕
β: 0≤β≤α
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)β.
We fix arbitrary weights k, k′ > 2 and we fix an arbitrary slope α ≥ 0. We denote by
(17) 0 ≤ β1 < β2 < . . . < βr ≤ α+ 1
the slopes, which appear in Mk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 or in Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)≤α+1, i.e. for any i
we have Mk(Γ, χω
−k)βi 6= 0 or Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)βi 6= 0. In particular, we may write the
slope decomposition as
(18) Mk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 =
r⊕
i=1
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)βi ,
where some of the slope spaces Mk(Γ, χω
−k)βi now may be trivial. Of course, the same
decomposition with k replaced by k′ holds. Since dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 ≤ M(α + 1)
and dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)≤α+1 ≤M(α+ 1) we know that r ≤ 2M(α + 1).
We denote by Ξα+1k resp. Ξ
α+1
k′ the characteristic polynomial of Tp acting on
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 resp. on Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)≤α+1 and we denote by Eα+1k resp. E
α+1
k′
the field obtained from Q by adjoining the roots of Ξα+1k resp. of Ξ
α+1
k′ ; we set
Eα+1k,k′ = E
α+1
k E
α+1
k′ . Thus, E = E
α+1
k,k′ is a splitting field for Tp onMk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 and
for Tp on Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)≤α+1 and since deg Ξα+1k = dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 ≤ M(α + 1)
we find
[E : Q] ≤ [Eα+1k : Q][E
α+1
k′ : Q] ≤M(α + 1)
2.
We denote by p = pk,k′ the prime ideal in the ring of integers OE of E, which corresponds
to the valuation vp = i ◦ w on E (cf. section 1.2), e = ek,k′ is the ramification index of
p|p and ̟ = ̟k,k′ ∈ E any element satisfying vp(̟) = 1/e. In particular,
(19) e = ek,k′ ≤ [E : Q] ≤M(α+ 1)
2
is bounded independently of k, k′. Moreover, we may write
βi = bi/e
with bi ∈ N ∪ {0} for all i = 1, . . . , r; in particular,
(20) βj − βi > 1/e
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for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r, i 6= j.
The space Mk(Γ, χω
−k) decomposes
Mk(Γ, χω
−k) =
⊕
µ
V (µ),
where µ ∈ E runs over the eigenvalues of Tp and V (µ) is the generalized eigenspace of
Tp with respect to µ. Hence, there is a basis Bµ of V (µ) such that Tp is represented by
the upper triangular matrix
DBµ(Tp|V (µ)) =

 µ ∗. . .
µ

 .
Of course an analogous decomposition holds:
Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′) =
⊕
µ′
V (µ′),
where µ′ ∈ E runs over the eigenvalues of Tp and
DBµ′ (Tp|V (µ′)) =

 µ
′ ∗
. . .
µ′

 .
with respect to some basis Bµ′ of V (µ
′).
We attach to Tp and ̟ a sequence of operators e˜i = e˜i,k,k′, i = 1, 2, 3, . . ., on
Mk(Γ, χω
−k) in the following way. We set
(21) e˜1 = e˜1,k,k′ =
(
Tp
̟b1
)q−1
.
Assuming that e˜1, . . . , e˜i−1 have been defined we set
(22) e˜i = e˜i,k,k′ =
(
Tp
̟bi
)q−1
(1− e˜q
bi(q−1)+1
1 − e˜
qbi(q−1)+1
2 − · · · − e˜
qbi(q−1)+1
i−1 ).
If we want to emphasize that e˜i also depends on ̟ we write e˜i,k,k′,̟. Clearly, e˜i ∈ E[Tp],
because ̟ ∈ E. We determine the effect of the elements e˜i for those i, which satisfy
βi ≤ α, on Mk(Γ, χω
−k):
Lemma. 1.) Let µ be any eigenvalue of Tp on Mk(Γ, χω
−k). We set F = Eα+1k,k′ (µ)
and we denote by (p) the prime ideal in OF generated by p. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ r satisfying
βi ≤ α the element e˜i restricted to V (µ) looks as follows:
(23) DBµ(e˜i|V (µ)) =

 γ ∗. . .
γ

 ,
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where
γ ∈


p if vp(µ) ≤ α+ 1 and vp(µ) 6= βi
1 + p if vp(µ) = βi
(p) if vp(µ) > α+ 1
(recall that p = pk,k′). Of course, the same statement holds true if we replace
Mk(Γ, χω
−k) by Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′), V (µ) by V (µ′) and Bµ by Bµ′ .
2.) For any i = 1, 2, 3, . . . there is a polynomial pi = pi,̟ ∈ OE [X] (E = E
α+1
k,k′ ) such
that X|pi and
e˜i = pi
(
T
̟bi
)
.
Furthermore, deg pi only depends on i.
Proof. 1.) We abbreviate ci = bi(q − 1) + 1 and D = DBµ . We use induction on
i = 1, 2, 3, . . .. We note in advance that if µ is an eigenvalue of Tp onMk(Γ, χω
−k) then
precisely one of the following two holds (cf. (18)):
- vp(µ) = βj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ r in which case µ ∈ E = E
α+1
k,k′ , i.e. F = E
or
- vp(µ) > α+ 1.
We first look at the case i = 1. We assume β1 ≤ α since otherwise there is nothing
to prove. The element e˜1 equals (
Tp
̟b1
)q−1, thus we find
D(e˜1|V (µ)) =


(
µ
̟b1
)q−1
∗
. . . (
µ
̟b1
)q−1

 .
If vp(µ) = β1 then (
µ
̟b1
)q−1 ∈ 1 + p ⊂ E (note that µ ∈ E = Eα+1k,k′ ); if vp(µ) = βj
with j > 1 then vp(µ) − β1 = βj − β1 > 1/e (e = ek,k′; cf. (20)), hence, (
µ
̟b1
)q−1 ∈ p;
if vp(µ) > α + 1 then vp(µ/̟
b1) = vp(µ) − β1 > α + 1 − β1 and since we assume that
β1 ≤ α we find vp(µ/̟
b1) > 1, hence, ( µ
̟b1
)q−1 ∈ (p) ⊂ F . Altogether, the claim about
e˜1 follows.
We assume that the Lemma holds for i− 1. We assume βi ≤ α since otherwise there
is nothing to prove. In particular, we obtain β1, . . . , βi ≤ α. Equation (23), which by
our induction assumption holds for all e˜j , j ≤ i− 1, therefore yields
(24) D((1− e˜q
ci
1 − . . .− e˜
qci
i−1)|V (µ)) =

 γ ∗. . .
γ

 ,
where
(25) γ ∈


pci if vp(µ) = βj for some j ≤ i− 1
1 + pci if vp(µ) = βj for some j > i− 1
1 + (p)ci if vp(µ) > α+ 1.
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We mention that even γ ∈ 1 + pq
ci in case that vp(µ) = βj for some j > i − 1 and
γ ∈ 1 + (p)q
ci in case that vp(µ) > α+ 1. The operator
(
Tp
̟bi
)q−1
|V (µ) is represented by
the matrix
(26) D
((
Tp
̟bi
)q−1
|V (µ)
)
=


( µ
̟bi
)q−1 ∗
. . . (
µ
̟bi
)q−1

 ,
where µ/̟bi is as follows:
(27)
( µ
̟bi
)q−1
∈


p−bi(q−1) if vp(µ) = βj , j ≤ i− 1
1 + p if vp(µ) = βi
p if vp(µ) = βj , j > i
(p) if vp(µ) > α+ 1.
In case vp(µ) = βj , j ≤ i−1, this is obvious, because µ ∈ E is integral; in case vp(µ) = βi
the ratio µ/̟bi is a unit, whence the claim; in case vp(µ) = βj , with j > i equation
(20) implies that vp(µ/̟
bi) = vp(µ) − βi = βj − βi > 1/e, hence, µ/̟
bi ∈ p; finally,
if vp(µ) ≥ α + 1 then vp(µ/̟
bi) ≥ α + 1 − βi and since we assume that i is such that
βi ≤ α, we furthermore obtain vp(µ/̟
bi) ≥ α + 1− α = 1, i.e. µ/̟bi ∈ (p) ⊂ F . Thus,
equation (27) is proven.
Multiplying (24) by the matrix (26) we obtain
D(e˜i|V (µ)) = D
((
T
̟i
)q−1
◦ (1− e˜q
ci
1 − . . . − e˜
qci
i−1)|V (µ)
)
=

 γ ∗. . .
γ

 ,
where equations (25) and (27) imply that γ is as follows: γ ∈ p if vp(µ) = βj with
j ≤ i − 1, γ ∈ 1 + p if vp(µ) = βi, γ ∈ p if vp(µ) = βj with j ≥ i + 1 and γ ∈ (p) if
vp(µ) ≥ α + 1. But this is precisely the statment about e˜i, which therefore is proven.
Clearly, the above proof still holds if we replace Mk(Γ, χω
−k) by Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′), V (µ)
by V (µ′) and Bµ by Bµ′ . Thus, the first part of the Lemma is proven.
2.) Again, we use induction on i. If i = 1 we know that e˜1 = (Tp/̟
b1)q−1, hence, we
choose
(28) p1 = X
q−1.
Let i be arbitrary and assume that the claim holds for j = 1, . . . , i − 1. Then, e˜j =
pj(T/̟
bj ) = p∗j (T/̟
bi), where p∗j ∈ OE [X] is obtained from pj =
∑
h ahX
h ∈ OE [X] by
multiplying the coefficient ah with ̟
h(bi−bj). Recalling that ci = bi(q − 1) + 1 we obtain
e˜i = (Tp/̟
bi)q−1 ◦ (1−
i−1∑
j=1
p∗j(Tp/̟
bi)q
ci .
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Thus, the polynomial
(29) pi = X
q−1

1− i−1∑
j=1
(p∗j )
qci

 ∈ OE [X]
satisfies the claim. Equations (28) and (29) immediately yield that X|pi and since
deg pj = deg p
∗
j we inductively see from equations (28) and (29) that deg pi does not
depend on ̟, i.e. it only depends on i. This completes the proof of the Lemma.
Recall that we fixed arbitrary weights k, k′ and a slope α ∈ Q≥0 and βi are the
non-trivial slopes appearing in Mk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 or in Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)≤α+1. We now
assume that α is a non-trivial slope, i.e. Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α 6= 0 or Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α 6= 0.
Without loss of generality we may assume that Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α 6= 0. In particular, there
is s = sα,k,k′ such that 1 ≤ s ≤ r and α = βs. Moreover, part 2.) of the above Lemma
tells us that e˜i,k,k′ = pi
(
Tp
̟
bi
k,k′
)
. We define
ek,k′,α := e˜
pM(α+1)
2
s,k,k′
and
pα,k,k′ := p
pM(α+1)
2
s ∈ OE [X],
where s = sα,k,k′ and E = E
α+1
k,k′ . Moreover, we define i = iα,k,k′ by α = i/ek,k′ .
Proposition. 1.) Let V (µ) denote the generalized eigenspace attached to the
eigenvalue µ of Tp acting on Mk(Γ, χω
−k). Then,
(30) DBµ(ek,k′,α|V (µ)) =

 γ ∗. . .
γ

 ,
where vp(γ) ≥ 1 if vp(µ) 6= α and vp(γ − 1) ≥ 1 if vp(µ) = α. In different notation,
γ ≡
{
0 (mod p) if vp(µ) 6= α
1 (mod p) if vp(µ) = α.
The same statement holds if we replace V (µ) by the generalized eigenspaces V (µ′) at-
tached to an eigenvalue µ′ of Tp acting on Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′).
2.)
ek,k′,α = pα,k,k′
(
Tp
̟ik,k′
)
.
Moreover, the polynomial pα,k,k′ ∈ OE [X] satisfies the following properties:
• X|pα,k,k′
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• There is a constant N(α) ∈ N such that deg pα,k,k′ ≤ N(α) for all k, k
′. (In
different words, although pα,k,k′ depends on k, k
′ its degree is bounded independently of
k, k′.)
Proof. 1.) This is an immediate consequence of part 1.) of the above Lemma,
taking into account that ek,k′ ≤M(α+ 1)
2 (cf. (19)), which implies that
- pp
M(α+1)2
⊂ pM(α+1)
2
⊂ (p)
and
- (1 + p)p
M(α+1)2
≤ 1 + (p) (note that ek,k′ is the ramification index of p = pk,k′and
that (1 + pa)/(1 + pa+1) ∼= (O/p,+), which is annihilated by multiplication with p).
2.) All statements are obvious from part 2.) of the above Lemma except for the
claim about the degree of pα,k,k′. But equation (29) shows that deg pa < deg pb if a < b.
Furthermore, equation (20) implies that s = sα,k,k′ ≤ i = iα,k,k′ . Since i = αek,k′ ≤
αM(α + 1)2 we therefore obtain
deg ps ≤ deg pi ≤ deg pαM(α+1)2 ,
hence,
(31) deg pα,k,k′ = deg p
pM(α+1)
2
s ≤ deg p
pM(α+1)
2
αM(α+1)2
=: N(α),
which is the claim.
We note that equations (28) and (29) imply that deg pj ≥ q− 1 for all j ∈ N. Hence,
the definition of N(α) (cf. (31)) implies
(32) N(α) ≥ 1.
Remark. 1.) In view of equation (30) we call ek,k′,α a quasi idempotent (or
approximative idempotent) attached to the slope α subspace of Mk(Γ, χω
−k) and
Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′).
3.5. The basic trace identity. We denote by ω : Z∗p → µp−1 the Teichmuller
character, i.e. ω(x) ≡ x (mod p) for all x ∈ Z∗p. In particular, ω factorizes over 1 + pZp
and therefore induces a character (Z/pZ)∗ → µp−1 by sending ǫ + pZ 7→ ω(ǫ), which,
again, we denote by ω.
Lemma 1. Let k, k′ ∈ N be integers, which satisfy k ≡ k′ (mod pm). Let furthermore
[ξ]Γ ∈ Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ/ ∼Γ,
be a Γ-conjugacy class, where h, n, u ∈ N ∪ {0}, ǫ, δ ∈ (Z/(Np))∗ with h ≥ 1, n ≥ 1,
u divisible by p and α ∈ Γ. Assume that ξ is elliptic or hyperbolic; then the following
congruence holds
ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk) ≡ ω
−k′(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk′) (mod p
min(m,hk,hk′)).
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We note that the expressions ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk) and ω
−k′(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk′) take values in
the field Q(µp−1), because the representation Lk is defined over Q .
Proof. Conjugating ξ by a suitable element in Γ we may assume that ξ ∈
Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
α
(
1
u 1
)
σδ. We write
ξ =
(
a b
c d
)
;
straightforward computation shows that
ξ ≡
(
ǫδ ∗
0 0
)
(mod p),
where ∗ ∈ Z. Thus, the characteristic polynomial of ξ reads
(33) χξ = T
2 − c1T + c2 ∈ Z[T ]
with c1 = a+ d ≡ ǫδ (mod p) and c2 = det ξ = p
hn. We distinguish:
Case A: ξ is elliptic. We denote by F/Q a minimal splittig field for χξ and τ : α 7→
τα
is the non-trivial automorphism of F/Q. We further denote by λ, τλ ∈ F the zeros of χξ.
Since χξ ≡ (T − ǫδ)T (mod p) we deduce that p splits in F , i.e. (p) = p
τp. On the other
hand, (p)OQζp−1
= p0 is totally inert in Q(ζp−1)/Q, hence, F is not contained in Q(ζp−1).
In particular, λ, τλ are not contained in Q(ζp−1). Since the minimal polynomial χ
∗
ξ of
λ ∈ F (ζp−1) over Q(ζp−1) is a divisor of χξ we thus obtain that [F (ζp−1) : Q(ζp−1)] = 2
and χξ equals χ
∗
ξ . We also denote by τ the non-trivial automorphism of F (ζp−1)/Q(ζp−1).
Since χ∗ξ = χξ ≡ (T − ǫδ)T (mod p0) the prime p0 = P
τP is split in F (ζp−1):
PP¯ F (ζp−1) PP¯
‖ / \ ‖
p0 Q(ζp−1) F ∋ λ,
τλ pp¯
‖ \ / ‖
(p) Q (p).
Since tr (ξι|Lk) = tr (ξ
ι|Lk ⊗ F (ζp−1)) we may as well compute the trace of ξ
ι on
Lk ⊗ F (ζp−1). But χξ splits over F , hence, ξ is diagonalizable over F , i.e.
ξ = g
(
λ
τλ
)
g−1
with g ∈ GL2(F ). Thus, applying the involution ι, we obtain
(34) ξι = (gι)−1
(
τλ
λ
)
gι.
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Using (34) we immediately derive (e.g. use Weyl’s character formula)
(35) ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk) =
(ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k+1 − (ω−1(ǫδ)τλ)k+1
ω(ǫδ)λ − ω(ǫδ)τλ
.
To evaluate (35) we look closer at λ, τλ. Since λ, τλ in particular satisfy χξ modulo
p and χξ ≡ (T − ǫδ)T (mod p) we find (after eventually permuting λ and
τλ)
(λ− ǫδ)τλ ≡ 0 (mod p).
Since OF /p ∼= Z/(p) is a field we deduce λ ≡ ǫδ,
τλ ≡ 0 (mod p) and since λτλ = phn ∼
phτph(n) we finally obtain
(36) λ ≡ ǫδ (mod p), τλ ≡ 0 (mod ph).
We now evaluate (35) as follows.
• Since ω(ǫδ) ≡ ǫδ (mod p) and P divides p as well as p, equation (36) implies
ω−1(ǫδ)λ ≡ 1 (mod P) hence, taking into account that k ≡ k′ (mod pm) we see that
(ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k+1 ≡ (ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k
′+1 (mod Pm). (Note that because P|(p) multiplication by
p annihilates 1 +Pi/1 +Pi+1 ∼= Pi/Pi+1)
• Moreover, ω−1(ǫδ)τλ ≡ 0 (mod ph), hence, (ω−1(ǫδ)τλ)k+1 ≡ 0 (mod phk). Anal-
ogously, we have (ω−1(ǫδ)τλ)k
′+1 ≡ 0 (mod phk
′
).
• ω(ǫδ)−1λ ≡ 1 (mod p) and ω−1(ǫδ)τλ ≡ 0 (mod p) imply that ω−1(ǫδ)λ −
ω−1(ǫδ)τλ is a p-adic unit.
Using these facts and taking into account that the ramification index of P|p equals
1 it is immediate to see that
(ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k+1 − (ω−1(ǫδ)τλ)k+1
ω−1(ǫδ)λ− ω−1(ǫδ)τλ
≡
(ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k
′+1 − (ω−1(ǫδ)τλ)k
′+1
ω−1(ǫδ)λ− ω−1(ǫδ)τλ
(mod Pmin (m,hk,hk
′)).
Hence, by using (35), which also holds with k replaced by k′ we find
(37) ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk) ≡ ω
−k′(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk′) (mod P
min(m,hk,hk′)).
Applying τ ∈ Gal(F (ζp−1)/Q(ζp−1)) to (37) and noting that tr (ξ
ι|Lk), tr (ξ
ι|Lk′) ∈ Q
because the representations Lk, Lk′ are defined over Q, we obtain
(τ37) ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk) ≡ ω
−k′(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk′) (mod
τPmin(m,hk,hk
′)).
Since PτP = (p), (37) and (τ37) finally yield the claim in the elliptic case.
Case B: ξ hyperbolic. Again, we denote by λ, λ′ ∈ Q the zeroes of χξ. Equation (33)
shows that over Z/pZ the characteristic polynomial of ξ decomposes χξ = T (T − ǫδ),
hence, λ ≡ ǫδ (mod p) and λ′ ≡ 0 (mod p). In particular, λ is a p-adic unit and
λλ′ = phn even implies λ′ ≡ 0 (mod ph). As above, we deduce that
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• ω−1(ǫδ)λ ≡ 1 (mod p), hence, (ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k+1 ≡ (ω−1(ǫδ)λ)k
′+1 (mod pm)
• (ω−1(ǫδ)λ′)k+1 ≡ 0 (mod phk) and (ω−1(ǫδ)λ′)k
′+1 ≡ 0 (mod phk
′
)
• ω−1(ǫδ)λ − ω−1(ǫδ)λ′ ≡ 1 (mod p) is a p-adic unit.
ξ is G(Q)-conjugate to
(
λ
λ′
)
, hence, ξι is G(Q)-conjugate to
(
λ′
λ
)
and
ω−1(ǫδ)k tr (ξ|Lk) therefore is given by the expression in (35) with
τλ replaced by λ′.
As in the case ξ elliptic we thus obtain
ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk) ≡ ω
−k′(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk′) (mod p
min(m,hk,hk′)),
which is the claim in the hyperbolic case. Thus, the proof of the Lemma is complete.
We recall that in section 3.4 we introduced the constant N(α), which only depends
on α and which bounds the degree of the polynomials pα,k,k′.
Proposition 1. Fix α ∈ Q≥0 and let C ∈ N be any integer. Assume that k, k
′ ∈ N
satisfy
- k, k′ ≥ (Cα+ 1)2 + 2
- k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m ≥ Cα+ 1.
Set L = [ mCα ] if α > 0 and L = p
m if α = 0 and let n, u ∈ N with u|Np; then the
following congruence holds true:
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k) ≡ ω
−k′(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ ) (mod p
(1−N(α)
C
)m−vp(ϕ(N)))
if α > 0 and
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α|Mk(Γ,χω−k) ≡ ω
−k′(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α |Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′) (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N)))
if α = 0. Here, eα = ek,k′,α is the quasi idempotent defined in section 3.4.
Proof. Using the definition of eχ (cf. section 3.1) and the isomorphism Mk(Γ) ∼=
H1(S(Γ), Lk−2) it is immediate that for k ≥ 2
trSu,δTn e
L
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k) = trSu,δTn e
L
αeχω−k |Mk(Γ) = trSu,δTn e
L
αeχω−k |H1(S(Γ),Lk−2,C).
(recall that we have written the action of H on Mk(Γ) from the left, i.e. we first apply
eχω−k). Since H
i(S(Γ), Lk−2,C) = 0 in degrees i = 0, 2 if k > 2, the above equation
further implies that
(38) trSu,δTn e
L
α|Mk(Γ,χω−k) = L(Su,δTn e
L
α eχω−k |H•(S(Γ),Lk−2,C)).
We recall some of the notations that we introduced in connection with the quasi
idempotent ek,k′,α:
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- E = Eα+1k,k′ is obtained from Q by adjoining the roots of the characteristic polynomial
of Tp acting on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)≤α+1 and of the characteristic polynomial of Tp acting on
Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)≤α+1
- p = pk,k′ is the prime ideal in OE corresponding to vp
- e = ek,k′ is the ramification degree of p|p
- i = iα,k,k′ is defined by α = i/ek,k′
- ̟ = ̟k,k′ ∈ OE is a local prime, i.e. vp(̟) = 1/e.
- eα = ek,k′,α = pα(Tp/̟
i) (i = iα,k,k′), where pα = pα,k,k′ =
∑tα
h=1 bhX
h is a
polynomial with integer coefficients bh ∈ OE (cf. Proposition 2.) in section 3.4) and
degree tα = tα,k,k′. Hence, we obtain
(39) eLα =
Ltα∑
h=L
ah
̟ih
T hp
with ah ∈ OE . Using equation (13) and taking into account that TnT
h
p = Tphn we then
find
Su,δTn e
L
α eχω−k =
1
ϕ(Np)
∑
ǫ
Ltα∑
h=L
χω−k(ǫ)
ah
̟ih
Su,δTnT
h
p 〈ǫ〉
=
1
ϕ(Np)
∑
ǫ
Ltα∑
h=L
∑
j
χω−k(ǫ)mj
ah
̟ih
Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
αj
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ,
where mj ∈ N ∪ {0} and αj ∈ Γ. The trace formula (cf. the Theorem in section 2.5)
together with equation (38) therefore yields
(40) ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTn e
L
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k)
=
1
ϕ(Np)
∑
ǫ
Ltα∑
h=L
∑
j
χ(ǫ)mj
ah
̟ih


∑
[ξ]∈(Γσǫ
0
@1
phn
1
Aαj
0
@1
u 1
1
AσδΓ)ell/∼Γ
ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ξι|Lk−2)
+
∑
[η]∈(Γσǫ
0
@1
phn
1
Aαj
0
@1
u 1
1
AσδΓ)+hyp/∼Γ
ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ηι|Lk−2)

 .
Of course, equation (40) also holds true if we replace k with k′. If
[ζ] ∈ (Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
αj
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ)ell/ ∼Γ or [ζ] ∈ (Γσǫ
(
1
phn
)
αj
(
1
u 1
)
σδΓ)
+
hyp/ ∼Γ
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then Lemma 1 implies that
(41) mj
ah
̟ih
ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ζι|Lk−2) ≡ mj
ah
̟ih
ω−k
′
(ǫδ) tr (ζι|Lk′−2) (mod p
e♣).
Here
(42) ♣ ≥ min(m,h(k − 2), h(k′ − 2))−
i
e
h
(note that mj ∈ N and ah ∈ OEα
k,k′
are integers).
We now distinguish cases and first assume that α > 0, hence, L =
[
m
Cα
]
. An easy
calculation shows that m ≥ Cα+ 1 implies mm−Cα ≤ Cα+ 1. Hence, we obtain
k − 2 ≥ (Cα+ 1)2 ≥ (Cα+ 1)
m
m− Cα
> Cα
m
m− Cα
>
m
m
Cα − 1
≥
m
L
;
here, the last inequality holds because L ≥ m/(Cα)− 1. Thus, we find
(k − 2)h ≥ (k − 2)L ≥
m
L
L = m.
Of course, since also k′ − 2 ≥ (Cα+1)2, the same equation with k replaced by k′ holds.
In particular, min(m,h(k − 2), h(k′ − 2)) = m and
♣ ≥ m−
i
e
h = m− αh.
Since further h ≤ tαL and tα = tα,k,k′ ≤ N(α) ( cf. Proposition 2.) in section 3.4) we
obtain
(43) ♣ ≥ m− αtαL ≥ m− αN(α)L ≥ m− αN(α)(
m
Cα
) = (1−
N(α)
C
)m
(note that L ≤ m/(Cα)). Equations (41) and (43) imply that
(44) mj
ah
̟ih
ω−k(ǫδ) tr (ζι|Lk−2) ≡ mj
ah
̟ih
ω−k
′
(ǫδ) tr (ζι|Lk′−2) (mod p
e(1−
N(α)
C
)m).
Equations (40) and (44) taken together imply the claim in case α > 0.
Finally, we look at the case α = 0, i.e. L = pm. In this case β1 = 0 = α (cf. equation
(17)); moreover, i = i0,k,k′ = 0 and, hence,
ek,k′,0 = e˜1,k,k′ = T
q−1
p
(cf. equation (21) in section 3.4). We deduce that p0 = p0,k,k′ = X
q−1, i.e. the sum over
h in equation (40) consists of only one term corresponding to h = (q − 1)L = (q− 1)pm.
Since furthermore L = pm ≥ m we know that h ≥ L ≥ m and, hence, h(k − 2) ≥
m(k − 2) ≥ m and h(k′ − 2) ≥ m(k′ − 2) ≥ m; equation (42) thus yields
♣ ≥ m
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(note that i = i0,k,k′ = 0). Equation (41) therefore becomes
(410) mjω
−k(ǫδ) tr (ζι|Lk−2) ≡ mjω
−k(ǫδ) tr (ζι|Lk′−2) (mod p
em)
(note that p0 = X
q−1). Equations (410) and (40) taken together yield the claim in case
α = 0. Thus, the proof of the Proposition is complete.
If α ∈ Q with α > 0 we set
Cα = [N(α) + α
−1] + 1,
hence, Cα ∈ N and
(45) Cα ≥ N(α) +
1
α
.
In particular, Cαα ≥ N(α)α + 1 ≥ 1 (cf. equation (32)) and we find that[
m
Cαα
]
≤ [m] ≤ m.
If α = 0 we set Cα = 0.
Lemma 2. 1.) The operator Su,δ, where u ∈ N ∪ {0} with p|u, commutes with the
operators Tℓ, where ℓ 6 |N and with eα.
2.) Let A1, . . . , Ak, B ∈ EndO(O
n) be commuting operators and assume furthermore
that all eigenvalues γ of B satisfy vp(γ) ≥ c resp. all eigenvalues γ of B satisfy vp(γ−1) ≥
c. Then
trA1 · · ·AkB ≡ 0 (mod p
c)
resp.
trA1 · · ·AkB ≡ trA1 · · ·Ak (mod p
c).
Proof. 1.) Since eα ∈ C[Tp] it is sufficient to show that Su,δ, p|u commutes with the
Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |N . Furthermore, since 〈δ〉 commutes with the Hecke operators Tℓ
(cf. [D-S], p. 169), it is sufficient to show that Su = Su,1 (p|u) commutes with the Hecke
operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |N . To verify this we use the adelic description of modular forms and
Hecke operators. Let F : GL2(Q)\GL2(A)→ C be the adelic function corresponding to
the modular form f ∈ Mk(Γ), i.e. f(z) = F (1, . . . , 1, g∞), where g∞i = z. We write
Γ
(
1
u 1
)
Γ =
⋃
i
Γ
(
1
u 1
)
γi
with γi ∈ Γ. We then obtain
SuF (1, . . . , 1, g∞) =
∑
i
F (
(
1
−u 1
)
, . . . ,
(
1
−u 1
)
, g∞).
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UsingK1(Np)-right invariance of F and taking into account that
(
1
−u 1
)
∈ K1,ℓ(Np) =
GL2(Zℓ) for all primes ℓ, which do not divide Np and even
(
1
−u 1
)
∈ K1,p(Np) if p|u
we further obtain
SuF (1, . . . , 1, g∞) =
∑
i
F (1, . . . , 1,
(
1
−u 1
)
, . . . ,
(
1
−u 1
)
, g∞).
Here, the matrices
(
1
−u 1
)
only appear in positions corresponding to primes ℓ dividing
N . Since
TℓF (1, . . . , 1, g∞) =
∑
x
F (1, . . . , 1, x, g∞),
where x runs over certain matrices, which appear in the position corresponding to the
prime ℓ, it is obvious that Su with p|u and the operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |N commute.
2.) Since the operators A1, . . . , Ak, B commute there is a basis B such that
DB(Ah) =

 ah;1 ∗. . .
ah;n

 , h = 1, . . . , k, DB(B) =

 b1 ∗. . .
bn


all are upper triangular. Morover, by assumption we know that vp(bi) ≥ c for all i =
1, . . . , n resp. vp(bi − 1) ≥ c for all i = 1, . . . , n and all ah;i are integral. This implies
that
trA1 · · ·AkB =
n∑
i=1
k∏
h=1
ah;ibi
is congruent to 0 resp. to trA1 · · ·Ak modulo p
c. Thus, the lemma is proven.
Let u ∈ N be divisible by p; since the operator Su,δ in particular commutes with the
Hecke operator Tp it leaves the slope subspaces invariant, i.e. we obtain a map
Su,δ : Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α →Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α.
Proposition 2. Fix α ∈ Q≥0. Assume that k, k
′ ∈ N satisfy
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m ≥ Cαα+ 1.
Then, for any u ∈ N, which is divisible by p, the following congruence holds true
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ ω
−k′(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
[logp[
m
Cαα
]]−vp(ϕ(N)))
if α > 0 and
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ ω
−k′(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N)))
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if α = 0.
Moreover in case α > 0 it also holds that
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ ω
−k′(δ) tr Su,δTne
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
[ m
Cαα
]−vp(ϕ(N))).
Proof. We first assume α > 0 and prove the first congruence. As in Proposition 1
we set L =
[
m
Cαα
]
. We first note that Cα ≥ N(α) +
1
α implies
m
Cαα
≤ (1− N(α)
Cα
)m. Since
L ≤ m
Cαα
we thus obtain
(46) L ≤ (1−
N(α)
Cα
)m.
Proposition 1.) in section 3.4 implies that all eigenvalues γ of eLα acting onMk(Γ, χω
−k)β ,
β 6= α, satisfy vp(γ) ≥ L. Hence, Lemma 2 shows that
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k)β ≡ 0 (mod p
L)
for all β 6= α. Moreover, again by Proposition 1.) in section 3.4 we know that all
eigenvalues γ of eLα acting on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α satisfy vp(γ − 1) ≥ [logp L] (note that
(1 + pa)/(1 + pa+1) ∼= (O/p,+) and that multiplication with p annihilates O/p, i.e.
(1 + pa)p ≤ 1 + pa+1). Hence, Lemma 2 shows that
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ ω
−k(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α (mod p
[logp L]).
We thus obtain
(47) ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ ω
−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α|Mk(Γ,χω−k) (mod p
[logp L]).
Of course, the same congruence holds true if we replace k by k′. The claim now follows
from (47) and the first congruence of Proposition 1 taking into account that
[logpL]− vp(ϕ(N)) ≤ L− vp(ϕ(N))
(46)
≤ (1−
N(α)
Cα
)m− vp(ϕ(N)).
Hence, the Proposition is proven in case α > 0.
We look at the case α = 0 and prove the second congruence. As in Proposition 1 we
set L = pm. Again, by using Proposition 1.) in section 3.4 and Lemma 2 we obtain
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δTne
L
α|Mk(Γ,χω−k) ≡ ω
−k(δ) tr Su,δTn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α (mod p
m).
This congruence still holds if we replace k by k′. Together with the second congruence
in Proposition 1 this yields the claim.
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Finally, the third congruence is proven in exactly the same way as the first congruence
(using the first congruence of Proposition 1 and equation (46)) with one small modifi-
cation: we omit the step, where we use that the eigenvalues of eα on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α are
congruent to 1 modulo p. Thus, the proof of the Proposition is complete.
The basic trace identity now reads as follows.
Theorem. Let α ∈ Q≥0. Assume that k, k′ ∈ N satisfy
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m ≥ Cαα+ 1.
Let ℓ1, . . . , ℓs ∈ N be prime numbers and let M ∈ N be any divisor of N ; then
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ trπ
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs |Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
[logp[
m
Cαα
]]−vp(ϕ(N)))
if α > 0 and
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . ·T rsℓs |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ trπ
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . ·T rsℓs |Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N))).
if α = 0.
In addition, in case α > 0 the following congruence holds
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ trπ
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
[ m
Cαα
]−vp(ϕ(N))).
Proof. 1.) We first assume α > 0 and prove the first congruence. Let n be any
divisor of ℓr11 · . . . · ℓ
rs
s and let n
′ be relatively prime to Np. Since T (n′, n′) acts on
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α as multiplication by χω−k(n′)n′k−2 (cf. (15)) we find
(48) trSu,δ T (n
′, n′)Tn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α = χω
−k(n′)n′
k−2
trSu,δTn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α .
Since furthermore k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies
(49) χω−k(n′)n′
k−2
≡ χω−k
′
(n′)n′
k′−2
(mod pm)
and since
ω−k(δ) tr Su,δ Tn |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ ω
−k(δ) trSu,δ Tn |Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′)α (mod p
[logp[
m
Cαα
]]−vp(ϕ(N)))
by the first congruence of Proposition 2, we deduce that
(50) ω−k(δ) trSu,δ T (n
′, n′)Tn |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α
≡ ω−k
′
(δ) tr Su,δ T (n
′, n′)Tn |Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′)α (mod p
[logp[
m
Cαα
]]−vp(ϕ(N)))
(note that [ m
Cαα
] ≤ m, hence, logp[
m
Cαα
] < m; cf. equation (45)).
On the other hand, since p|Mp we know that πNpMp =
∑
u∈M,δ∈A Su,δ, where any
u ∈M is divisible by p and any δ ∈ A is congruent to 1 modulo p (cf. the Corollary in
section 3.2). Hence,
(51) πNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . · T rsℓs ∈
∑
u,δ
∑
n′,n
ZSu,δT (n
′, n′)Tn
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is a Z-linear combination of terms Su,δT (n
′, n′)Tn with all u divisible by p and all δ ≡ 1
(mod p) (cf. the Remark in section 3.2). In particular, ω(δ) = 1 and equations (50) and
(51) together yield the claim in case α > 0.
To prove the second congruence we remark that the same proof as in case α > 0
holds if we use the second congruence of Proposition 2 instead of the first one, which
replaces the modulus of the congruence in equation (50) by (mod pm−vp(ϕ(N))).
Finally, the third congruence follows in exactly the same way as the first one if
instead of the term trSu,δ T (n
′, n′)Tn|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α appearing in equation (48) we consider
trSu,δ T (n
′, n′)Tne
h
m
Cαα
i
α |Mk(Γ,χω−k)α and use the third congruence of Proposition 2 (note
that
[
m
Cαα
]
≤ m). Hence, the proof of the Theorem is complete.
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4 p-adic families of modular forms
4.1. Constance of dimension of the slope subspaces. As in the previous sections,
throughout section 4 we fix a tame level N and a prime p satisfying (N, p) = 1 and we
continue to set Γ = Γ1(Np).
We denote by Ψα
k,χω−k
the characteristic polynomial of Tp acting on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α.
We have seen that Ψα
k,χω−k
is contained in Z[Np][X] (cf. the Lemma in section 3.3). We
set
dαk,χω−k = dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α,
hence, dα
k,χω−k
is the degree of Ψα
k,χω−k
. We write
Ψαk,χω−k =
d∑
j=0
(−1)jaαk,χω−k,jX
d−j
where d = dα
k,χω−k
. This defines aα
k,χω−k,j
for j = 0, . . . , dα
k,χω−k
and we set aα
k,χω−k,j
= 0
for j > dα
k,χω−k
.
Lemma. Let α ∈ Q≥0. Assume that k, k
′ ∈ N satisfy
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m ≥ Cαα+ 1.
Then for all j ∈ N ∪ {0} we have
aαk,χω−k,j ≡ a
α
k′,χω−k′ ,j
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)j!)).
if α > 0 and
aαk,χω−k,j ≡ a
α
k′,χω−k′ ,j
(mod pm−vp(ϕ(N)j!)).
if α = 0.
Proof. We first assume α > 0. We set
ταk,χ,j = trTpj |Mk(Γ,χ)α .
Since Tpj = T
j
p (note that p divides the Level Np) we know that ταk,χω−k,j also is the
trace of T jp on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α. We therefore obtain by a classical formula (cf. [Koe],
3.4.6 Satz, p. 117)
(1) jaαk,χω−k,j =
j∑
h=1
(−1)h+1ταk,χω−k,ha
α
k,χω−k,j−h.
This formula is valid for all j ∈ N ∪ {0} if we set aα
k,χω−k,j
= 0 for j > dα
k,χω−k
as
we have done. The lemma then follows by induction over j = 0, 1, 2, . . . using (1)
and the basic trace identity in section 3.5. In more detail, if j = 0 then aα
k,χω−k,0
=
aα
k′,χω−k′ ,0
= 1, whence the claim in this case (note that aα
k,χω−k,0
and aα
k′,χω−k′ ,0
are the
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leading coefficients of the respective characteristic polynomials). Assume therefore that
the claim holds for 0, . . . , j − 1; the first congruence of the Theorem in section 3.5 yields
τα
k,χω−k,j
≡ τα
k′,χω−k′ ,j
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N))). Moreover, the induction hypotheses
reads
aαk,χω−k,j−h ≡ a
α
k′,χω−k′ ,j−h
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N))−vp((j−h)!))
for all h = j, . . . , 1. We thus obtain
jaαk,χω−k,j =
j∑
h=1
(−1)h+1ταk,χω−k,ha
α
k,χω−k,j−h
≡
j∑
h=1
(−1)h+1τα
k′,χω−k′ ,h
aα
k′,χω−k′ ,j−h
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N))−vp((j−1)!))
= jaα
k′,χω−k′ ,j
.
Dividing by j yields aα
k,χω−k,j
≡ aα
k′,χω−k′ ,j
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)j!)). Thus, the proof
of the lemma is complete in case α > 0. If α = 0 the same proof holds if we replace
the summand ”
[
logp[
m
Cαα
]
]
” appearing in the modulus of the above congruences by ”m”
and use the second trace identity of the Theorem in section 3.5. Thus, the proof of the
Lemma is complete.
Let α > 0 and assume that dα
k,χω−k
≥ dα
k′,χω−k′
. The claim of the Lemma then is
equivalent to the following two statements:
• aα
k,χω−k,j
≡ aα
k′,χω−k′ ,j
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)j!)) for j = 0, . . . , dα
k′,χω−k′
.
• aα
k,χω−k,j
≡ 0 (mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)j!)) for dα
k′,χω−k′
< j ≤ dα
k,χω−k
.
(For j > dα
k,χω−k
we obtain the congruence 0 ≡ 0 (mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)j!)), which
is completely trivial.) In particular, taking into account that j ≤ d(= dα
k,χω−k
) implies
j ≤ d(α) (cf. section 1.5 for the definition of d(α)) we obtain the congruences
(2a) aαk,χω−k,j ≡ a
α
k′,χω−k′ ,j
(mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!)) for j = 0, . . . , dα
k′,χω−k′
(2b) aαk,χω−k,j ≡ 0 (mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!)) for dα
k′,χω−k′
< j ≤ dαk,χω−k .
We note that in case α = 0 the same congruences with ”
[
logp[
m
Cαα
]
]
” replaced by ”m”
hold true. We shall use equations (2a), (2b) to deduce that the function k 7→ dα
k,χω−k
is locally constant in the p-adic sense. To this end let E/Q(Np) be a splitting field of
Ψα
k,χω−k
. We continue to write Ψα
k,χω−k
=
∑d
j=0(−1)
jaα
k,χω−k,j
Xd−j , where, again, we
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have set d = dα
k,χω−k
. Since Ψα
k,χω−k
=
∏
i(X − ξi) and the zeroes ξi ∈ E of Ψ
α
k,χω−k
all
have p-adic valuation vp(ξi) = α we find
(3) vp(a
α
k,χω−k,d) = dα.
We set
Bα = max {Cαα+ 1,Cαα
(
exp
(
αd(α) + vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!) + 1
)
+ 1
)
}.
if α > 0 and Bα = vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!) + 1 if α = 0.
Theorem B. Fix an arbitrary slope α ∈ Q≥0. For all pairs of integers k, k
′ ∈ N
satisfying
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 and
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with an integer m > Bα
it holds that
dαk,χω−k = d
α
k′,χω−k′
.
Proof. We first assume that α > 0. Straightforward calculation shows that m >
Cαα
(
exp(αd(α) + vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!) + 1) + 1
)
implies
logp(
m
Cαα
− 1)− vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!) > αd(α) + 1.
Since
[
m
Cαα
]
≥ m
Cαα
− 1 and d(α) ≥ dα
k,χω−k
we obtain
logp[
m
Cαα
]− 1− vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!) > αd
α
k,χω−k ,
hence,
(4)
[
logp[
m
Cαα
]
]
− vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!) > αd
α
k,χω−k .
We now assume there are k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2 such that k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m > Bα
and dα
k,χω−k
6= dα
k′,χω−k′
. Without loss of generality we may assume that dα
k,χω−k
>
dα
k′,χω−k′
. Equation (2b) then immediately yields
aαk,χω−k,d ≡ 0 (mod p
h
logp[
m
Cαα
]
i
−vp(ϕ(N)d(α)!))
(d = dα
k,χω−k
), hence, by using (4), we find
vp(a
α
k,χω−k,d) > αd
α
k,χω−k .
This last equation contradicts (3), by which vp(a
α
k,χω−k,d
) = αdα
k,χω−k
. Thus, the as-
sumption is false and the Theorem is proven in case α = 0.
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If α = 0 the same proof still holds: assume there are k, k′ ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 such
that k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m > Bα = B0 and d
α
k,χω−k
> dα
k′,χω−k′
; using the definition
of Bα = B0 we find that vp(a
α
k,χω−k,d
) > 0, while equation (3) yields vp(a
α
k,χω−k,d
) = 0, a
contradiction. Thus, the proof of the theorem is complete.
4.2. Transfer for modular forms from weight k to weight k′. As in section
3.1 we set H = Γ\∆1/Γ and recall that H acts on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α. For any sequence
(λℓ)ℓ∈P with complex entries, where ℓ runs over the set P of all rational primes, we set
Mαk,χ(λ) = {f ∈ Mk(Γ, χ)
α : for all ℓ ∈ P there is k = kℓ ∈ N : (Tℓ − λℓ)
kf = 0}.
We fix an (auxiliary) numbering ℓ1, ℓ2, ℓ3, . . . of the rational primes and we set
Mαk,χ(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓn) = {f ∈ Mk(Γ, χ)
α : for all i = 1, . . . , n there is k = ki ∈ N : (Tℓi−λℓi)
kf = 0}.
Since the operators Tℓ commute, the finitely many Hecke operators {Tℓ1 , . . . , Tℓs} can
be simultaneously transformed into upper triangular form. In particular, for any n ∈ N
there is a basis B in Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) such that for all i ≤ n the Hecke operator Tℓi is
represented by the matrix
(5) DB(Tℓi |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ)) =

 λℓi ∗i. . .
λℓi

 .
Let λ = (λℓ)ℓ∈P be arbitrary. The spaces M
α
k,χω−k
(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓn) form a decreasing
sequence
(6) Mαk,χω−k(λℓ1) ⊇M
α
k,χω−k(λℓ1 , λℓ2) ⊇M
α
k,χω−k(λℓ1 , λℓ2 , λℓ3) ⊇ · · ·
such that ⋂
n∈N
Mαk,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓn) =M
α
k,χω−k(λ).
Since dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α is finite there are only finitely many i ∈ N such that
Mα
k,χω−k
(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓi) 6= M
α
k,χω−k
(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓi+1) in (6). In particular, for every λ =
(λℓ)ℓ∈P there is an nλ ∈ N such that
(7) Mαk,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓnλ ) =M
α
k,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓnλ+1) = · · · =M
α
k,χω−k(λ).
In different words, the (finite) tuple (λℓ1 , . . . , λℓnλ ) already uniquely determines the sub-
space Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) ≤Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α.
We now consider the set of all λ’s, i.e. we set
Λαk,χ = {λ = (λℓ)ℓ : M
α
k,χω−k(λ) 6= 0}
and
Λαk,χ,n = {(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓn) : M
α
k,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓn) 6= 0}.
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Since dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α is finite, Λαk,χ is a finite set. We set
nk = n
α
k,χ = max{nλ, λ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ}.
Equation (7) then shows that for any two λ = (λℓ)ℓ∈P and (λ
′) = (λ′ℓ)ℓ∈P with
Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) 6= 0, Mα
k,χω−k
(λ′) 6= 0 we have
Mαk,χω−k(λ) =M
α
k,χω−k(λ
′)⇔ (λ1, . . . , λnk ) = (λ
′
1, . . . , λ
′
nk
).
In particular, for a given (µℓ1 , . . . , µℓnk ) there is at most one λ = (λℓ) ∈ Λ
α
k,χ such
that (λℓ1 , . . . , λℓnk ) = (µℓ1 , . . . , µℓnk ). Hence, for any n ≤ nk we obtain
(8) |Λαk,χ,n| ≤ |Λ
α
k,χ,nk
| = |Λαk,χ|.
Since the operators Tℓ split over C and commute with each other, we further obtain
• (9a) Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
λℓ1∈Λ
α
k,χ,1
Mα
k,χω−k
(λℓ1),
• (9b) Mα
k,χω−k
(λℓ1) =
⊕
λℓ2 : (λℓ1 ,λℓ2)∈Λ
α
k,χ,2
Mα
k,χω−k
(λℓ1 , λℓ2),
• (9c) Mα
k,χω−k
(λℓ1 , λℓ2) =
⊕
λℓ3 : (λℓ1 ,λℓ2 ,λℓ3)∈Λ
α
k,χ,3
Mα
k,χω−k
(λℓ1 , λℓ2 , λℓ3)
• ...
Thus, for any n we obtain
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
(λℓ1 ,...,λℓn)∈Λ
α
k,χ,n
Mαk,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓn).
In particular, using (7) and (8) we deduce that
(10) Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
(λℓ1 ,...,λℓnk
)∈Λαk,χ,nk
Mαk,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓnk )
=
⊕
λ=(λℓ)∈Λ
α
k,χ
Mαk,χω−k(λℓ1 , . . . , λℓnk )
=
⊕
λ=(λℓ)∈Λ
α
k,χ
Mαk,χω−k(λ).
We describe an adelic version of the above decomposition of Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α. We set
K1,ℓ(Np) = {
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zℓ), c ≡ 0, d ≡ 1 (mod Np)}
and
K1(Np) =
∏
ℓ 6=∞
K1,ℓ(Np) ≤
∏
ℓ 6=∞
GL2(Zℓ).
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For simplicity we put K = K1(Np) and Kℓ = K1,ℓ(Np) and we note that Kℓ = GL2(Zℓ)
for all ℓ 6 |Np. We define local Hecke algebras
Hℓ = Kℓ\Dℓ/Kℓ,
where
Dℓ = {
(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(Zℓ), ad− bc 6= 0, d ≡ 1, c ≡ 0 (mod Np)}.
as well as the adelic Hecke algebra
HA = K\D/K,
where
D =
∏
ℓ 6=∞
Dℓ.
There are canonical isomorphisms
H ∼= HA
ΓαΓ 7→ KαK
and
HA ∼= ⊗ℓ 6=∞Hℓ
K(αℓ)ℓK 7→ ⊗ℓKℓαℓKℓ.
(cf. [M] Theorem 5.3.5, p. 214 and Theorem 4.5.18, p. 151). In particular, any H
module becomes canonically a HA-module and even further an Hℓ-module for any prime
ℓ. By Tℓ, 〈ǫ〉 and eχ we shall also denote the corresponding operators in HA and we set
T locℓ = Kℓ
(
1
ℓ
)
Kℓ ∈ Hℓ.
We denote be Rk the set of (finite parts of automorphic) representations (π, Vπ) of
GL2(Af ), which occur in limC H
1(S(C), Lk,C), C ≤ GL2(Zˆ) running over all compact
open subgroups, and which satisfy V Kπ 6= 0 (recall that K = K1(Np)). We then obtain
Mk(Γ) ∼= H
1(S(K), Lk−2,C)
∼=
⊕
π∈Rk−2
V Kπ .
We note that these are isomorphisms of HA = ⊗ℓHℓ modules. The representation π
decomposes π = ⊗ℓπℓ, where (πℓ, Vπ,ℓ) is a representation of GL2(Qℓ) and we further
obtain
V Kπ = ⊗ℓV
Kℓ
π,ℓ .
We look at the action of Tℓ on V
K
π . If ℓ 6 |Np the subspace of Kℓ invariants V
Kℓ
π,ℓ = 〈v
0
π,ℓ〉
is 1-dimensional (note that Kℓ = GL2(Zℓ)) and T
loc
ℓ acts by multiplication with some
scalar λπ,ℓ ∈ C, i.e.
T locℓ v
0
π,ℓ = λπ,ℓ v
0
π,ℓ.
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If ℓ|Np, let {vℓ,t}t be a basis of V
Kℓ
π,ℓ ; B = {⊗ℓ 6|Npv
0
π,ℓ ⊗⊗ℓ|Npvℓ,tℓ}(tℓ)ℓ|Np then is a basis
of V Kπ with respect to which all operators Tℓ with ℓ 6 |Np are diagonal and even central
(11) DB(Tℓ|V Kπ ) =

 λπ,ℓ . . .
λπ,ℓ

 = λπ,ℓ Id.
If ℓ|Np we denote by λπ,ℓ;h, h = 1, . . . , nπ,ℓ the eigenvalues of Tℓ acting on V
Kℓ
π,ℓ .
Furthermore, we denote by V Kℓπ,ℓ;h ⊂ V
Kℓ
π,ℓ the generalized eigenspace attached to the
eigenvalue λπ,ℓ;h of Tℓ. Hence, there is a basis Bh of V
Kℓ
π,ℓ;h such that T
loc
ℓ |V Kℓπ,ℓ;h
is repre-
sented by the matrix
DBh(T
loc
ℓ |V Kℓπ,ℓ;h
) =

 λπ,ℓ;h ∗. . .
λπ,ℓ;h

 .
Clearly, V Kℓπ,ℓ decomposes
V Kℓπ,ℓ =
⊕
h
V Kℓπ,ℓ;h.
For π ∈ Rk and any tuple h = (hℓ)ℓ|Np we define λπ;h = (λπ;h,ℓ)ℓ ∈ C
P by letting
λπ;h,ℓ = λπ,ℓ if ℓ 6 |Np and λπ;h,ℓ = λπ,ℓ;hℓ if ℓ|Np. Moreover, we set
V Kπ;h = ⊗ℓ 6|NpV
Kℓ
π,ℓ ⊗⊗ℓ|NpV
Kℓ
π,ℓ;hℓ
.
Clearly,
V Kπ;h =M
α
k,χω−k(λπ;h)
and
Mk(Γ) ∼=
⊕
π∈Rk−2
⊕
h=(hℓ)ℓ|Np
V Kπ;h.
Finally, we obtain the adelic version of the decomposition (10) of Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α as
follows. We have V Kπ;h ≤Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α precisely if
π ∈ Rk−2, ωπ|Zˆ = χ and vp(λπ,p;hp) = α.
Here, ωπ is the central character of π; note that since Q
∗\A∗ ∼=
∏
ℓ 6=∞ Z
∗
ℓ × R
∗
>0, the
idele class character ωπ : Q
∗\A∗ → C∗ is uniquely determined by the pair (ω˜π, k), where
ω˜π = ωπ|Zˆ and ωπ|R∗>0 = | · |
2−k
∞ (cf. the definition of the representation Ik in section
1.3). We deduce thatMα
k,χω−k
(λ) vanishes unless there are π and h such that the above
conditions hold and λ = λπ,h. Moreover, in this case we obtain
Mαk,χω−k(λ) = V
K
π;h.
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Notice that vp(λπ,p;hp) = α implies V
K
π;h = V
K,α
π;h . In particular, we obtain the adelic
analogoue of (10)
(tl : 12) Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
π∈Rk−2
ωπ |
Zˆ
=χω−k
⊕
h=(hℓ)ℓ|Np
V απ;h
=
⊕
π∈Rk−2
ωπ |
Zˆ
=χω−k
⊕
h=(hℓ)ℓ|Np
vp(λπ;h,p)=α
Vπ;h.
We obtain analogous decompositions of the space of modular forms if we only use
primes ℓ, which do not divide a certain fixed integer. More precisely, let M ∈ N and let
λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|M be a sequence of complex numbers, whose entries are defined for all primes
not dividing M . We set
Mαk,χω−k(λ) = {f ∈ Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α : for all ℓ 6 |M there is n = nλ ∈ N: (Tℓ − λℓ)
nf = 0}.
We define
Λαk,χ,M = {λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|M : M
α
k,χω−k(λ) 6= 0}.
Quite similar to equations (9a,b,c,...) and (10) we obtain
(13α) Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,M
Mαk,χω−k(λ).
We also define the spaces Mk,χω−k(λ) and the set Λk,χ,M : we set
Mk,χω−k(λ) = {f ∈ Mk(Γ, χω
−k) : for all ℓ 6 |M there is n ∈ N: (Tℓ − λℓ)
nf = 0}.
and
Λk,χ,M = {λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|M : Mk,χω−k(λ) 6= 0}.
Again,
(13) Mk(Γ, χω
−k) =
⊕
λ∈Λk,χ,M
Mk,χω−k(λ).
Clearly, in case p 6 |M we have
Mαk,χω−k,M (λ) =
{
0 if vp(λp) 6= α
Mk,χω−k,M (λ) if vp(λp) = α.
We note that in what follows we shall mostly consider the case M = Np.
It is immediate by the definitions that
Mαk,χω−k(λ) =Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α ∩Mk,χω−k(λ).
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We claim that
Mαk,χω−k(λ) =Mk,χω−k(λ)
α
i.e. Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) is the slope α subspace of Mk,χω−k(λ). In order to prove this we
verify both inclusions. ”⊆”: Clearly, Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) ⊆ Mk,χω−k(λ). On the other
hand, all eigenvalues of Tp on M
α
k,χω−k
(λ) have p-adic value equal to α because
Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) ⊆ Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α, hence, Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) must be contained in the slope α
subspace of Mk,χω−k(λ) (use that V
α =
⊕
vp(γ)=α
Vγ , where Vγ ⊂ V is the general-
ized eigenspace attached to γ). ”⊇”: Clearly, Mk,χω−k(λ)
α ⊆ Mk,χω−k(λ). Moreover,
since all eigenvalues of Tp on Mk,χω−k(λ)
α have p-adic value equal to α we deduce that
Mk,χω−k(λ)
α ⊆ Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α. Hence, altogether we see that Mk,χω−k(λ)
α is con-
tained in the intersection, i.e. Mk,χω−k(λ)
α is contained inMα
k,χω−k
(λ). Thus, the proof
is complete.
Let (π, Vπ) be a (finite part of a cuspidal automorphic) representation of GL2(Af )
such that V Kπ occurs in Mk(Γ, χω
−k). V Kπ decomposes V
K
π = ⊗ℓV
Kℓ
π,ℓ , where
V Kℓπ,ℓ = 〈v
0
π,ℓ〉
if ℓ 6 |Np and Tℓ acts on V
Kℓ
π,ℓ , ℓ 6 |Np, as multiplication by some scalar λπ,ℓ. We set
λπ = (λπ,ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λk,χ,Np.
We denote by V K,απ resp. V
Kℓ,α
π,ℓ the slope α subspace of V
K
π resp. V
Kℓ
π,ℓ with respect to
the operator Tp resp. T
loc
p . Mk(Γ, χω
−k) is the direct sum
(14) Mk(Γ, χω
−k) =
⊕
π∈Rk−2
ωπ |
Zˆ
=χω−k
V Kπ .
As an immediate consequence, we obtain
(14α) Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
π∈Rk−2
ωπ |
Zˆ
=χω−k
V K,απ .
Clearly, V Kπ is contained in Mk,χω−k(λπ). Moreover, the strong multiplicity-1 Theo-
rem implies that π is the only representation in Rk−2 such that Vπ is contained in
Mk,χω−k(λπ), i.e. the assignment π 7→ λπ is injective. Thus, comparing (13) and (14)
we obtain
(15) Mk,χω−k(λπ) = V
K
π .
Taking into account that Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) =Mk,χω−k(λ)
α we obtain as an immediate conse-
quence
(15α) V K,απ =M
α
k,χω−k(λπ).
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In view of (15) we define the conductor of λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np as the conductor of π, where π is
the representation of GL2(Af ) corresponding to λ (i.e. λπ = λ). For later purpose, we
note that V K,απ decomposes
(16) V K,απ = ⊗ℓ 6=pV
Kℓ
π,ℓ ⊗ V
Kp,α
π,p .
Finally, let λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np and λ
′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np be contained in Λ
α
k,χ,Np and assume that
λ 6= λ′. The strong multiplicity-1 Theorem implies that there is a prime ℓ(λ, λ′) such
that ℓ(λ, λ′) does not divide the level Np and λℓ(λ,λ′) 6= λ
′
ℓ(λ,λ′). In particular, there is
an integer Aλ,λ′ such that
(17) λℓ(λ,λ′) 6≡ λ
′
ℓ(λ,λ′) (mod p
Aλ,λ′ ).
We set Pk = P
α
k,χ = {ℓ(λ, λ
′), λ, λ′ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np}.
Notation. We denote by Ak = A
α
k,χ any integer which is greater than all Aλ,λ′ ,
λ, λ′ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np. In different words, Ak is any integer such that
(18) λ = λ′ ⇔ λℓ ≡ λ
′
ℓ (mod p
Ak) for all ℓ ∈ Pk.
For example, we may choose Ak = maxλ,λ′∈Λαk,χ,Np {Aλ,λ′}. Notice that Pk is a finite
set and that the maximum exists, both because the set Λαk,χ,Np is finite.
Let λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|N ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np. Since the projection operator π
Np
Fp (F |N) commutes with
the Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |Np as well as with Tp (use the Corollary in section 3.2 as well
as the Lemma 2, part 1.) in section 3.5) we deduce that πNpFp leaves the spaceM
α
k,χω−k
(λ)
invariant, i.e. for any F |N we obtain a map
πNpFp : M
α
k,χω−k(λ)→M
α
k,χω−k(λ)
Γ1(Fp).
Theorem. (Transfer from weight k to weight k′). Let α ∈ Q≥0 and assume that
k, k′ ∈ N satisfy
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) where m ≥ Bα.
Let λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np.
1.) There is λ′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k′,χ,Np such that
• Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ′)Γ1(Fp) 6= (0), i.e. the conductor of λ′ is a divisor of Fp
• λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
D) for all ℓ which do not divide Np.
Here, F is the prime to p part of the conductor of λ, i.e. cond (λ) = F℘, where
(F, p) = 1 and ℘|p and
(19) D = Dα,m =
[
m
Cαα
]
− vp(ϕ(N)[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]d
α
k,χω−k
!)− 1
dα
k,χω−k
−Ak
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if α > 0 and
(190) D = Dα,m =
m− vp(ϕ(N)[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]d
α
k,χω−k
!)− 1
dα
k,χω−k
−Ak
if α = 0.
2.) Assume in addition that dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1. Then there is λ′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈
Λαk′,χ,Np such that
• Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ′)Γ1(Fp) 6= (0), i.e. the conductor of λ′ is a divisor of Fp
• λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
D) for all ℓ which do not divide Np.
where
(19) D = Dα,m =
[
m
Cαα
]
− vp(ϕ(N)[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)])− 1
dα
k,χω−k
if α > 0 and
(190) D = Dα,m =
m− vp(ϕ(N)[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)])− 1
dα
k,χω−k
if α = 0.
Proof. 1.) We fix an arbitrary element λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np in Λ
α
k,χ,Np and we assume that
there is no λ′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k′,χ,Np satisfying the conditions of the Theorem.
We denote by Λαk′,1 the set of λ
′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np such that there is a prime ℓ(λ
′), which
does not divide Np and which satisfies
λ′ℓ(λ′) 6≡ λℓ(λ′) (mod p
D).
Moreover, by Λαk′,2 we denote the set of elements λ
′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np, which are not contained
in Λαk′,1 and which satisfy
Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ′)Γ1(Fp) = (0).
Our assumption that there is no λ′ as in the Theorem then is equivalent to
Λαk′,χ,Np = Λ
α
k′,1∪˙Λ
α
k′,2 (disjoint union).
We set
e =
∏
µ∈Λα
k,χ,Np
µ6=λ
(Tℓ(µ,λ) − µℓ(µ,λ))
∏
µ′∈Λα
k′,1
(Tℓ(µ′) − µ
′
ℓ(µ′)) ∈ H
and
e˜ = πNpFp e e
[ m
Cαα
]
α .
Here, ℓ(µ, λ) is the prime defined before equation (17). Note that ℓ(µ, λ) does not divide
Np, i.e. the term µℓ(µ,λ) makes sense.
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We determine tr e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α and tr e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′)α and we start with a general
observation. Let V =Mα
k,χω−k
(γ), γ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np or V =M
α
k′,χω−k′
(γ′), γ′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np. Let
v1, . . . , vs be a basis of V
Γ1(Fp) and extend to a basis B = {v1, . . . , vs, vs+1, . . . , vm} of
V . With respect to B we obtain
(20) DB(π
Np
Fp |V ) =


[Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)] ∗
. . .
[Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)]
0 · · · 0
. . .
...
0


.
Thus πNpFp |V has eigenvalue 0 with multiplicity dimV − dimV
Γ1(Fp) and eigenvalue
[Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)] with multiplicity dimV
Γ1(Fp). Since πNpFp and Tℓ, ℓ 6 |Np and eα
commute, they are simultaneously trigonalizable, i.e. there is a basis B of V such that
(21) DB(Tℓ|V ) =

 κ ∗. . .
κ


for all ℓ 6 |Np, where κ = γℓ or κ = γ
′
ℓ (note that Tℓ has only eigenvalue γℓ resp. γ
′
ℓ on
Mα
k,χω−k
(γ) resp. Mα
k′,χω−k′
(γ′)),
(22) DB(π
Np
Fp |V ) =

 κ1 ∗. . .
κm


and
(23) DB(e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |V ) =

 ǫ ∗. . .
ǫ

 ,
where ǫ ≡ 1 (mod p) (cf. Proposition 1.) in section 3.4). Moreover, (20) implies that
precisely dimV Γ1(Np) of the diagonal entries of (22) equal [Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)], while the
remaining ones are equal to 0. Using (21), (22) and (23) we see that
tr e˜|V = κǫ[Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)]dim V
Γ1(Fp).
We shall use this in the following computation of tr e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α and tr e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α .
To compute these traces we look at the spaces Mα
k,χω−k
(γ), γ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np and
Mα
k′,χω−k′
(γ′), γ′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np individually.
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• The spaces Mα
k′,χω−k′
(γ′), γ′ ∈ Λαk′,1. The definition of e and equation (21) imply
that
DB(e|Mα
k′ ,χω−k
′ (γ)
) =

 ζ ∗. . .
ζ

 ,
where
ζ =
∏
µ∈Λα
k,χ,Np
µ6=λ
(γ′ℓ(µ,λ) − µℓ(µ,λ))
∏
µ′∈Λα
k′,1
(γ′ℓ(µ′) − µ
′
ℓ(µ′)).
Since the factor corresponding to µ′ = γ′ vanishes, ζ equals 0 and we deduce that
e|Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (γ
′) = 0. Hence, since eα ∈ C[Tp] leaves the space M
α
k′,χω−k′
(γ′) invariant we
obtain e˜|Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (γ
′) = 0.
• The spaces Mα
k′,χω−k′
(γ′), γ′ ∈ Λαk′,2. Since M
α
k′,χω−k′
(γ′) is stable under all Hecke
operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |Np, it is also stable under e. Moreover, since M
α
k′,χω−k′
(γ′)Γ1(Fp) =
(0) by the definition of Λαk′,2, the operator π
Np
Fp annihilates M
α
k′,χω−k′
(γ′). Hence,
e˜|Mα
k′,χω−k
′
(γ′) = 0.
Thus, altogether we have seen that e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α = 0 and therefore
(24) tr e˜|Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α = 0.
• The spacesMα
k,χω−k
(γ), γ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np, γ 6= λ. Again, the definition of e and equation
(21) imply that
DB(e|Mα
k,χω−k
(γ)) =

 ζ ∗. . .
ζ

 ,
where
ζ =
∏
µ∈Λα
k,χ,Np
µ6=λ
(γℓ(µ,λ) − µℓ(µ,λ))
∏
µ′∈Λα
k′,1
(γℓ(µ′) − µ
′
ℓ(µ′)).
Since the factor corresponding to µ = γ vanishes ζ equals 0 and we deduce that
e|Mα
k,χω−k
(γ) = 0. Hence, we obtain e˜|Mα
k,χω−k
(γ) = 0 and therefore tr e˜|Mα
k,χω−k
(γ) = 0.
• The space Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) (i.e. γ = λ). Using equations (21), (22) and (23) we find
trπNpFp ee
h
m
Cαα
i
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) = ζǫ [Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)] d,
where d = dimMα
k,χω−k
(λ)Γ1(Fp), vp(ǫ) = 0 and
(25) ζ =
∏
µ∈Λα
k,χ,Np
µ6=λ
(λℓ(µ,λ) − µℓ(µ,λ))
∏
µ′∈Λα
k′,1
(λℓ(µ′) − µ
′
ℓ(µ′)).
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Taking into account that
- |Λαk,χ,Np| ≤ dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = dα
k,χω−k
- |Λαk′,1| ≤ dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α = dα
k′,χω−k′
= dα
k,χω−k
, because dα
k′,χω−k′
= dα
k,χω−k
by
Theorem B
- λℓ(λ,µ) 6≡ µℓ(λ,µ) (mod p
Ak) (cf. equation (17))
and
- λℓ(µ′) 6≡ µ
′
ℓ(µ′) (mod p
D) because µ′ runs over Λαk′,1
we deduce from (25) that
vp(ζ) ≤ d
α
k,χω−kAk + d
α
k,χω−kD = d
α
k,χω−k(Ak + D).
Hence, taking into account that vp(d) ≤ vp(d
α
k,χω−k
!) (note that d ≤ dα
k,χω−k
), vp(ǫ) = 0
and [Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)]
∣∣[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)] we obtain
vp(tr (e˜|Mα
k,χω−k
(λ))) = vp([Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)]) + vp(ζ) + vp(d)
≤ vp([GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]) + d
α
k,χω−k(Ak + D) + vp(d
α
k,χω−k !).
Thus, we obtain altogether
(26) vp(tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α)) = vp(tr e˜|Mαk,χω−k (λ)
)
≤ vp([GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]) + d
α
k,χω−k(Ak +D) + vp(d
α
k,χω−k !).
To proceed we distinguish cases and first assume α > 0. Since D is such that
vp([GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]) + d
α
k,χω−k(Ak + D) + vp(d
α
k,χω−k !) =
[
m
Cαα
]
− vp(ϕ(N)) − 1
equations (24) and (26) yield
(27) tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) 6≡ tr (e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α) (mod p
h
m
Cαα
i
−vp(ϕ(N))).
On the other hand, since all λℓ(λ,µ) and λℓ(µ′) are integral elements in some finite extension
E/Q we deduce that e˜ is an OE-linear combination of terms of the form π
Np
FpTℓ1 · . . . ·
Tℓse
h
m
Cαα
i
α , where ℓi = ℓ(λ, µ) for some µ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np − {λ} or ℓi = ℓ(µ
′) for some µ′ ∈
Λαk′,1. The third congruence of the Theorem in section 3.5 therefore yields (note that
m ≥ Bα ≥ Cαα+ 1)
tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) ≡ tr (e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α) (mod p
h
m
Cαα
i
−vp(ϕ(N))),
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which contradicts (27). Thus, our assumption is wrong and the Theorem therefore is
proven in case α > 0.
Finally, we look at the case α = 0. Here, the definition of D is such that
vp([GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]) + d
α
k,χω−k(Ak + D) + vp(d
α
k,χω−k !) = m− vp(ϕ(N)) − 1,
hence, equations (24) and (26) yield
(270) tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) 6≡ tr (e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α) (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N))).
On the other hand, the second congruence appearing in Theorem in section 3.5 yields
tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) ≡ tr (e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α) (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N))),
which again, contradicts equation (270). Hence our assumption is wrong and we obtain
the claim in case α = 0. Thus, the proof of part 1.) is complete.
2.) Since dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1 we know in particular that Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
Mα
k,χω−k
(λ). We therefore define the simpler (im comparison with the element defined
in part 1.)) element
e =
∏
µ′∈Λα
k′,1
(Tℓ(µ′) − µ
′
ℓ(µ′)) ∈ H
and
e˜ = πNpFp e e
[ m
Cαα
]
α .
As in the proof of part 1.) we find
- e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′)α = 0, hence, tr e˜|Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α = 0
- tr e˜|Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) = ζǫ [Γ1(Fp) : Γ1(Np)]) (note that d = dim (M
α
k,χω−k
(λ)Γ1(Fp)) = 1,
because λ has conductor Fp), where vp(ǫ) = 0 and (simpler now) ζ =
∏
µ′∈Λα
k′,1
(λℓ(µ′) −
µ′ℓ(µ′)). Hence, as in part 1.) we obtain
vp(tr e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) ≤ vp([GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]) + d
α
k,χω−kD.
Using the definition of D these facts imply that
tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) 6≡ tr (e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α) (mod p
h
m
Cαα
i
−vp(ϕ(N))),
in case α > 0 and
tr(e˜|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α) 6≡ tr (e˜|Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α) (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N))),
in case α = 0. Again, this contradicts the Theorem in section 3.5 and the proof of the
Theorem therefore is complete.
We set
b(α, k) = −
vp(ϕ(N)[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]d
α
k,χω−k
!) + 2
dα
k,χω−k
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if α > 0 and
b(α, k) = −
vp(ϕ(N)[GL2(Z) : Γ1(Np)]d
α
k,χω−k
!) + 1
dα
k,χω−k
if α = 0 and
a(α, k) =


1
dα
k,χω−k
Cαα
if α > 0
1
dα
k,χω−k
if α = 0.
We then find a(α, k)m+b(α, k)−Ak ≤ D for all α ≥ 0 and even a(α, k)m+b(α, k) ≤ D
for all α ≥ 0 if in addition dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1 holds. In case α = 0 these inequalities
are obvious, in case α > 0 they follow from [ mdα
k,χω−k
Cαα
] ≥ mdα
k,χω−k
Cαα
− 1. Thus, the
element λ′ appearing in the above Theorem in particular satisfies the congruences
λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
a(α,k)m+b(α,k)−Ak)
for all ℓ 6 |Np if α ≥ 0 and even
λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
a(α,k)m+b(α,k))
for all ℓ 6 |Np if α = 0. Thus, if we set
a(α) = min {a(α, k), k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}
and
b(α) = min {b(α, k), k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}
we obtain the following
Theorem’. Let the assumptions and notations be as in the preceeding Theorem.
Then, for any λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ there is a λ
′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k′,χ such that
• Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ′)Γ1(Fp) 6= (0), i.e. the conductor of λ′ is a divisor of Fp
•
λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak)
for all ℓ 6 |Np.
If in addition dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1 holds we even obtain the congruences
λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
am+b).
Here, a = a(α and b = b(α) only depend on α and a(α) satisfies the inequalities
a(α) ≤
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
for all k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1. Moreover, in case α = 0 it even holds that
a(α) = min {
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
, k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}.
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Proof. Everything has been proven above except for the claimed inequality satisfied
by a, which follows immediately from Cαα ≥ 1 (cf. equation (45) in section 3.5) and the
definition of a(α, k). Thus, Theorem’ is proven.
Remark. Since a(α, k) and b(α, k) only depend on k modulo pBα we find that
min {a(α, k), k ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+1} = min {a(α, k), (Cαα+1)
2+1 ≤ k ≤ (Cαα+1)
2+1+Bα},
i.e. a(α) is the minimum of a finite set. In particular, since all a(α, k) are strictly positive
we see that a(α) > 0.
Remark. We set a = a(α) and b = b(α) and in what follows we shall always use
the (slightly weaker) congruence ” (mod pam+b)” of Theorem’ instead of the congruence
” (mod pD)” of the Theorem.
4.3. p-adic families of modular forms. To begin with we note three more
corollaries to the above Theorem’. To this end, we let λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np and
λ′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k′,χ,Np be as in Theorem’, i.e. λℓ ≡ λ
′
ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak) for all ℓ 6 |Np
and F ′|F , where we denote by F resp. F ′ the prime-to- p part of the conductor of λ
resp. of λ′. Let π = πλ resp. π
′ = πλ′ be the representation of GL2(Af ) corresponding
to λ resp. λ′, i.e. Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) = V K,απ and Mαk′,χω−k′ (λ
′) = V K,απ′ (cf. (15
α)).
Corollary C1. We fix α ∈ Q≥0 and assume that k, k
′ satisfy k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 +2
and k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m ≥ Bα. Then, with the above notations we have
(28a) dimV Kℓπ,ℓ ≤ dimV
Kℓ
π′,ℓ
for all primes ℓ 6= p and
(28b) dimV
Kp,α
π,p ≤ dimV
Kp,α
π′,p .
In particular,
(28c) dimV K,απ′ ≥ dimV
K,α
π
(cf. equation (16)).
Proof. Let N =
∏
i ℓ
ni
i , F =
∏
i ℓ
ei
i , F
′ =
∏
i ℓ
e′i
i be the prime decompositions of N ,
F and F ′. We distinguish cases.
In case ℓ does not divide Np the claim is obvious since both spaces in question are
1-dimensional.
In case ℓ divides N we will apply the following result, which is part of Casselman’s
representation theoretic reformulation of Atkin-Lehner theory: if (ρ, Vρ) is an admissible
GL2(Qℓ)-module with conductor ℓ
e, then dimV
K1(ℓa)
ρ = a− e+1 for any a ≥ e (cf. [Ca],
Corollary to the Proof, p. 306). Since F ′|F |N we obtain e′i ≤ ei ≤ ni. We then compute
using Casselman’s formula (recall that K = K1(Np))
(29) dimV Kℓπ,ℓ = dimV
K1,ℓ(ℓ
ni )
π,ℓ = ni − ei + 1.
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In the same way we find
(30) dimV Kℓπ′,ℓ = ni − e
′
i + 1
and since e′i ≤ ei equations (29) and (30) yield the assertion in case ℓ|N .
Finally we look at the case ℓ = p. Since Vπ and Vπ′ both appear in the space of
Γ1(Np)-invariant forms, the conductor of Vπ,p and of Vπ′,p equals 1 or p, or, equivalently,
dimV
Kp
π,p and dimV
Kp
π′,p both equal 1 or 2. Thus, the claim follows if we can show that
dimV
Kp,α
π,p ≤ 1 (note that V
Kp,α
π′,p 6= 0, hence, dimV
Kp,α
π′,p ≥ 1 because λ
′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np, i.e.
0 6= Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ′) ⊂ V K,απ′ ). Clearly, dimV
Kp,α
π,p ≤ 1 holds trivially if condVπ,p = p,
hence, we may assume condVπ,p = 1 or equivalently, dimV
Kp
π,p = 2. We choose a basis
{f1, f2} of V
Kp
π,p such that Tp has triangular form
(
λ1 ∗
λ2
)
with repect to this basis. We
set αi = vp(λi), i = 1, 2. If α1 6= α2 then again we trivially have dimV
Kp,α
π,p ≤ 1. Thus
we may assume α1 = α2. Since α1 + α2 = k − 1 (cf. [M-G], p. 796) we obtain
α = α1 = α2 = (k − 1)/2.
We distinguish cases and first assume α > 0. By our assumption on k we know that
k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 ≥ (Cαα)
2.
Recalling that Cα ≥ N(α) +
1
α (cf. equation (45) in section 3) we further obtain k ≥
(N(α)α + 1)2 and since N(α) ≥ 1 (cf. equation (32) in section 3) this implies
k ≥ N(α)2α2 + 2N(α)α + 1 ≥ α2 + 1 = (k − 1)2/4 + 1 ≥ (k − 1)2/4− 1/4.
Altogether, we obtain 0 ≥ k2 − 6k, which yields that 0 ≤ k ≤ 6. Hence, k is one of
the finitely many weights 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. On the other hand, since Cαα ≥ N(α)α + 1 > 1
(cf. the definition of Cα in section 3.5 and equation (32) in section 3.4) we find k ≥
(Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 > 6, which is a contradiction. Thus, our assumption α1 = α2 is false
and we deduce that dimV
Kp,α
π,p ≤ 1 (of course, since we assume λ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np the space
dimV
Kp,α
π,p is not trivial, i.e. we have dimV
Kp,α
π,p = 1). Finally, in case α = 0, i.e. Cα = 0,
the assumption α1 = α2 = α leads to 0 = vp(α) = (k − 1)/2, i.e. k = 1, which is not
possible. This completes the proof of the Corollary.
We introduce two more pieces of notation. Let k, k′ be as in Theorem’ in section
4.2. For λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np we denote by λ(k
′) ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np any element satisfying the
conditions
(31) Mαk′,χω−k(λ)
Γ1(Fp) 6= (0)
and
(32) λ′ℓ ≡ λℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak)
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for all ℓ 6 |Np, where k ≡ k′ (mod pm). We note that in case dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1
Theorem’ in section 4.2 shows that stronger congruences than those of equation (32) hold,
but we will not need this (but see also the Remark following Corollary C2). Theorem’
in section 4.2 guaranties the existence of an element λ(k′) satisfying (31) and (32) if
(33) k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
and
(34) k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with m > Bα.
Moreover, we denote by πλ the representation of GL2(Af ) attached to λ and by πλ(k′)
the GL2(Af ) representation attached to λ(k
′). Finally, if λ, µ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np we write
λ ≡ µ (mod pam+b−Ak),
to denote that λℓ ≡ µℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak) for all ℓ 6 |Np. Equation (18) then may be
reformulated as follows
(35) λ, µ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np, λ 6= µ ⇒ λ 6≡ µ (mod p
Ak).
Corollary C2. Let α ∈ Q≥0 and let k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 be any integer. Set
L(α, k) = [max {Bα, (2Ak − b)/a}] + 1 ∈ N.
For all k′ ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 satisfying k′ ≡ k (mod pm) with m ≥ L(α, k) the following
properties hold.
1.) Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α =
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ(k′))
(
=
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V K,απλ(k′)
)
.
2.) dimV K,απλ = dimV
K,α
πλ(k′) (λ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np arbitrary). In particular, condλ =
condλ(k′) (because we know that condλ(k′)|cond λ).
3.) For any λ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np there is precisely one λ
′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np satisfying
λ′ ≡ λ (mod pam+b−Ak).
Since λ(k′) also satisfies (32) we have λ′ = λ(k′) and 2.) implies that λ′ also satisfies
condλ = condλ(k′).
4.) We denote by
ϕ : Λαk,χ,Np → Λ
α
k′,χ,Np
the map which sends λ to the uniquely determined element λ(k′) satisfying λ(k′) ≡ λ
(mod pam+b−Ak). Then, ϕ is a bijection.
Proof. Let λ, µ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np, µ 6= λ. We set λ
′ = λ(k′) and µ′ = µ(k′) and we denote
by (πλ′ , Vπλ′ ) resp. (πµ′ , Vπµ′ ) the representation of GL2(Af ) corresponding to λ
′ resp.
µ′. Since the numbers k, k′ satisfy (31) and (32) the existence of λ′ and µ′ is guarantied
by Theorem’ in section 4.2. Equation (18) implies that
λℓ(µ,λ) 6≡ µℓ(µ,λ) (mod p
Ak).
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Since m ≥ L(α, k), equation (32) in particular implies
(36) λℓ(µ,λ) ≡ λ
′
ℓ(µ,λ) (mod p
aL(α,k)+b−Ak)
and
(37) µℓ(µ,λ) ≡ µ
′
ℓ(µ,λ) (mod p
aL(α,k)+b−Ak).
Since aL(α, k) + b−Ak ≥ Ak, we altogether deduce that
(38) λ′ℓ(µ,λ) 6≡ µ
′
ℓ(µ,λ) (mod p
Ak).
Thus, we have proven that the λ(k′), λ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np, are pairwise non-congruent mod-
ulo pAk . In particular, the representations πλ(k′), λ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np, are pairwise non-
isomorphic, hence, the spaces Vπλ(k′) , λ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np, are pairwise different. Since the
V Kπλ(k′) , λ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np, are irreducible K\GL2(Af )/K-modules, we deduce that the sum⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V Kπλ(k′) is direct. In particular, looking at slope α subspaces we obtain
(39)
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V K,απλ(k′) ⊂Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α.
Since furthermore k, k′ are bigger than (Cαα+1)
2+2 and k ≡ k′ (mod pL(α,k)) where
L(α, k) > Bα, Theorem B implies dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α. Also,
dimV Kπλ(k′) ≥ dimV
K
πλ
by (28c) and altogether we obtain the chain of inequalities
(40) dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α
(39)
≥ dim
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V K,απλ(k′)
=
∑
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
dimV K,απλ(k′)
(28c)
≥
∑
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
dimV K,απλ
= dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α
(ThmB)
= dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α.
Thus, we have equality everywhere and, hence, we obtain
dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α = dim
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V K,απλ(k′) ,
which yields the first claim of the Corollary. Moreover, equation (40) further yields∑
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
dimV K,απλ(k′) = dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α =
∑
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
dimV K,απλ .
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In conjunction with equation (28c) this implies dimV K,απλ = dimV
K,α
πλ(k′) , which is the
second claim of the Corollary. Furthermore, if there were two different elements λ′ and
λ′′ in Λαk′,χ,Np satisfying equation (32) then one of them would equal λ(k
′), i.e. it satisfies
in addition (31). Without loss of generality we may assume λ′ = λ(k′) and we would
obtain ⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V K,απλ(k′) ⊕ V
K,α
πλ′′
⊆Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α,
which contradicts Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′)α =
⊕
λ∈Λαk,χ,Np
V K,απλ(k′) . Thus, there is only one element
λ(k′) satisfying (32), which is the third claim. Finally, to prove the last claim we assume
there are λ, µ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np such that ϕ(λ) = ϕ(µ), i.e. λ(k
′) = µ(k′). We then obtain λ ≡
λ(k′) = µ(k′) ≡ µ (mod pam+b−Ak). Sincem ≥ L(α, k) we find am+b−Ak ≥ Ak. Hence,
equation (35) implies that λ = µ, which is the injectivity of ϕ. To prove surjectivity, let
λ′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np. By 1.) there is λ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np such that M
α
k′,χω−k′
(λ′) = Mα
k′,χω−k′
(λ(k′)),
which immediately implies that λ′ = λ(k′) = ϕ(λ). Hence, ϕ also is surjective and
therefore a bijection, which is the fourth claim. Thus, the proof of the Corollary is
complete.
Remark. Let α ∈ Q≥0, let k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 be any integer and assume that in
addition dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1. Hence, Λαk,χ,Np = {λ} andMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = V K,απλ . Let
k′ ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2 be any integer satisfying k′ ≡ k (mod pBα). Theorem’ in section 4.2
shows that there is an element λ(k′) ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np such that λ ≡ λ(k
′) (mod pam+b). On
the other hand Theorem B shows that dimMk(Γ, χω
−k) = dimMk′(Γ, χω
−k′), hence,
Λαk′,χ,Np = {λ(k
′)} and Mk′(Γ, χω
−k′) = V K,απλ(k′) . In particular,
ϕ : Λαk,χ,Np → Λ
α
k′,χ,Np, λ 7→ λ(k
′)
is a bijection,
Mk′(Γ, χω
−k)α = V K,απλ(k′)
and
dimV K,απλ = dimV
K,α
πλ(k′)
(= 1).
Thus, we obtain in a trivial way all the statements of Corollary C2. On the other hand,
we note that in case dimMk(Γ, χω
−k) = 1 these statements hold for all k′ which satisfy
the congruence k ≡ k′ (mod pBα), i.e. we replaced L(α, k0) by Bα, which no longer
depends on k0.
We note one more consequence of Theorem’:
Corollary C3. Let α ∈ Q≥0 and let k0 ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2. Then for any integer
k satisfying k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)) and k ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 the following holds: let
λ, µ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np; then
λ ≡ µ (mod pAk0 )⇔ λ = µ.
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In different words, as long as we consider integers satisfying k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)) (and
k ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2) we may choose Ak = Ak0 independently of k (cf. the Notation in
section 4.2 for the definition of Ak).
Proof. Only the implication ”⇒” needs proof. To this end we let λ, µ ∈ Λαk,χ,Np
and assume λ 6= µ. We write k ≡ k0 (mod p
m); by Corollary C2 4.) there are elements
λ0, µ0 ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np such that λ = λ0(k) and µ = µ0(k), i.e. λ0 and µ0 satisfy the congru-
ences λ ≡ λ0 (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ) and µ ≡ µ0 (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ). Since m ≥ L(α, k0) we
know that am + b − Ak0 ≥ Ak0 . Furthermore we know that µ0 6= λ0 because µ 6= λ,
hence, µ 6≡ λ (mod pAk0 ) by equation (35) and we obtain
λ ≡ λ0 6≡ µ0 ≡ µ (mod p
Ak0 ).
Thus, λ 6≡ µ (mod pAk0 ), which completes the proof of the Corollary.
We are now ready to prove that any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np, k0 ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2 can be placed
into a p-adic family of systems of eigenvalues.
Theorem D1. Let α ∈ Q≥0 and let k0 ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2. Then, for any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np
there is a family (λ(k))k, where k runs over all integers satisfying k ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2
and k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)), which satisfies the following properties
• λ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ,Np
• λ(k0) = λ
• if k ≡ k′ (mod pm) then λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ).
Here, a = a(α) and b = b(α) are the integers defined in section 4.2, hence,
a ≤
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
for all k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1 and even
a = min {
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
, k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}
if α = 0.
Moreover, if (µ(k))k, µ(k) ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np is another family satisfying the above three
conditions, then µ(k) = λ(k) for all k.
Proof. Let λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np, k0 ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2. We define the family (λ(k))k as follows.
We have seen (cf. Corollary C2) that for any weight k satisfying k ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2
and k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)) there is a (unique) element λ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ,Np such that λ(k) ≡ λ
(mod pam+b−Ak0 ). In this way we obtain a family (λ(k))k, which clearly satisfies the first
two conditions. We will show that it also satisfies the third condition. To this end, let
k, k′ be integers satisfying k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2 and k, k′ ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)). We write
k ≡ k0 (mod p
x), k′ ≡ k0 (mod p
y) and k ≡ k′ (mod pm). We obtain
λ(k) ≡ λ(k0) (mod p
ax+b−Ak0 ).
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and
λ(k′) ≡ λ(k0) (mod p
ay+b−Ak0 ).
Clearly, x, y ≥ L(α, k0) and since aL(α, k0) + b−Ak0 ≥ Ak0 we obtain
(42) λ(k) ≡ λ(k0) ≡ λ(k
′) (mod pAk0 ).
On the other hand, since k, k′ ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)) we also find that m ≥ L(α, k0) and
since L(α, k0) ≥ Bα Theorem’ in section 4.2 shows that attached to λ(k) ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np there
is an element µ′ ∈ Λαk′,χ,Np satisfying
µ′ ≡ λ(k) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ).
Note that we may choose Ak = Ak0 by Corollary C3; this is why ”Ak0” may appear in
the modulus of the above congruence in place of ”Ak”. Since m ≥ L(α, k0) we obtain
(43) µ′ ≡ λ(k) (mod pAk0 ).
Equations (42) and (43) yield λ(k′) ≡ µ′ (mod pAk0 ), which by Corollary C3 (and the
definition of Ak0 ; cf. the Notation in section 4.2) implies that λ(k
′) = µ′. By the choice
of µ′ we then deduce that λ(k′) ≡ λ(k) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ).
The uniqueness of the family (λ(k))k is a direct consequence of Corollary C2 3.).
Thus, the proof of the theorem is complete.
If we know in addition that dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = 1 we can derive a stronger result
than Theorem D. In fact, any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np can be placed into a p-adic family, whose
base and modulus no longer depend on the initial weight k0:
Theorem D2. Let α ∈ Q≥0, let k0 ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 and assume in addition that
dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α = 1. Then, for any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np there is a family (λ(k))k, where k
runs over all integers satisfying k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 as well as k ≡ k0 (mod p
Bα), which
satisfies the properties
• λ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ,Np
• λ(k0) = λ
• if k ≡ k′ (mod pm) then λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b).
Here, as in Theorem D1, a = a(α) and b = b(α) are the integers defined in section
4.2.
Proof. Theorem B implies that dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α = dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α = 1 for
all k satisfying the conditions in Theorem D2, hence, Λαk,χ,Np = {λk} for some element λk
for all those weights k. We will show that the family (λk)k, where k runs over all integers
satisfying k ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2 and k ≡ k0 (mod p
Bα), satisfies the claimed congruences. In
fact, let k, k′ be integers satisfying k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+1)
2 +2 and k, k′ ≡ k0 (mod p
Bα). We
write k ≡ k′ (mod pm). Using Theorem’ in section 4.2 there is an element λ′ ∈ λαk′,χ,Np
such that λ′ ≡ λk (mod p
am+b). Since Λαk′,χ,Np = {λk′} we deduce that λk′ = λ
′, hence,
we obtain the requested congruence λk′ ≡ λk (mod p
am+b). This finishes the proof of
Theorem D2.
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4.4. p-adic interpolation of the non-cuspidal part of the spectrum. Let
λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np be a system of Hecke eigenvalues. Equation (15) shows that
Mk,χω−k(λ) = V
K
π for some irreducible automorphic representation π and we say that λ
is cuspidal if π is cuspidal and we call λ non-cuspidal if π is not cuspidal. Thus, if λ is
cuspidal resp. non-cuspidal the space Mk,χω−k(λ) consists entirely of cusp forms resp.
of non-cusp forms.
Proposition E. Fix α ∈ Q≥0 and let k0 ∈ N, k0 > 2. Let furthermore λ ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,Np
be non-cuspidal. Then the following holds.
1.) The slope α of λ equals 0 or k0. In particular, if (λk)k is any family of non-
cuspidal elements λk ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np of constant slope α (i.e. any λk has slope α) then α = 0.
2.) If the slope α of λ equals 0, then there is a family (λk)k, k ∈ k0+(p− 1)Z, where
λk = (λk,ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np, such that
• λk is non-cuspidal for all k ∈ k0 + (p − 1)Z
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies λk,ℓ ≡ λk′,ℓ (mod p
m+1) for all ℓ 6 |Np.
• λk0 = λ
Proof. Let Π be the automorphic representation such that Mk0,χω−k0 (λ) = V
K
Π .
Hence, V KΠ occurs inMk0(Γ, χω
−k0) ⊂ H1(Γ, Lk0,C) and equation (9) in section 1 shows
that
Π ∼= Ind(χ1,f , χ2,f ),
where χ1, χ2 satisfy χ1,∞ = | · |
1/2
∞ , χ2,∞ = sgn
ǫ| · |
3/2−k0
∞ with ǫ = (−1)k0 and χ1χ2 =
χω−k0 . Moreover, condχ1, condχ2 both divide Np.
We denote by ω˜ : Q∗\A∗ → C∗ the adelic Teichmuller character, i.e. ω˜ has conductor
p and ω and ω˜ are related by ω˜|(Zp/pZp)∗ = ω
−1, or, equivalently, ω˜ℓ(ℓ) = ω(ℓ) for all
primes ℓ different from p. We define a family of induced representations by
Πk = Ind(χ1,f , ω˜
k0−k
f | · |
k0−k
f χ2,f )
and we write Πk = ⊗ℓΠk,ℓ, where
Πk,ℓ ∼= Ind(χ1,ℓ, ω˜
k0−k
ℓ | · |
k0−k
ℓ χ2,ℓ).
Since the Teichmuller character ω˜ only ramifies at p and χ1, χ2 are unramified outside
Np we see that the same is true for Πk, i.e. Πk,ℓ is unramified for all ℓ 6 |Np. We let
ψk,ℓ ∈ Πk,ℓ, ℓ 6 |Np be the spherical function and we set
(46) ψk = ⊗ℓψk,ℓ,
where we have chosen ψk,ℓ ∈ Πk,ℓ arbitrarily if ℓ|Np. Then, for all ℓ 6 |Np the vector ψk
is an eigenvector for the Hecke operator Tℓ with eigenvalue
(47) λk,ℓ = ℓ
1/2 (χ1,ℓ(ℓ) + χ2,ℓ(ℓ)ω˜
k0−k
ℓ (ℓ)ℓ
k−k0).
We set λk = (λk,ℓ)ℓ 6|Np. As an immediate consequence of (47) we obtain
(48) λk,ℓ − λk′,ℓ = χ2,ℓω˜
k0
ℓ (ℓ)ℓ
−k0+1/2
(
(ω˜−1ℓ (ℓ)ℓ)
k − (ω˜−1ℓ (ℓ)ℓ)
k′)
)
.
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Since ω˜−1ℓ (ℓ)ℓ = (ω
−1(ℓ)ℓ) ≡ 1 (mod p) and ℓ−k0+1/2 is a p-adic unit because ℓ 6 |Np,
equation (48) shows that k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies
(49) λk,ℓ ≡ λk′,ℓ (mod p
m+1).
To prove the Proposition we still have to look at the place p and to determine the
slope subspaces of V
Kp
Πk,p
. Since χ1,∞ = | · |
1/2
∞ and χ2,∞ = | · |
3/2−k0
∞ we may write
χ1 = Ψ1| · |
1/2 and χ2 = Ψ2| · |
3/2−k0 with Ψ1,Ψ2 idele class characters of finite order.
In particular, Ψ1,Ψ2 are unitary and Πp ∼= Ind(| · |
1/2
p ψ1,p, | · |
3/2−k0
p ψ2,p) is irreducible
because 1/2 − (3/2 − k0) = k0 − 1 > 1 (note that by our assumption k0 > 2). Hence,
(50) Ind(χ1,p, χ2,p) ∼= Ind(χ2,p, χ1,p).
Since Π occurs in Mk0(Γ, χω
−k0) we know that condΠ|Np. Hence, condΠp = 0 or = p.
We distinguish cases and first asssume condΠ = 0. In this case the characters χ1,p
and χ2,p are unramified and since ω
k−k0 = 1 if k ∈ k0+(p−1)Z all representations Πk,p,
k ∈ k0 + (p− 1)Z then are unramified. We want to determine the effect of the (ramified
!) Hecke operator Tp on the space Π
Kp
k,p, where Kp = K1,p(Np) = {
(
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(Zp) :
c ≡ 0, d ≡ 1 (mod p)}. We know that dimΠ
Kp
k,p = 2 and we construct a basis of Π
Kp
k,p as
follows. For any ψ ∈ Π
Kp
k,p and
(
α β
δ
)
∈ B2(Qp),
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Kp we know that
(51) ψ(
(
α β
δ
)
g
(
a b
c d
)
) = χ1,p(α)|α|
1/2
p χ2,p(δ)|δ|
k0−k−1/2
p χ1,pχ2,p(d)
(note that ω˜k−k0 = 1 and d is a p-adic unit, hence, |d|k0−kp = 1). Hence, the decomposi-
tion
(52) GL2(Qp) = B2(Qp)
(
1
1 1
)
K0(p)∪˙B2(Qp)
(
1
p 1
)
K0(p)
= B2(Qp)
(
1
1 1
)
K0(p)∪˙B2(Qp)K0(p)
shows that any element in Π
Kp
k,p is uniquely determined by the values ψ(
(
1
1 1
)
) and
ψ(1). We denote by 1k,1 rep. 1k,2 the uniquely determined element in Π
Kp
k,p, which
satisfies 1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) = 1 and 1k,1(1) = 0 resp. 1k,2(
(
1
1 1
)
) = 0 and 1k,2(1) = 1.
Clearly, 1k,1 and 1k,2 span Π
K1(p)
k,p .
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We compute the effect of the Hecke operator Tp on 1k,1and 1k,2 and we begin with
1k,1. By definition,
Tp 1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) =
p−1∑
u=0
1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)(
1 u
p
)
).
Using the decomposition
(53)
(
1
1 1
)(
1 u
p
)
=
( p
u+p
u
u+p
1
)(
1
1 1
)(
1
u+ p
)
and
(54)
(
1
1 1
)(
1 0
p
)
=
(
p 1− p
1
)(
1
1 1
)(
1 p− 1
1
)
we obtain
Tp1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) =
p−1∑
u=1
1k,1(
( p
u+p
u
u+p
1
)(
1
1 1
)(
1
u+ p
)
) + 1k,1(
(
p 1− p
1
)(
1
1 1
)(
1 p− 1
1
)
)
=
p−1∑
u=1
χ1,p(
p
u+ p
)|
p
u+ p
|1/2p χ1,pχ2,p(u+ p) + χ1,p(p)|p|
1/2
p
=
p−1∑
u=1
χ1,p(p)|p|
1/2
p + χ1,p(p)|p|
1/2
p
= pχ1,p(p)|p|
1/2
p
= p1/2χ1,p(p).
The second equality holds because ω˜k0−kp = 1 and u+ p is a p-adic unit if u 6= 0 and the
third equality holds because χ1,p and χ2,p are unramified and u + p is a p-adic unit if
u 6= 0. Hence, we obtain
(55) Tp1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) = p1/2χ1,p(p).
Similarly, we find
(56) Tp1k,1(1) =
p−1∑
u=0
1k,1(
(
1 u
p
)
)
and this equals 0 because
(
1 u
p
)
∈ B2(Qp)K0(p). Thus, (55) and (56) yield
Tp1k,1 = p
1/2 χ1,p(p)1k,1.
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We note that
(57) vp(p
1/2 χ1,p(p)) = 0
i.e. p1/2 χ1,p(p) is a p-adic unit, because χ1 = | · |
1/2ψ1 with ψ1 of finite order. Thus, we
have seen that 1k,1 is a Tp-eigenform with eigenvalue p
1/2χ1,p(p), in particular, 1k,1 has
slope 0.
We compute the effect of Tp on 1k,2. By definition,
Tp 1k,2(
(
1
1 1
)
) =
p−1∑
u=0
1k,2(
(
1
1 1
)(
1 u
p
)
).
Since equations (53) and (54) imply that(
1
1 1
)(
1 u
p
)
∈ B2(Q)
(
1
1 1
)
K0(p)
we obtain
(58) Tp 1k,2(
(
1
1 1
)
) = 0.
Moreover,
(59) Tp 1k,2(1) =
p−1∑
u=0
1k,2(
(
1 u
p
)
)
=
p−1∑
u=0
χ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k−1/2
p
= pχ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k−1/2
p
= p3/2χ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k
p .
Equations (58) and (59) together yield
Tp 1k,2 = p
3/2χ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k
p 1k,2.
Since χ2 = | · |
3/2−k0ψ2 with ψ2 of finite order we obtain
(60) vp(p
3/2χ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k
p ) = k.
Thus, we have seen that 1k,2 is a Tp-eigenform with eigenvalue p
3/2χ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k
p , in par-
ticular, 1k,2 has slope k. Equations (57) and (60) imply that the eigenvalues p
−1/2 χ1,p(p)
and p3/2χ2,p(p)|p|
k0−k are different (k is an integer > 0). Hence, Tp is diagonalizable on
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Π
Kp
k,p and the only slopes occuring in Π
Kp
k,p are α = 0 and α = k with corresponding slope
spaces
Π
Kp,0
k,p = C1k,1 Π
Kp,k
k,p = C1k,2.
This holds for all k ∈ k0 + (p − 1)Z and proves the first claim of the Proposition. In
particular, we obtain a family of constant slope only we select ψk,p = 1k,1 and the
family then has constant slope α = 0. On the other hand if λ has slope 0 we specify
the p-component of the family (ψk)k as ψk,p = 1k,1 (we leave the components ψk,ℓ, ℓ|N
unspecified); is then immediate that (ψk)k satisfies the following properties
• ψk is an eigenform for all Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |Np with eigenvalue λk,ℓ defined
in (47); in particular, the eigenvalues λk,ℓ, ℓ 6 |Np satisfy the congruences (49)
• ψk is an eigenform for Tp with eigenvalue p
1/2χ1,p(p), i.e. ψk has slope 0
• Since, in particular, k ≡ k0 (mod 2) we find (−1)
k = (−1)k0 and since furthermore
ω˜k0−k = 1, equation (9) in section 1 implies that Π
Kp
k,p →֒ Mk(Γ, χω
−k). Hence, ψk ∈
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)0, i.e. the system of Hecke eigenvalues λk = (λk,ℓ)ℓ 6|Np is contained in
Λαk,χ,Np.
• Since Πk is not a cuspidal representation, the system of Hecke eigenvalues λk is
non-cuspidal.
Thus, λ can be placed into a p-adic family of constant slope 0. This proves second
claim and, hence, the proposition is proven in case Πp is unramified.
We look at the second case, i.e. we assume that condΠp = p. In this case either
(condχ1,p, condχ2,p) = (1, p) or (condχ1,p, condχ2,p) = (p, 1) and in view of (50) we
may assume that (condχ1,p, condχ2,p) = (1, p). In particular, χ1,p is unramified. Again,
since k is congruent to k0 modulo (p− 1)Z the factor ω˜
k0−k
p vanishes and all characters
ω˜k0−kp χ2,p = χ2,p have conductor equal to p; in particular, the conductor of Πk,p equals p
for all k ∈ k0+(p− 1)Z. Hence, the space of Kp-invariants Π
Kp
k,p in Πk,p is 1-dimensional
and the discussion on top of p. 306 in [Ca] shows that Π
Kp
k,p is spanned by the function
1k,1:
Π
Kp
k,p = C1k,1.
Here, 1k,1 is the unquely determined function GL2(Qp) → C satisfying (51) as well as
1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) = 1 and 1k,1(1) = 0 (compare equation (52); note that the analogoue of
the function 1k,2 is not well defined because χ2,p ramifies). We compute the effect of
Tp on 1k,1. To this end it suffices to determine Tp 1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) because 1k,1 is a Tp-
eigenform. A computation completely analogous to the computation of Tp 1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
)
in the unramified case yields
Tp 1k,1(
(
1
1 1
)
) = p1/2χ1,p(p).
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Again, this holds for all k ∈ k0 + (p − 1)Z. In particular, 1k,1 is a Tp-eigenvector with
eigenvalue p1/2χ1,p(p). Since χ1 = | · |
1/2Ψ1, with Ψ1 of finite order we obtain
vp(p
1/2χ1,p(p)) = 0.
Hence, the only slope occuring in Π
Kp
k,p is α = 0:
Π
Kp
p = Π
Kp,0
p = C1k,1,
which proves the first claim of the Proposition. In particular, we have to specify the p-
component ψk,p of ψk to be 1k,1; ψk then has slope 0 for all k ∈ k0+(p−1)Z. Altogether
we see that the family (ψk)k satisfies the following properties, which are completely
analogous to the unramified case:
• ψk is an eigenform for all Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |Np with eigenvalue λk,ℓ defined
in (47); in particular, the eigenvalues λk,ℓ satisfy the congruences (49)
• ψk is an eigenform for Tp with eigenvalue p
1/2χ1,p(p), i.e. ψk has slope 0
• As in the first case, equation (9) in section 1 shows that Π
Kp
k,p →֒ Mk(Γ, ω
−kχ),
hence, ψk ∈ Mk(Γ, ω
−kχ)α, i.e. the system of Hecke eigenvalues λk = (λk,ℓ)ℓ 6|Np is
contained in Λαk,χ,Np.
• Since Πk is not a cuspidal representation, the system of Hecke eigenvalues λk is
non-cuspidal.
This proves the second claim and concludes the proof of the Proposition in case Πp
ramifies. Thus the proposition is proven.
Corollary. Fix α ∈ Q≥0 and let λ ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,Np
be non-cuspidal. Assume that k0 ≥
(Cαα + 1)
2 + 2. Then, α = 0 and, hence, there is a family (λk)k, k ∈ k0 + (p − 1)Z,
where λk = (λk,ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
0
k,χ,Np such that
• λk0 = λ
• λk is non-cuspidal for all k ∈ k0 + (p − 1)Z
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies λk,ℓ ≡ λk′,ℓ (mod p
m+1) for all ℓ 6 |Np.
Proof. By the above Proposition λ has slope α = 0 or α = k0 and the claim follows
from the proposition if we can show that α = 0. To this end assume that α = k0. Since
ψ has weight k0, by our assumption on k0 we obtain
k0 ≥ (Ck0k0 + 1)
2 + 2 ≥ (Ck0k0)
2.
Recalling that Ck0 ≥ N(k0)+
1
k0
(cf. equation (45)) we further obtain k0 ≥ (N(k0)k0+1)
2
and since N(k0) ≥ 1 (cf. equation (32) in section 3) this implies k0 ≥ N(k0)
2k20 +
2N(k0)k0 +1 ≥ k
2
0 +1, a contradiction (k0 is a positive integer). Thus, the slope α = k0
does not satisfy k0 ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 and we deduce that α = 0. This finishes the proof of
the Corollary.
From now on we asssume k > 2. We denote by Eαk,χ,Np the set of all irreducible
representations Π of Gl2(Af ) such that Π
K,α 6= 0, Π,αK occurs in Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α and
Π is non-cuspidal, i.e. ΠK does not occur in the subspace Sk(Γ, χω
−k) of cusp forms.
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Proposition D shows that Eαk,χ,Np 6= ∅ implies α = 0 or α = k. We recall from equation
(9) in section 1.3 that Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α is the direct sum
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α = Ek(Γ, χω
−k)α ⊕ Sk(Γ, χω
−k)α,
where
Ek(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
Π∈Eαk,χ,Np
ΠK,α
(note that k > 2). Moreover, equation (9) in section 1.3 shows that any Π ∈ Eαk,χ,Np is
of the form
Π = Ind(χ1,f , χ2,f )
for characters χ1, χ2 : Q
∗\A∗ → C∗ of conductor Np, which satisfy the conditions
χ1,∞ = | · |
1/2
∞ , χ2,∞ = sgn
ǫ| · |
3/2−k0
∞ with ǫ = (−1)k0 and χ1χ2 = χω
−k0 . In the proof of
Proposition D we have seen that the slope 0 subspace of any non-cuspidal representation
Π = Ind(χ1,fχ2,f ) occuring in Mk(Γ, χω
−k) is non-trivial (in fact we have seen that
dimΠK,0 = 1); we thus obtain a map
Φk,k′ : E
0
k,χ,Np → E
0
k′,χ,Np
Ind(χ1,f , χ2,f ) 7→ Ind(χ1,f , ω˜
k′−k
f | · |
k−k′
f χ2,f ).
Clearly, Φk,k′ is a bijection with inverse Φk′,k.
Lemma. Let Π ∈ E0k,χ,Np and Π
′ ∈ E0k′,χ,Np correspond to each other under Φk,k′.
Assume that k ≡ k′ (mod (p−1)pm). Then, for all primes ℓ1, . . . , ℓs, which do not divide
Np, we have
trπNpMpTℓ1 · · ·Tℓs |Π ≡ trπ
Np
MpTℓ1 · · ·Tℓs |Π′ (mod p
m+1) (M |N).
Proof. Tℓi , ℓi 6 |Np acts on Π
K,0 resp. on Π′K,0 as multiplication with some number
λℓi resp. λ
′
ℓi
and in the proof of Proposition E we have seen that λℓi ≡ λ
′
ℓi
(mod pm+1)
if k ≡ k′ (mod (p−1)pm). In particular, Tℓi acting on Π
K,0 resp. on Π′K,0 is represented
by the matrix λℓiId resp. λ
′
ℓi
Id with respect to any basis of ΠK,0 resp. of Π′K,0. On the
other hand, in the proof of the Theorem in section 4.2 we have seen that πNpMp|ΠK,0 resp.
πNpMp|Π′K,0 with respect to a suitable basis is represented by the matrix
DB(π
Np
Fp ) =


[Γ1(Mp) : Γ1(Np)] ∗
. . .
[Γ1(Mp) : Γ1(Np)]
0 · · · 0
. . .
...
0


.
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Here, the entry [Γ1(Mp) : Γ1(Np)] appears d = dim (Π
K,0)K1(Mp)-times resp. d′ =
dim (Π′K,0)K1(Mp)-times on the diagonal. Since λℓi ≡ λ
′
ℓi
(mod pm+1) the claim fol-
lows if we can show that d = d′. To prove this write (ΠK,0)K1(Mp) = ΠK1(Mp),0 =
⊗ℓ 6=p,∞Π
K1,ℓ(Mp)
ℓ ⊗ Π
K1,p(Mp),0
p and analogously for (Π′
K,0)K1(Mp). The Corollary to
proof in [Ca], p. 306 shows that dimΠ
K1,ℓ(Mp)
ℓ = dimΠ
′
ℓ
K1,ℓ(Mp) for all ℓ 6= p,∞ because
Π and Π′ share the same conductor. In the proof of Proposition E we have seen that
dimΠ
K1,p(Mp),0
p = dimΠ′p
K1,p(Mp),0 = 1. Hence, d = d′ and the proof of the lemma is
complete.
Substracting the identity of the Lemma from the Basic trace identity we obtain
Proposition (Basic Trace identity for cusp froms). Let α ∈ Q≥0. Assume that k, k
′
satisfy
• k, k′ ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
• k ≡ k′ (mod (p− 1)pm) with m > Bα.
and let ℓ1, . . . , ℓs be primes, which do not divide Np. Then, the same congruences as
in the Theorem in section 3.5 with ”M” replaced by ”S” hold true, i.e.
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . · T rsℓs |Sk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ trπ
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . · T rsℓs |Sk′ (Γ,χω−k
′)α (mod p
m−vp(ϕ(N))).
if α = 0 and
trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Sk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ tr π
Np
MpT
r1
ℓ1
·. . .·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Sk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
[ m
Cαα
]−vp(ϕ(N))).
if α > 0.
Proof. We note that
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α = Ek(Γ, χω
−k)α ⊕ Sk(Γ, χ
−k)α
Thus, to prove the proposition it remains to compare trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . ·T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Ek(Γ,χω−k)α
and trπNpMpT
r1
ℓ1
· . . . · T rsℓs e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Ek′ (Γ,χω−k
′)α . We distinguish:
Case 1: α > 0. The above Corollary shows that Eαk,χ,Np = ∅, hence, Ek(Γ, χω
−k)α =
Ek′(Γ, χω
−k′)α = 0 and the Proposition is immediate by the Theorem in section 3.5.
Case 2: α = 0. Since Φk,k′ : E
0
k,χ,Np → E
0
k′,χ,Np is a bijection such that
trπNpMpTℓ1 · · ·Tℓs |Π ≡ trπ
Np
MpTℓ1 · · · Tℓs |Φk,k′ (Π) (mod p
m+1) (M |N)
(cf. the above Lemma) we obtain
trπNpMpTℓ1 · · ·Tℓs |Ek(Γ,χω−k)0 ≡ trπ
Np
MpTℓ1 · · ·Tℓs |Ek′ (Γ,χω−k
′)0 (mod p
m+1) (M |N).
Again, the claim follows immediately from this and the Theorem in section 3.5. Thus,
the proposition is proven.
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Following the exposition in section 4.2 while replacing ”M” by ”S” throughout we
obtain the following result from Corollary C3. We denote by Λα,cuspk0,χ,Np the set of all
λ ∈ Λαk0,χ,Np such that M
α
k,χω−k
(λ) ⊂ Sk(Γ, χω
−k)α, i.e. Mα
k,χω−k
(λ) is cuspidal.
Addendum to Theorem D1, D2. Let α ∈ Q≥0, let k0 ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2. Then,
any λ ∈ Λα,cuspk0,χ,Np can be placed into a cuspidal p-adic family. More precisely, there is a
family (λ(k))k, where k runs over all integers satisfying k ≥ (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 as well as
k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)), which satisfies the properties
• λ(k) ∈ Λα,cuspk,χ,Np
• λ(k0) = λ
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ).
Here, a = a(α) and b = b(α) only depend on α and are defined as the same quantities
in section 4.2 with ”M” replaced by ”S”, hence,
a ≤ dimSk(Γ, χω
−k)α
for all k ≥ Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1 and even
a = min {dimSk(Γ, χω
−k)α, k ≥ Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}
if α = 0.
If in addition dimSk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α = 1 holds then any λ ∈ Λα,cuspk0,χ,Np can be placed into
a cuspidal p-adic family, which exists for all k such that k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 and k ≡ k0
(mod pBα) and which satisfies the congruences
λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b) if k ≡ k′ (mod pm).
Remark. Under the assumption k > (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 we know that Ek(Γ, χω
−k)α
does not vanish only for α = 0. Thus, for all α > 0 the space Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α appearing
in Theorem D2 is spanned by cusp forms, i.e.
Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α = Sk(Γ, χω
−k)α
and we are in the situation of the above Addendum to Theorem D1, D2. In different
words, if α > 0 the statements of Theorems D1, D2 and of the Addendum are equivalent.
4.5. Eigenvalues of Hecke operators at ramified places. Let k0 ≥ (Cαα +
1)2+2 and λ ∈ Λαk0,χ. Theorem D1 shows that there is a family (λ(k))k, where k runs over
all integers larger than (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 and congruent to k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)) and where
λ(k) = (λ(k)ℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,Np such that the following congruence holds: λ(k) ≡ λ(k
′)
(mod pam+b−Ak0 ) if k ≡ k′ (mod pm). We denote by (π(k), V (k)) the represntation of
Gl2(Af ) attached to λ(k) and we write V (k) = ⊗ℓ 6=∞V (k)ℓ. In this last section we shall
show that for any k as above and any ℓ dividing Np we can pick an eigenvalue λ(k)ℓ
of Tℓ acting on V (k)ℓ such that the same type of congruences as for the places ℓ 6 |Np
also hold at the ramified places ℓ|Np. Hence, any λ ∈ Λαk0,χ can be placed into a p-adic
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family (λ(k))k, where now λ(k) ∈ Λ
α
k,χ, i.e. the elements of the family are defined for all
primes ℓ and not just the primes ℓ, which do not divide Np.
We recall that we defined a p-adic valuation vp on C by using an isomorphism i :
Cp ∼= C; for any polynomial f =
∑d
h=0 ahX
h ∈ C[X] we therefore may set
vp(f) = min {vp(ah), h = 0, . . . , d}.
Lemma. Assume that f =
∑d
h=0 ahX
h ∈ Q¯[X] and f ′ =
∑d
h=0 a
′
hX
h ∈ Q¯[X] satisfy
the following properties
• f, f ′ have p-adically integral coefficients and leading term equal to 1, i.e.
vp(ah), vp(a
′
h) ≥ 0 for all h = 1, . . . , d and ad = a
′
d = 1
• vp(f − f
′) ≥ m with m ≥ 0.
Then, for any zero λ of f there is a zero λ′ of f ′ such that vp(λ− λ
′) ≥ m/d.
Proof. We denote by O the ring of integers of Qp(a1, . . . , ad). Since vp(ah) ≥ 0 for
all h = 1, . . . , d, the coefficients ah of f are contained in O and since furthermore the
leading coefficient of f equals 1, any root λ of f is integral over O. Hence, vp(λ) ≥ 0
for any root λ of f . Clearly, the same is true of the roots of f ′ and we deduce that
the Lemma holds trivially in case m = 0. We therefore assume m > 0 and we fix any
root λ of f . Let λ′1, . . . , λ
′
d denote the roots of f
′, each root appearing as often as its
multiplicity. Since vp(f − f
′) ≥ m we obtain vp(f(λ)− f
′(λ)) ≥ m. Taking into account
that f(λ) = 0 we thus find
(63) vp(f
′(λ)) = vp(
d∏
h=0
(λ− λ′h)) ≥ m.
Now, if vp(λ − λ
′
i) was strictly less than m/d for all zeroes λ
′
i of f
′ we obtained
vp(
∏d
h=0(λ− λ
′
i)) < m, a contradiction to (63). Thus, the lemma is proven.
Proposition. Let fk =
∑d
h=0 ak,hX
h ∈ C[X], k ∈ N be a family of polynomials
such that the following holds.
• Each fk has p-adically integral coefficients and leading coefficient equal to 1
• There are a, b ∈ Q, a > 0 such that the following congruence holds.
(64) k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies vp(fk − fk′) ≥ am+ b.
We denote by Zk the set of roots of fk. Then, if λ ∈ Zk0 is any root of fk0, there is a
family (λk)k, λk ∈ Zk such that λk0 = λ and the following congruence holds:
(65) k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies vp(λk − λk′) ≥
am+b
d .
Proof. We define the sequence λk inductively. Of course, we set λk0 = λ. Next,
we assume that zeroes λk0 , λk1 , . . . , λkn have been chosen such that λkh ∈ Zkh and the
congruences (64) hold for k, k′ ∈ {k0, . . . , kn}. We select any k = kn+1 ∈ N−{k0, . . . , kn}.
Let ki ∈ {k0, . . . , kn} be closest to k, i.e.
vp(k − ki) ≥ vp(k − kj)
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for all j = 0, . . . , n. We set m = vp(k − ki). By using the above Lemma we find a zero
λkn+1 ∈ Zkn+1 such that
vp(λkn+1 − λki) ≥
am+ b
d
.
We will show that λk0 , λk1 , . . . , λkn , λkn+1 satisfies the congruence (64) thereby com-
pleting the induction and, hence, proving the Proposition. Clearly, only the congru-
ences involving λ = λkn+1 still need to be verified. To this end we select an arbitrary
λkj ∈ {λk0 , λk1 , . . . , λkn}. We set m
′ = vp(ki − kj) and distinguish:
Case 1: vp(k − ki) > vp(ki − kj), i.e. m > m
′. We obtain, vp(k − kj) = vp(k − ki +
ki − kj) = min(vp(k − ki), vp(ki − kj)) = m
′ by the p-adic triangle inequality. On the
other hand, vp(λ− λkj) = vp(λ− λki + λki − λkj)) = min(
am+b
d ,
am′+b
d ) =
am′+b
d . Hence,
the claimed congruence (65) holds in this case.
Case 2: vp(k − ki) < vp(ki − kj), i.e. m < m
′. Here, the congruence (65) follows in
the same way as in case 1.
Case 3: vp(k−ki) = vp(ki−kj), i.e. m = m
′. Here, vp(k−kj) = vp(k−ki+ki−kj) ≥ m
and since ki was closest to k we obtain vp(k−kj) = m. On the other hand, vp(λ−λkj ) =
vp(λ − λki + λki − λkj)) ≥ min(
am+b
d ,
am′+b
d ) =
am+b
d . Hence, the claimed congruence
(65) holds in this case too.
This completes the proof of the Proposition.
Before we turn to the proof of our last theorem we make the following observation
concerning the Theorem and Theorem’ in section 4.2. The Theorem and Theorem’ in
section 4.2 still hold if we replace the set Λαk,χ,Np by Λ
α
k,χ,N and Λ
α
k′,χ,Np by Λ
α
k′,χ,N ,
i.e. for any system of eigenvalues λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|N in Λ
α
k,χ,N there is a system of eigenvalues
λ′ = (λ′ℓ)ℓ 6|N in Λ
α
k′,χ,N such that the following holds
• λℓ ≡ λ
′
ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak) for all ℓ 6 |N
• F ′|F , where F resp. F ′ is the prime to p part of the conductor of λ resp. of λ′.
The reason for this is that in addition to the Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ 6 |Np, the Hecke
operator Tp too commmutes with π
Np
Mp. The proof of the Theorem in section 4.2 therefore
carries over word for word to yield the above stronger result, which includes the prime
p. As a consequence, Corollary C2 and Theorems D1, D2 also hold if we replace Λαk,χ,Np
by Λαk,χ,N and Λ
α
k′,χ,Np by Λ
α
k′,χ,N , i.e. for any λ ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,N
there is a family (λk)k, where
k runs as in Theorem D1, D2, λk ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,N and k ≡ k
′ (mod pm) implies that
λ(k)ℓ ≡ λ(k
′)ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak0 )
for all ℓ 6 |N .
Let k0 > (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 be any weight and let λ = (λℓ)ℓ 6|Np ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,N
. In particular,
for any weight k satisfying
(66) k > (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2
and
(67) k ≡ k0 (mod p
m) with m > L(α, k0)
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there is a uniquely determined element λ(k) = (λk,ℓ)ℓ 6|N ∈ Λ
α
k,χ,N , such that the family
(λ(k))k satisfies λ(k0) = λ as well as the congruences
λ(k)ℓ ≡ λ(k
′)ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ) if k ≡ k′ (mod pm)
for all ℓ 6 |N . Moreover, the family (λ(k))k is uniquely determined by λ. We denote by
(π(k), V (k)) the representation of GL2(Af ) corresponding to λ(k). For any prime number
ℓ dividing N , we denote by Ψℓ = Ψ
α
k,χ,ℓ the characteristic polynomial of Tℓ acting on
Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) (cf. section 4.2 for the definition of Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) with λ ∈ Λαk,χ,N).
We note that the extension of Corollary C2 2.) implies that dimMα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) =
dimV (k)K,α = dimV (k0)
K,α = dimMα
k0,χω−k0
(λ(k′)) as long as k ≡ k0 (mod p
L(α,k0)).
Hence, the degree of Ψℓ is the same for all k satisfying (66) and (67) and we may write
Ψℓ =
dℓ∑
h=0
ak,hX
h
with dℓ = dimM
α
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) = dimMα
k0,χω−k0
(λ).
Theorem F. Let k′, k ≥ (Cαα+1)2+1 be weights which satisfy equation (67). Then,
with the above notations, for any ℓ|N we have
vp(Ψ
α
k,χ,ℓ −Ψ
α
k′,χ,ℓ) ≥ am+ b− (d
α
k0,χ + 1)Ak0)− vp(d
α
k0,χ!)).
where dαk0,χ = dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α.
Proof. We write k ≡ k′ (mod pm), hence, m > L(α, k0). Let λ ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,N
. Since
elements, which are distinct, already are distinct modulo pAk0 (cf. equation (35)) we
find for any µ ∈ Λαk0,χ,N , µ 6= λ a prime ℓ(λ, µ) ∈ N, which does not divide Np and which
satisfies λℓ(λ,µ) 6≡ µℓ(λ,µ) (mod p
Ak0 ). We define for any k satisfying (66) and (67), any
a ∈ N and any ℓ|N an element in the Hecke algebra
ek = ek,a,λ =
∏
µ∈Λα
k0,χ,Np
µ6=λ
(Tℓ(µ,λ) − µ(k)ℓ(µ,λ)) · T
a
ℓ · e
[ m
Cαα
]
α .
We recall that µ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ,N is the image of µ ∈ Λ
α
k0,χ,N
under the map ϕ (cf. the
extension of Corollary C2 4.)). We note that the above extension of Theorem D1 implies
that the family (µ(k))k satisfies the congruences
µ(k)ℓ ≡ µ(k
′)ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ) for all ℓ 6 |N.
We compute the trace of ek acting on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α =
⊕
µ∈Λαk0,χ,N
Mα
k,χω−k
(µ(k))
(cf. the extension of Corollary C2).
The definition of ek immediately yields ek|Mα
k,χω−k
(µ(k)) = 0 if µ 6= λ.
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To determine ek|Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) we choose a basis B of M
α
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) with respect to
which all Hecke operators Tℓ, ℓ prime, are represented by an upper triangular matrix
DB(Tℓ|Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k))) =

 λ(k)ℓ ∗. . .
λ(k)ℓ

 .
We then obtain
DB(ek|Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k))) =

 ζk ∗. . .
ζk

DB(T aℓ |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)))DB(e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k))),
where
ζk =
∏
µ∈Λα
k0,χ,Np
µ6=λ
(λ(k)ℓ(λ,µ) − µ(k)ℓ(λ,µ)).
Since DB(T
a
ℓ |Mαk,χ(λ(k))) too is upper triangular we find
(68)
tr ek|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α = tr ek|Mαk,χω−k (λ(k))
= ζk · tr T
a
ℓ |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)).
On the other hand the Hecke algebra 〈Tℓ, ℓ prime〉 is isomorphic to the polynomial
algebra C[Tℓ, ℓ prime]; for any f =
∑
m am
∏
ℓ prime T
mℓ
ℓ ∈ 〈Tℓ, ℓ prime〉 we define
vp(f) := minm vp(am),
i.e. vp(f − f
′) ≥ r precisely if f ′ = f + g with g ∈ pr〈Tℓ, ℓ prime〉.
Since µ(k) ≡ µ(k′) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ), the definition of ek, e
′
k implies
vp(ek − ek′) ≥ am+ b−Ak0 .
In particular, if V is any C-vector space with basis C, on which the Hecke algebra acts
we obtain
DC(ek|V ) ≡ DC(ek′ |V ) (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ).
(a congruence between matrices is to be understood entry-wise) and therefore
(69) tr ek|V ≡ tr ek′ |V (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ).
On the other hand, the Theorem in section 3.5 yields
(70) tr ek|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ tr ek|Mk′(Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
h
m
Cαα
i
−vp(ϕ(N)))
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and since am+ b ≤ D ≤
[
m
Cαα
]
− vp(ϕ(N)) (cf. the definition of a, b (and D = Dα,m) in
section 4.2) equations (70) and (69) yield
tr ek|Mk(Γ,χω−k)α ≡ tr ek′ |Mk′ (Γ,χω−k
′ )α (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ).
Together with equation (68) we obtain
(71) ζk trT
a
ℓ |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k))
≡ ζk′trT
a
ℓ |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ).
Again, since µ(k) ≡ µ(k′) and λ(k) ≡ λ(k′) (mod pam+b−Ak0 ) we find
ζk ≡ ζk′ (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ).
We know that λℓ(λ,µ) 6≡ µℓ(λ,µ) (mod p
Ak0 ) for all µ 6= λ. Moreover, since aL(α, k0)+b ≥
Ak0 (by the definition of L(α, k0)) we also obtain µ(k) ≡ µ and λ(k) ≡ λ (mod p
Ak0 ).
Thus, we obtain altogether
λ(k)ℓ(λ,µ) 6≡ µ(k)ℓ(λ,µ) (mod p
Ak0 ).
In particular,
vp(ζk) ≤ |Λ
α
k,χ,N |Ak0 ≤ dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)αAk0 = dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)αAk0 .
The last equality is a consequence of Theorem B. We set dαk0,χ = dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α
and thus obtain from (71)
trT aℓ |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k))
≡ trT aℓ |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) (mod p
am+b−Ak0−d
α
k0,χ
Ak0 ).
Moreover, since λ(k)p ≡ λ(k
′)p and eα is a polynomial in Tp we deduce that
tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) ≡ tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ). Since furthermore
tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) and tr e
[ m
Cαα
]
α |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) are p-adic units by Proposition 1.) in
section 3.4, we obtain
(72) trT aℓ |Mα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) ≡ trT
a
ℓ |Mα
k′,χω−k
′ (λ(k
′)) (mod p
am+b−Ak0−d
α
k0,χ
Ak0 ).
We write
Ψαk,χ,ℓ =
d∑
j=1
(−1)jaαk,χ,jX
d−j
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and
Ψαk′,χ,ℓ =
d∑
j=1
(−1)jaαk′,χ,jX
d−j .
We set σi = trT
i
ℓ |Mαk,χω−k
(λ(k)). Since
aαk,χ,j =
1
j!
det


σ1 1
σ2 σ1 2
· · · · · ·
· · · · · · j − 1
σj σj−1 · · · · · · σ1


and the same formula holds if we replace k by k′ (cf. [Koe], 3.4.6. Korollar, p. 117) we
deduce from (72)
aαk,χ,j ≡ a
α
k′,χ,j (mod p
am+b−(dαk0,χ
+1)Ak0−vp(j!)).
Since j ≤ dimMα
k,χω−k
(λ(k)) ≤ dimMk(Γ, χω
−k)α
ThmB
= dαk0,χ we obtain
Ψαk,χ,ℓ ≡ Ψ
α
k′,ℓ,χ (mod p
am+b−(dαk0,χ
+1)Ak0−vp(d
α
k0,χ
!)
).
This completes the proof of the Theorem.
Let λ ∈ Λαk0,χ. Then there is a family (λ(k))k, where k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 2 and k ≡ k0
(mod pm) with m ≥ L(α, k0) such that
λ(k)ℓ ≡ λ(k
′)ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak0 ) if k ≡ k′ (mod pam+b−Ak0 )
for all ℓ 6 |N (cf. the extension of Theorem D1). Applying the above Proposition to
the family of characteristic polynomials Ψαk,χ of Tℓ acting onMk(Γ, χω
−k)α, ℓ|N (which
is possible by Theorem F) we see that for any k we can choose eigenvalues λ(k)ℓ of Tℓ
acting on Mk(Γ, χω
−k)α such that the family (λ(k)ℓ)k satisfies the congruences
vp(λ(k)ℓ − λ(k
′)ℓ) ≥
am+ b− (dαk0,χ + 1)Ak0 − vp(d
α
k0,χ
!)
dλ,ℓ
if k ≡ k′ (mod pm),
where dλ,ℓ = degΨ
α
k,χ,ℓ = dimM
α
k0,χω−k0
(λ). In particular, for any k as above we obtain
elements (λ(k)ℓ)ℓ ∈ Λ
α
k,χ, where now ℓ runs over all rational primes ℓ. Hence, any λ ∈
Λαk0,χ can be placed into a p-adic family which satisfies the requested type of congruences
also at the ramified places. Moreover, since in particular, dλ,ℓ ≤ dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α =
dαχ,k0 in conjunction with the extension of Theorems D1 and D2 we obtain the following
final result.
Theorem G. Let α ∈ Q≥0 and let k0 ≥ (Cαα+1)
2+2 be any weight. Let λ = (λℓ)ℓ ∈
Λαk0,χ. Then, for any weight k satisfying k > (Cαα + 1)
2 + 2 and k ≡ k′ (mod pm) with
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m > L(α, k0) there is a system of eigenvalues λk = (λk,ℓ), ℓ running over all rational
primes, such that the following conditions hold:
• λ(k) ∈ Λαk,χ
• λ(k0) = λ
• k ≡ k′ (mod pm) implies
λ(k)ℓ ≡ λ(k
′)ℓ (mod p
am+b−Ak0 )
for all ℓ 6 |N and
vp(λ(k)ℓ − λ(k
′)ℓ) ≥
am+ b− (dαk0,χ + 1)Ak0 − vp(d
α
k0,χ
!)
dαk0,χ
for all ℓ|N . Here, dαk0,χ = dimMk0(Γ, χω
−k0)α.
• if λ is cuspidal then any λ(k) is cuspidal.
Here, a = a(α) and b = b(α) only depend on α. Moreover, a satisfies
a ≤
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
for all k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1 and even
a = min {
1
dimMk(Γ, χω−k)α
, k ≥ (Cαα+ 1)
2 + 1}
if α = 0.
We note that Theorem G has an obvious reformulation in terms of modular forms.
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